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Just for fun
Rohan Storey celebrates a century of seaside excitement.

O

n the night of the 13 December

on the River Caves, the thrill of the Big

1912, the gates of Melbourne’s

Dipper, or the barrels and slides of the

at young adults, rather than families

Luna Park opened to an

Giggle Palace, all now gone.

or children, opening every evening

Luna Park was aimed squarely

expectant throng, drawn by extensive

But what was it like 100 years ago?

throughout the summer season, when the

advertising and the sparkle of 30 000 tiny

…The outside was exactly as it is today,

thousands of globes created a magical

electric globes. It was a triumph; crowds

with the face, towers, and the framework

fairyland. Children were not left out –

had to be turned away, and the Park has

of the scenic railway wrapping around the

special weekend ‘matinée’ afternoon

drawn crowds ever since.

site, enclosing a fantasyland inside. But

openings allowed all ages to enjoy the

the inside was quite different in the years

Park together.

That mad huge face on the St Kilda
foreshore, housed between towers topped

before WWI. Instead of many mechanical

by pavilions like something from the

rides, there were attractions and sideshows

and wonder, as well as the chance to be

Arabian Nights, has been a familiar

lining the perimeter, leaving an open

with members of the opposite sex, in a

landmark on the St Kilda landscape to

central space which was dominated by a

place somehow removed from everyday

generations of Melbournians. It’s hard to

domed tower that housed the Luna Park

reality. On the River Caves of the World,

believe that it’s been there for 100 years.

Band, and a high wire, where trapeze

a young man could be in the dark with

artists and daredevils performed nightly.

his sweetheart; on the Scenic Railway

Many of us have memories of it as it
was like from the 1940s into the ’70s,
fondly recalling a romantic ride

Many of the attractions involved thrills

he could show how brave he was, and
in the Palais des Folies (later
known as the Giggle Palace),
strangers were thrown together on
the Turkey Trot moving bridges
and tumbled together in the *

Luna Park today.

Luna Park in 1913.
revolving barrels. The American Bowl Slide

stage housing more performers. Some of

involved patrons flying down a giant slide

them were famous (or at least promoted

incarnations, its architecture has remained

into a revolving bowl of polished wood, and

as such), such as the juggling duo the

exotic and fantastically mixed: the

a tangle of arms and legs trying to get out,

Tossing Testros and Louina and Franzy

Egyptian-styled Pharaoh’s Daughter

while the giant Ferris Wheel allowed for a

in their ‘slide for life’. Some came over

(an auditorium with a show of ‘magic

gentler but still thrilling experience.

for the Australian summer season from

and mystery’) was juxtaposed with the

the circus/amusement park circuit in the

Moorish/Art Nouveau-style Palace of

It is worth remembering that all this fun

Throughout Luna Park’s many

was had by people a hundred

Illusions (with no less than

years ago, an Edwardian era

eight separate ‘spectacles’)

crowd, wearing the clothes of

and the oriental arches

the time – the men in three-

of the Palais des Folies,

piece suits and boaters, and

while the ‘natural’ rockery

the ladies in neck-to-knee

of the River Caves of the

dresses and gigantic hats.

World was surmounted

And when it was all too much

by the balustrades of the

(and you had found your lost

stairs to the tea terrace that

hat), you could relax on the

featured crescent moons

giant Tea Terrace above the

and built-in planters with

River Caves, affording views
of the park, and of the bay through the scenic

The ‘elephant’ high wire act.

railway structure.
There was an in-house Luna Park

exotic succulents, and the
American Bowl Slide was essentially a
fake mountain.

United States – and the most exciting in

The Park continued in this vein, with

band which provided a musical backdrop

the opening year were Herr Granada and

new acts and refreshed attractions each

from the central raised domed pavilion,

Madame Fedora, who had developed

season, until WWI made having fun

and a permanent high-wire was strung

elaborate high-wire acts, including

seem unpatriotic, and it closed. It did not

across the centre, where various ‘aerialists’

walking the high-wire while the two

re-open until November, 1923, after a

and daredevils performed for the crowd

of them were inside a highly realistic

rebuild that retained the River Caves and

below (sans safety net), and an open-air

elephant costume!

the Giggle Palace, but greatly reduced the
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chateau-style ‘castle’. In the 1930s, the
Ghost Ride (later the Ghost Train)
was added, and
the Whirler. The last major
addition was the Rotor in 1951.
The park operated successfully
for many years in this form
until modern mechanical
rides started to replace the
traditional ones in the late
1970s. In the 1980s more
of the Park’s attractions
were lost, with the Giggle
Palace destroyed by fire
in 1981, the River Caves
sadly condemned as a fire risk and
demolished, the Rotor replaced, and
the Big Dipper demolished in 1988 to
make way for a new roller-coaster that
never appeared.
role of live performances. The Luna Park

A Luna Park newspaper ad from 1939.

Today the Park is still a popular

band and bandstand, and the high wire

attraction, and retains some of the older

were gone, but in their place the wonderful

structures—in fact it is one of the few in

Ghost Train are among the few interwar

Carousel and more mechanical thrill rides,

the world with such a long history. The

attractions of their type remaining.

especially the exiting Big Dipper, and the

Scenic railway is the oldest continuously

Whip, and a giant Water Slide.

operating roller-coaster in the world, the

its second century is truly something

Carousel the largest and best restored

worth celebrating.

Later in the 1920s, the new craze of
electric bumper cars, the Dodgems, was

example of fairground art outside the

added, housed upstairs in their French

US, and the Dodgems building and the

The survival of our Luna Park into

Link: www.lunapark.com.au/index.php n

The Luna Park carousel.
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N e w s f r o m t h e J o h n T r u s c ott D e s i g n F o u ndat i o n In c .

‘It’s all happening’

F

Kevin Luscombe am summarises the latest news from the John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.

ollowing the memorable night

In particular,

of gallery tours, entertainment,

Judith highlighted

hospitality and information-sharing

the continuity of the

at the wonderful Australian Galleries in

Truscott genius evident

Collingwood earlier in the year, a lot of things

in the careful planning

have been happening for the John Truscott

of this outstanding

Design Foundation.

renewal of the brilliance

The Truscott Design Circle, highlighted

of Hamer Hall

as a most important initiative for its energy

Please visit the

and for the future growth of the Foundation,

Lounge area when you

has its collective minds working towards

are next at Arts Centre

new ideas, including a revitalised interest in

Melbourne.

our unique travel award.
Most recently, the spectacular reopening

In addition, sales
of our book A Place

of Hamer Hall brought joy to the

Across the River, Vicki

Foundation’s supporters when one of

Fairfax’s invaluable and

John Truscott’s Arts Centre design

absorbing story of the birth and early life

triumphs—the former Cadbury Schweppes

of the Arts Centre, have been lifted to a

Lounge on Level 3—was renamed the

near ‘sold out’ level, thanks to the support

John Truscott Lounge in his honour. The

of Arts Centre management.

suite’s timeless décor is an exquisite mix

And now, we are actively pursuing

The launch on 26 July 2012: Arts Centre
Melbourne CEO Judith Isherwood looks on
as Scenic Studios’ Ross Turner (right), who
worked with John Truscott on the Hall’s décor, shows an original plan to Martin Carlson
of the John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.

of materials, colours, shapes and room

support for an enlarged public impact

dimensions. It currently houses, proudly,

from the Foundation’s ‘A Place in the City’

John’s two Academy Awards.

awards. This well-established program of

Foundation please contact Martin Carlson
at martin.carlson@bigpond.com 

At an opening function on 26 July 2012,

awards recognises creative contributions

Sue Nattrass and Martin Carlson reflected

to the enjoyment of working, living in or

on John’s extraordinary talents and

visiting the City of Melbourne, through

achievements, and the Foundation paid

the influence of design. More on this later.

tribute to Arts Centre Melbourne Trust

For further information on the

As we said, there is a lot happening at the

chair, Janet Whiting and the CEO,

John Truscott Design Foundation, and there

Judith Isherwood, for making this very

is more we can and will do. We welcome all

special recognition happen.

those who can help us on the journey.

Can you help?

The John Truscott Lounge, with
John’s Camelot Academy Awards
on display.
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The John Truscott Design
Foundation Inc. is compiling
a listing of all known works by
John Truscott. You can help
by letting us know if you hold
any items, or know of their
whereabouts. All information
will be treated confidentially.
Please contact Martin Carlson
on 03 9415 6797, or email
martin.carlson@bigpond.com

n

Theatre memories saved

I

Juliet Ludbrook reports on an important Western Australian initiative.

n Perth a group of graduates from the

of the committee members, Joan Pope and

University of Western Australia have

Bill Dunstone, were asked to provide a

programs, photographs, costume designs,

been working on a project to preserve

The collection consists of posters,

chapter on theatre on-campus for a history

reviews, interviews and other research

the history of theatre on the UWA campus

of the university’s first 100 years. Seeking

data on UWA theatre practitioners and

since performances began in 1917.

Wisdom, edited by Jenny Gregory and Jean

events. It is restricted to performances

Chetkovich, will be available early in 2013.

generated on campus and does not apply

Calling themselves UWATCH they
have built on the work, foresight and

UWATCH members are also involved

to productions generated elsewhere and

commitment of others dating back some

in AusStage, an internet website (www.

performed in University venues. Neither

30 years.

ausstage.edu.au) that can be accessed by

does it apply to performances, although

anyone interested in Australian theatre. Its

generated in the University, of dance or

Pope and Terence Craig (then theatre

aim is to document all theatre productions

other musical performance, unless there is

manager at UWA) recognised the need

ever recorded in Australian history, whether

a significant element of dialogue included.

to preserve the history. In 1988, on the

they be professional, semi-professional,

occasion of the University of Western

student or amateur.

In the early 1980s Peter Mann, Joan

Australia’s 75th anniversary, Ruth

With the possibility opened up by

The collection is restricted to print
materials and audiovisual materials
(audio-cassettes, CDs, videocassettes,

Hunter-Brown, a member of the Graduate

AusStage to include digital images

DVDs, etc.). It does not include costumes,

Dramatic Society, began collecting archival

associated with entries, it was decided to

props or any other such objects.

material. This initiative was re-ignited in

digitise the UWATCH collection rather than

2005 when a number of other enthusiastic

leaving it as hard copy. Attempts to find

hoped the project will survive into the

graduates led by Shoba Cameron, the then

funding for the digitisation initially met with

future. If anyone has any memorabilia,

heritage officer at UWA, began planning a

little success, but early this year assistance

memories or even money (to help with

commemorative publication.

was received from the Vice-Chancellor’s

ongoing expenses) they are urged to

Discretionary Fund.

contact either Joan (popejoan@westnet.

For those who might wonder why
collecting this material is of consequence,

An archivist has now been appointed

up until the 1960s critiques of student

to assist the committee and initial sorting

productions were regularly reported in the

and identifying has begun. Once that is

daily newspaper, The West Australian, as an

complete the digitising of the collection will

integral part of the theatre scene in Perth.

take place.

It is also worthy of note that over the

oral histories) and the digitised copy will be

of walks of life, were involved in student

housed in the University Scholars’ Centre,

theatre: Sir Paul Hasluck and his wife-to-

Reid Library, as the University of WA

be Alix Darker (later Dame Alexandra

Theatre Centenary Collection.

Juliet (jlud@global.net.au).

n

Fortunately, in 2011, a grant was

Bolton trod the boards in the 1950s;

also received from

Dorothy Hewett wrote her play Chapel

the Oral History

Perilous specifically for the New Fortune

Association of Australia

Theatre at UWA; Faith Clayton went on to

(WA Branch) to assist

become a well-known professional actress;

with interviews. These

Joan Pope, founder of CATS (Children’s

interviews (now complete) are with

Activities Time Society) began her

costume designers, actors, directors, staff

involvement with theatre on campus. Many

and theatre administrators, all of whom

others have continued their interest in

have contributed valuable information

theatre through local dramatic societies and

and anecdotes about their activities on

in the teaching profession.

the UWA campus that would otherwise

Due to the problems associated with

com.au), Bill (dunstonw@iinet.net.au) or

Both the original material (including the

years many well-known people, in a variety

Hasluck); Emeritus Professor Geoffrey

The collecting continues, and it is

have been lost.

funding a full-scale publication, it was
subsequently decided to concentrate on
just collecting and presenting the collection

Iain Wyatt, Geoffrey Bolton (right) and

to the university as part of its centenary

Leslie Marchant (front) in Love’s Labour’s

celebrations in 2013. In the meantime two

Lost, Sunken Garden, University of
Western Australia, 1952.
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‘By Gosh, it’s pleasant entertainment’
Frank Van Straten, Ian Smith and the CATHS Research Group*
relive good times at the Plaza Theatre, Northcote – Part 3.

I

In The Argus, Frank Doherty

n March 1953 the Plaza was
leased by an enterprising

enthused: ‘Vaudeville has returned

woman called Margaret

to the Plaza. Inaugurating a new

Clarke. She told The Argus that she

revue series, Clowns in Clover,

had spent six years in professional

attracted the largest audience the

vaudeville and musical comedy,

Plaza has had for months. The

but she ‘wanted to learn drama,

producer, Len Rich, used the

from building sets to playing

accepted recipe and ingredients

Shakespeare, and to have more

for a fast-moving revue which was

scope for study. So I made a snap

enthusiastically received. Music

decision. I left the professional

and staging were above normal

theatre for repertory work’.

revue standard.’

Ms Clarke had worked with the

Another reviewer, ‘D.S.’

Arrow, the National and the Little

(probably Denbeigh Salter) agreed:

Theatre, and then tried her hand at

‘The reopening of suburban

playwriting. The result was Cherie

variety last night provided some

at Eight, a three-act drama based

rollicking good fun—and with

on her experiences in the theatre.

a highly talented lady with the

Proceeds from the première at

unlikely name of Gloria Dawn.

Melbourne University’s Union

Miss Dawn, last here as a demure

Theatre on 18 March were divided

Cinderella with Tommy Trinder,

between Bill Onus’ Aboriginal
Theatre fund and the Little Theatre
rebuilding fund.
After that, Cherie at Eight played
at Ivanhoe Eisteddfod Hall under the
auspices of the Heidelberg Branch of the
National Theatre.
Next Ms Clarke formed The Globe
Theatre Players, ‘Australia’s first
professional Repertory Company’, and
announced a season of three plays at
the Plaza. Cherie at Eight was her first
production, opening on 24 March 1953.
Ms Clarke starred as Cherie Trevor. The
supporting cast included Richard Hilton,
John Bluthal, Wendy Porteous and John
Clarke. Jay Ross directed.
The second offering was a three-week
run of Touch of the Sun, by the Londonbased Australian-born playwright Hugh
Hastings, famous for the enormously
successful Seagulls Over Sorrento. The Little
Theatre had presented Touch of the Sun at
the Union Theatre earlier in the year but,
according to Ms Clarke, her production
was its ‘world professional première’.
Third up was the Australian première
of Christopher Fry’s The Lady’s Not for
Page 6

Drama entrepreneur Margaret Clarke.
Burning. Ironically, when the UTRC
presented it at the Union Theatre in
February 1954, this, too, was promoted as
its Australian première.
After Ms Clarke’s Plaza occupancy
concluded towards the end of May, the
Plaza returned to variety under the
management of a Mr H.G.Ray, who leased
the theatre from Mr Menck.
Ray’s first presentation was Comics in
Clover, which opened on 29 May 1953. The

blossomed at the Plaza into a
striking artiste with the personality of
Mae West, the engaging singing pranks
of Gracie Fields and, of course, her career
before her. Mr Trinder would hardly have
recognised the same girl.
‘For the reopening, the Plaza has
brought together the theatre’s most
popular acts, including the singing
accordionists, the Mello Sisters, Joey
Porter (as, among others, Tarzan),
Joff Ellen and Maggie Buckley. The
production, by Len Rich, is not as

lineup included Gloria Dawn, Joey Porter,

breathless as is usual at the Plaza, and

Joff Ellen, Len Rich, the Mello Sisters,

the show is more ordered. The ballet is,

Maggie Buckley, the Leonard Brothers,

perhaps, the weak spot.’

Lloyd Nairn, Stan Prescott, Marion

Much the same company presented

Williams and the Plaza Beauty Ballet.

Coronation Revels (12 June) and then Laughs

Cecilia Wall was musical director, Nelson

A-Plenty. The ‘world renowned hypnotist’

Wright was the stage director, Lawrence

Analdo enjoyed a four-week run from 18 July.

Fletcher designed the sets, H.G.Ray acted
as house manager and Len Rich produced.
‘Am I happy to be back at the Plaza!’

Films returned in October 1953, but
not just any films—it was a 3D season. The
Plaza ran three 3D features for two weeks

said Len in a note in the program. ‘I

each, concluding with House of Wax. After

am going to give you some really good

this there were some conventional films,

shows—I am your new producer. Nice to

such as The Jolson Story, until the end of the

have Joey Porter on the program again…’

year, and another pantomime.

On 12 December 1953 The Argus

as well as entertainment. It moves with

Joff Ellen, Rosie Sturgess, Eugene

announced: ‘Visiting English artist

commendable pace, is elaborately staged,

Daninlov and Al Mack himself. Em

Ann Nicholson is author, producer and

and Max Reddy is a much better Mother

Reilly was musical director, Rosie

principal boy for the pantomime Goody

Goose than I expected. The Plaza’s Goody

Sturgess looked after the choreography,

Two Shoes and the Pirate, with which

Two Shoes was written and produced by

and the exotically named Madame de

Northcote’s Plaza will reopen for live-

an English girl, Ann Nicholson, who also

Yong supervised the wardrobe. Well

artist shows on Boxing Day. A new group

plays Robin Goodfellow, the principal boy.

known agent Ted James represented the

has been formed, Plaza Enterprises,

The pantomime is the real, old-fashioned

enterprise in Sydney.

which plans a reversion to variety. It is

type, written in light verse, but there is

headed by Miss Dawn Carroll. In the

little of the “eye-catching” quality about

‘Australia’s only suburban vaudeville

pantomime, Charles Norman, last seen in

the sets.’

theatre, the Northcote Plaza, entered

the ridiculous As Black as She’s Painted, will

‘Miss Nicholson,’ said the publicity, ‘has

As always, The Argus was welcoming:

its third year of live artist presentations

be the Dame, with Jock Gormley as Black

appeared before royalty in British musical

last night with its brightest show so far.

William, the pirate.’ Also in the cast were

shows, sung on television and at Covent

The producer, Al Mack, has built up the

Frank Ziino, Hal Jenkin, Joyce Kenyon,

Garden, and toured England and America

comedy routines and recruited a larger

Joy Pearson and Cusko’s Animal Circus.

with the D’Oyly Carte Opera Company’—

ballet. Featured comedians are Al Mack,

Olive Wallace was ballet mistress, Lola

some of which may in fact be true.

Joff Ellen and John Gilbert.’

Graham was musical director and Dawn
Carroll was responsible for the wardrobe.
The Argus’s Frank Doherty thought it

The panto played matinées, while its

Step This Way fared even better:

cast presented a variety revue, New Year

‘Suburban vaudeville has been given a

Revels, in the evenings. From 14 January

facelift at Northcote’s Plaza theatre, and as

compared favourably with Mother Goose at

this morphed into Fun and Frolic, with

a result the admirers have been queuing

the Tivoli.

Lorna Osborne, Barry Balmer and Judd

up. The new management’s second show,

Lane joining the cast.

Step This Way, proved better than the

‘The Plaza’s resources cannot compete
with those of the Tivoli, he reported on

In February 1954 Mr Menck welcomed

first—better staged, and with a ballet of

28 December, ‘but they have, I feel, produced

yet another lessee, Alfons ‘Alf’ Klimek.

eight, which played a larger part. Featured

a pantomime more in keeping with tradition

Klimek spent around £800 on renovations

artist was the Hollywood impressionist

and more suitable for young children. The

and made Al Mack his permanent producer.

Paul Regan.’ Then a couple of weeks later:

The lineup for his first show, Honi Soit,

‘There can be only praise for Al Mack’s

included Eddie Edwards, John Gilbert,

new production Bright Side Up…

Tivoli’s pantomime, naturally, is a spectacle

*

Joff Ellen and the Plaza girls.
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The Ardinis made their Melbourne

Unintentionally, the theatre was providing

was back on 27 July in Let George Do It and

début with a splendid exhibition of hand

an ideal training ground for many of the

on August 9 in His Royal Highness—both

balancing. Joff Ellen, a clever comedian,

names who would make their mark in

reprising titles of his popular films—and,

seems to improve with every show.’

television, then only two years away.

finally, Harem Scarum. Then came another

In May 1954 the ubiquitous Al Mack

In July 1954 the irrepressible George

of this country’s comedic greats, Jim

was joined by the popular radio team

Wallace moved in with The George Wallace

Gerald, in The Jim Gerald Show. Wallace

Nicky and Graham (Kennedy) in Nylons

Show, ‘starring Australia’s greatest

returned on 3 November with The George

and Nonsense. The duo had star billing

funnyman—with Em Reilly’s orchestra, the

Wallace Follies.

in the follow up show, Stars and Garters.

Plaza Lovelies and Rene Osborne—radio’s

A Radio Roundup in July 1954 featured

songbird. No increase in prices’. Also in

Klimek’s lesseeship. Tramway works in

crooner Geoff Brooke, 3UZ’s Tiny Snell,

the company were Rosie Sturgess, Dale

High Street and the resultant diversion of

Frank Rich and Stan Stafford. Prices then

Gower, Joff Ellen, Kevin Connolly and the

motor traffic severely affected attendances,

were 3/-, 4/-, 6/-, with children half price.

comedy duo Skit and Skat—one of whom

he lost heavily, and Menck refused to

later found fame under his real
name, Maurie Fields. Wallace

This was the last show under Alf

renew his lease. In August 1956 he was
declared bankrupt, with assets of £4238
and debts of £14 908.
Joan and Betty Rayner, founders of
the Australian Children’s Theatre, took
the Plaza in February 1955 for a short
season of ballet featuring the Russian
dancer Algeranoff, his wife Claudie
Algeranova, and New Zealander
Ronald Reay.
Later that month the Plaza’s
stage was enlarged for Ice Frolics
(‘Sonia Henie’s Stars in Person—
Company of 40 on 100 Tons of
Real Ice’), but by then the novelty
of suburban variety was waning.
‘We are averaging 250–300 per
night (Mon.–Thurs.), 400 Friday
and 1000 Saturday’, wrote Al
Mack to the Department of
Health. ‘We are trying to reestablish this theatre but are at
present suffering heavy losses.’
In fact those attendances were
as good as in many suburban
theatres at the time but, of
course, expenses at the
Plaza would have been
considerably higher.
April 1955 brought
Kerston, The Masked
Hypnotist, apparently
more talented than
even Mandrake the
Magician. In August
the theatre hosted the
belated Victorian
première of the
1953 Australian film
Captain Thunderbolt.
The Plaza then
settled down to a

Alf Klimek with Sheila Flannigan (left) and Lorna Osborne.
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For about five years the theatre
became a bowling alley, Plaza Lanes.
Thereafter a number of businesses shared
the front sections. In 1986 it became
Elysee Receptions and for a while, a
gymnasium. The building was sold again
in 2009 for conversion to apartments.
The cinema and theatre years of the
Plaza read like mostly hard grind, but
there is another possible interpretation.
Ludbrook Owen Menck was clearly a man
of means, and possibly one who thrived on
conflict. Perhaps the Plaza was his fiefdom,
his hobby almost, to run as he liked.
And without launching an advertising
campaign to find descendants to prove us
wrong, there is no one to say otherwise. In
Melbourne today, not one Menck is listed
in the phone book.
Gloria Dawn.

diet of mostly mediocre films, relieved by

The Plaza’s greasepaint years were
audacious and brave. Never before had
vaudeville successfully migrated from the
second-rung theatres of Bourke Street,

community singing sessions on Thursday

where the Tivoli’s first rate acts set it in

lunchtimes. These were compered by Lou

a class of its own. As for variety in the

Carr and broadcast on 3AK.

second-rung theatres, their time was all

In 1959 the Plaza was given one last chance.

but finished by 1930.

It was leased to a young Adelaide
promoter, Ric Marshall. Using television
as a draw card, he advertised

Bert Newton on stage at the Plaza.

Joey Porter and Joff Ellen in a Plaza panto.

Of course, Plaza presentations didn’t
have Tivoli sophistication but, if the
memories of the troupers who trod that
cramped stage are reliable, they were
thrilled to be there strutting their stuff,
and audiences responded warmly.

‘Vaudeville with TV stars’ such as Bert

Vaudeville or variety, the jostling of

Newton, Barry Crocker and Ernie Sigley

bodies and egos in cramped conditions

of Teenage Mailbag; Mary Hardy would

can be both joyous and messy, with

appear in the Saturday pantomime. At

infinite possibilities for triumph or

the Plaza, live acts will be combined

disaster—and the pioneering Plaza in

with a ten-piece orchestra, a Plaza ballet,

Northcote certainly saw plenty of both.

show girls and nudes in the fashion of
pre-war extravaganzas.
‘One of the most fashionable
audiences Northcote has seen in recent
years’ assembled for the gala première
of Top Variety Moments. Marshall’s
audacious enterprise survived for less
than a fortnight. After a financial crisis,
the footlights went out forever.
The Plaza returned to a diet
of mainly B-grade movies. The

*This article is one of two on the
previously undocumented history of
the Plaza, Northcote, initiated and
prepared by the Cinema and Theatre
Historical Society’s Research Group:
Gordon Evans, Cameron Hall, Gerry
Kennedy, Ross King, Jo Maxion, Brian
Miller, John Payne, Ian Smith, Frank
Van Straten, Eric White, Jim White
and Peter Wolfenden. The first article,
‘Against the Odds: The Plaza Northcote’,

final screening under Mr Menck’s

appeared in 2010 in Issue 66 of CATHS’

management was on 5 February 1959. In

magazine CinemaRecord. This dealt in

April 1960 the license was renewed for a

detail with the Plaza’s cinema years. On

new lessee and the theatre re-opened as

Stage particularly thanks Ian Smith and

a showcase for Italian films. A year later

Frank Van Straten for their help with

Menck informed the Health Department

this article, and Lorna Osborne for her

that the property had been sold.

assistance with the illustrations.
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Remembering Leon Errol
Australia’s Ziegfeld Follies star takes a bow—thanks to Steve Rattle.

I

t’s been 61 years

(1917) and the 1917 and

since the Australian

1918 editions of Hitchy-

comedian Leon Errol

Koo. Errol often wrote

died, so it’s time for a look

sketches and directed or

at his amazing career—

co-directed. A return to

from Sydney music hall to

Ziegfeld in 1920 for the

New York Ziegfeld Follies

successful Sally co-starring

headliner and Hollywood’s

with the multi-talented but

favorite hen-pecked

short-lived Marilyn Miller

husband.

(1898–1936) continued to

Born in Sydney on 3

secure his popularity.

July 1881, Leonce Errol

Further stage successes

Sims left school wanting
to be a doctor. It has been

continued with The Blue

suggested that to support

Kitten (1922), Louie the

his medical studies at

14th (1925), Yours Truly

Sydney University, young

(1927) and Fioretta (1929).

Sims would play the comic

A press reviewer for the

fool for any audience or

later described Errol’s

medium that would take

performance: ‘For these

him—and offer him some
remuneration, He also

many years Mr Errol

proved himself a competent

has never stood quietly

playwright for varsity and

on his feet. In Fioretta he

variety shows.

slides down pairs of stairs,

Sims was 15 when

handicapped by a metal

he made his professional

breast-plate and a basket

début in vaudeville at the

of fruit, falls into a canal,

Standard Theatre, Sydney,
in 1896. A quick learner, he found both
performing and writing work in music
hall, comic opera and circus, with even a

Leon Errol—a Hollywood studio portrait.

bends, sags, and teeters
all evening.’

It seems amazing, but within six years

A most physical comic, Errol appeared

of his US arrival, Errol had graduated to

to be ‘made of rubber’ and with a wobbly,

big time vaudeville with the Ziegfeld Follies

unsteady walk, perfected the movements

of 1911. Errol’s sister, Leda Sims, also

of a drunk to perfection. With a face that

him away from his medical ambitions.

travelled to the US and became friendly

easily displayed the throes of the henpecked

As comic Leon Errol, the young balding

with legendary Follies star Fanny Brice

husband, audiences could relate to the

stint in Shakespearean repertory. A gifted
comic with flexible face, arms and legs,
his success on stage eventually swayed

Australian was soon headed for tours of

(1891–1951). Perhaps this is where the

New Zealand and the United Kingdom.

introduction occurred? The great Florenz

Deciding to try his luck in the United

Ziegfeld Jnr. (1869–1932) obviously liked

States, Errol arrived on the west coast in

what he saw in Errol, as he soon became

1905 and wasted no time in obtaining work.

an annual Follies regular headliner along

Before long he was managing a vaudeville

with W.C.Fields, Fanny Brice, Eddie

touring company in Portland, Oregon.

Cantor, Ed Wynn and African-American

Young comedian Roscoe ‘Fatty’ Arbuckle

star Bert Williams.

anguish about to occur.
Errol made his first film, Nearly Spliced,
in 1921 and his last, Too Many Wives, some
30 years later. In 1925 he made a silent film
version of Sally with Colleen Moore, and
had a starring role in Clothes Make the Pirate
opposite Dorothy Gish. Other memorable

(1887–1933) was a member of that company

After the 1911 Follies, Ziegfeld cast

performances include his appearance as

who no doubt benefited from Errol’s advice.

Errol in A Winsome Widow (1912) and then

joint ‘master of ceremonies’ in Paramount

Arbuckle had a very successful silent film

each annual Follies from 1912 to 1915.

on Parade (1930) and Uncle Hubert in We’re

career until a 1921 San Francisco rape/

New York stage work continued with

Not Dressing (1934) with Bing Crosby, Carol

murder trial ended his acting days.

The Century Girl (1916), Words and Music

Lombard and Ethel Merman.
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Over 160 film performances are

Due to the success of his two reel

listed for Errol over his 30 years as

comedies appearing on early US

a film actor. Possessing an uncanny

television, Errol was in negotiation for

ability to re-invent himself into

his own comedy series when he tragically

whatever film genre was popular

suffered a fatal heart attack on 12 October

with the public at that time, Errol

1951. He was 70 years of age.

appears never to have been out of
work for long.

Next time you see a balding, rubbery
man in an old comedy movie, take a closer

Errol married Stella

look to see if it is Sydney-born comic Leon

Chatelaine (1886–1946) in

Errol. And perhaps British comic Rowan

Denver, Colorado in 1906. They

Atkinson added a touch of Leon Errol

had no children.

when developing his character, Mr Bean? n

Leon Errol and Lupe Velez in The Girl
from Mexico, 1939.

Leon Errol and Marilyn Miller feature on
this sheet music from Sally, 1920.

Errol starred in a string of two-reel
comedy shorts for Columbia Pictures
in 1933 and 1934. Moving to RKO
Radio Pictures, he continued
to make six shorts per year,
mainly marriage farces and most
often opposite actress Dorothy
Granger. Monogram Pictures
later signed him to appear as fight
manager Knobby Walsh for their
‘Joe Palooka’ sports comedies
produced from 1946 to 1950.
These shorts later kept the name
of Leon Errol in the public mind
when they were sold to
1950s television.
In 1939 Leon Errol made The Girl
from Mexico, the first of a series of popular
escapist films in which he co-starred with
the ‘Mexican Spitfire’, actress Lupe Velez
(1908–1944). Errol played Uncle Matt
Lindsay and Lord Basil Epping, until the
suicide of Velez ended the series. In 1951
there was one last attempt to milk the
popularity of character Basil with Lord
Epping Returns.
Spring–Summer 2012
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Winging it
In Part 21 of her survey of Arthur Wing Pinero’s plays in Australia,
Elisabeth Kumm documents one of his rare failures.

The Benefit of the Doubt, from The Illustrated London News, 26 October 1895

A

rthur Wing Pinero celebrated

and St John Hankin —playwrights who

styled a ‘comedy in three acts’ the new

his 40th birthday on 24 May

were prepared to tackle important social

piece was more in the vein of The Cabinet

1895. Since becoming a

themes such as the class system, the family,

Minister or Lady Bountiful, than The Magistrate

sex and marriage.

or Dandy Dick.

professional playwright in 1882, he had
carved out a position for himself as one of

At the Garrick Theatre On 14 June 1895

Britain’s most successful and well regarded

the last performance of The Notorious Mrs

contemporary dramatists. The year 1895

Ebbsmith was presented. Following Mrs

marked a turning point in his career.

Patrick Campbell’s withdrawal from the cast

Although not necessarily obvious at the

on 15 May 1895, Olga Nethersole stepped

time, Pinero had already achieved his

into the breach by assuming the arduous

greatest popularity with his Court farces—

central role. But despite a passionate and

his greatest success with The Second Mrs

intense performance, she did not have the

Tanqueray and his greatest notoriety with

drawing power of Mrs Pat, and the play

The Notorious Mrs Ebbsmith.

closed after a total of only 86 performances.

With the writing of Mrs Ebbsmith,

By August 1895 details of Pinero’s new

The principal character in The Benefit
of the Doubt is Mrs Theophila Fraser, who
is cited as co-respondent in a divorce
case, ‘Allingham v. Allingham, Fraser
intervening’, which places her at the centre
of a society scandal. Although the case
is subsequently dismissed due to lack of
evidence, the damage has been done,
and her implied guilt is heightened when
the judge affords her only ‘the benefit of
the doubt’. Keen to prove her innocence,
she seeks the support of her husband (a

Pinero opened the floodgates to a new

play began to emerge, and to the relief

conservative Scottish laird), but when he

school of playwriting that would see the

of many, he had decided to re-embrace

proves unresponsive, she decides to take

emergence of Bernard Shaw, Harley

comedy rather than present another piece

matters into her own hands by enlisting

Granville Barker, W. Somerset Maugham

about a woman with a past. Although

the help of a bishop.
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Production of the play at the Comedy

in his column in The Saturday Review:

suggesting that he was overworked: ‘An

Theatre, London, was delayed for a month

‘The Benefit of the Doubt is worth The

overtaxed brain and wearied nerves are the

after its first announcement, due to Pinero

Profligate, Mrs Tanqueray and Mrs Ebbsmith

causes of much modern morbidity, and

undertaking further revisions to the

rolled into one and multiplied by ten.’3

masterpieces must be incubated, not improvised.’4

second and third acts. The cast had been

Shaw was much less enthusiastic about

William Archer, writing in 1922, attributed

assembled since August 1895, and were

the acting, however, calling it ‘almost

the play’s failure to a weak third act:

already rehearsing the first act.

too painful to face’. He accused Leonard

‘The first two acts…are among the most

Boyne of playing John Allingham as

admirable things Mr Pinero has done…The

16 October, further delays being experienced

‘he would have played an Adelphi or

last act, unfortunately, is lacking tension,

due to road works outside the theatre. The

Drury Lane hero’ (i.e.: in exaggerated

and is marred by a deus ex machine in the

cast for the first production comprised:

melodramatic style), while he called Lily

person of a bishop, dragged in to embody

Winifred Emery – Mrs Theophila Fraser

Hanbury, who played Mrs Allingham,

unimpeachable respectability.’5

Lily Hanbury – Mrs Allingham

a good example of ‘the weakness in our

Rose Leclercq – Mrs Cloys

system of promoting young ladies to leading

Illustrated London News at the time of the

Henrietta Lindley – Mrs Emptage

parts on the strength of their good looks’.

first production, offered similar sentiments:

1

The Benefit of the Doubt finally opened on

Clement Scott, writing in The

Esme Beringer – Justina Emptage

‘It seems to be the general opinion that the

Leonard Boyne – John Allingham

first act is by far the best. So far as comedy

Cyril Maude – Sir Fletcher Portwood, MP
J.G. Grahame – Alexander Fraser
Aubrey Fitzgerald – Claude Emptage
J.W. Pigott – Denzil Shafto
Stuart Champion – Peter Elphick
Ernest Cosham – The Bishop of St Olpherts
The play was produced under the
management of J. Comyns Carr, a wellregarded playwright and theatre critic

A good example of
‘the weakness in our
system of promoting
young ladies to leading

and character are concerned, it is certainly
the brightest. But it was the second act that
interested me the most, and was played to
perfection. Unfortunately, disappointment
came with the last act. The solution of
the complicated difficulty raised by the

parts on the strength

dramatist is not, to my mind satisfactory.

of their good looks’.

Mr Pinero would dare to bring on that old

I doubt if anyone else less popular than

who had taken on the lease of the Comedy

Anglican Bishop at the last second to take

Theatre in 1893. This was not his first

the erring wife into a kind of episcopal

encounter with Pinero. In 1882, he was

He was more generous to Winifred

“retreat” in a closed carriage in order to

associated with the staging of Far From the

Emery, who performed the central role of

mediate on her sins in the neighbourhood

Madding Crowd at the Globe Theatre, when

Theophila Fraser:

of the chapter house.’6

he collaborated with Thomas Hardy on an

‘Miss Emery played astonishingly

Writing to William Archer, Pinero

adaptation of the latter’s novel. It had been

well, considering that she is virtually a

confided that he was ‘not much disturbed

mounted in reaction to Pinero’s handling

beginner at work so difficult as that cut

at the shabby result which has attended

of a similar theme in his more successful

out for her by Mr Pinero. She was, of

The Benefit of the Doubt,’ remarking that:

The Squire (see On Stage, Autumn 2008).

course, powerfully aided by her natural

‘It is a little cheering to note that the worst

Comyns Carr and Pinero worked together

charm, and by the confidence in it which

week’s receipts have never fallen below

again in 1898 when they collaborated

experience has given her. The champagne

£700: but so high are the salaries that one

on the libretto for an original light opera

scene and the passages of querulous

is compelled to pay even to indifferent

called The Beauty Stone, with music by

lassitude were frankly realistic; and I

artists, that such a sum is not sufficient

Arthur Sullivan.

rather doubt whether a less pretty and

nowadays to enable a manager to keep a

popular lady dare to have treated them so

play in the bills.’7

The Benefit of the Doubt opened to
mixed reviews. Writing in The Theatrical
‘World’ of 1895, drama critic William

without greater art to help her.’
Other reviewers found it something

The Times, however, considered the
real ‘failure’ for 1895 to be ‘the native and

Archer observed: ‘A play, according to

of a disappointment. The Standard

original drama’: ‘The great successes of

Auguste Vitu, should contain a painting,

(17 October 1895) for example concluded its

the year in the theatrical world have been

a judgment, and an ideal. Mr Pinero

review by saying: ‘Considering all things,

“musical comedies”…The attractions of

has given us the painting; the judgment

the new play does not rank with The Second

Charley’s Aunt, which seems likely to beat

we need not insist on, for judgments are

Mrs Tanqueray. It is, however, marked by the

the record of Our Boys in length of run, are

generally wrong; but it would do no harm

peculiar qualities of its author, and is certain

still unexhausted; Gentleman Joe and An

if, in subsequent works, he could manage

to create the discussion which goes so far to

Artist’s Model have run throughout the year;

to throw in a touch of the ideal.’

secure its success.’

2

The play received praise from an unlikely

In summing up the year, The Era made

and The Shop Girl, still in the heyday of its
success, promises to be not less popular.

supporter, the usually cantankerous George

special mention of Pinero’s ‘failure’, giving

None of these pieces has the smallest

Bernard Shaw, who memorably observed

the playwright the ‘benefit of the doubt’ by

pretension to be educative. They are

Spring–Summer 2012
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medleys of song and dance and fantastic

the principal roles, it achieved only 30

costume, with a thread of commonplace

performances. As J.B. Clapp noted in

story knitting together the various scenes

Plays of the Present: ‘When the play was

or variety turns, while the humours

brought out in this country, the London

of the dialogue are for the most part

verdict was repeated in New York as

developed by the actors on a go-

closely as if it were nothing but a

as-you-please principle.’8

phonographic report.’10

The same author (most

The cast for the first

probably J.F.Nisbet, who was

Australian production included

dramatic critic for The Times,

Florence Brough as Mrs

(1882–1899), went on to say:

Fraser, G.S.Titheradge as

‘Mr Pinero, who has shown

John Allingham, Beryl Faber

himself capable of writing a

as Olive Allingham, Jenny

masterpiece, is represented

Watt-Tanner as Mrs Cloys,

by two plays of modern life,

Cecil Ward as Fraser, and

The Notorious Mrs Ebbsmith

G.P.Carey as the Bishop.

and The Benefit of the Doubt,

The cast was augmented by

both of which have failed

the addition of Kate Bishop

to attain anything like the

and Mario Majeroni ‘much to

degree of popular approval

the benefit of Mr Pinero and

to which their technical

the public’.11

workmanship would seem to

The play received good notices.

entitle them. The truth is that Mr

The Referee for instance observed:

Pinero has become an upholder of

‘The Brough and Boucicault Company

the pessimistic drama, and that he is

add another to their long line of artistic

learning, by painful experience, a lesson

successes with The Benefit of the Doubt, Mr

written large in the annals of the stage,

A.W.Pinero’s three-act comedy, which

namely that the playgoing public like to
be lifted out of themselves, to be taken
away from the sordid and disagreeable

they produced last Saturday night before
Florence Brough in the 1890s

a packed and critical first-night audience.
The success is only tinged with regret,

commonplaces of life.’
In December however, last nights were

both that the season is fast drawing to a

In its review of the Grand Theatre

close and that we are about to lose the

announced, with the final night of the

production, The Era commended

season given on 27 December 1895, when

the ‘strong company’, singling out

the play was performed for the 72nd time.

J.G.Grahame and Ida Molesworth for their

Fred G. Latham secured the touring

managerial experience and judgement

impressive performances, especially Miss

of Mr. Boucicault, to say nothing of his
histrionic talent. The Benefit of the Doubt

rights of the play, which his company

Molesworth in the pivotal scene in Act II

is a serious play—it borders on the tragic

performed for the first time at the

when she becomes tipsy after drinking

at times—but the characters are drawn

Metropole Theatre, Camberwell, under

champagne and is overheard by Mrs

with that genius which the great English

the direction of J.G.Grahame (who had

Fraser flirting with her husband: ‘Mss Ida

author has shown to be peculiarly his

created the role of Alexander Fraser in the

Molesworth’s acting in the difficult role

own, the actions and the passions of the

London production). The principal roles

of Theophila Fraser merits the warmest

characters he depicts are of surpassing

were performed by Ida Molesworth (Mrs

praise. She has an admirable command of

human interest, and there is through it all

Fraser), Mary Keegan (Mrs Allingham),

facial expression, and that vibrating tone

a vein of rich comedy (using the word in

J.G.Grahame (now as John Allingham)

of the voice which denotes repressed tears

the popular sense) all going to make a play

and Wilfred Forster (Alexander Fraser),

rings out clearly enough when the occasion

that is fascinating.’12

with Rose Leclercq (Mrs Cloys) and Cyril

requires it.

Maude (Sir Fletcher Portwood) in their
original parts.
During April and May 1896, performances
were also given in the principal cities in
England, Scotland and Ireland, including

Of the acting the same critic recorded:
‘Nothing but good can be said of the

‘Miss Molesworth acts in the risky

acting all round. Mrs Brough’s Theophila

scene already referred to with much
tact and judgement, and fairly earns the

is superb in every way, Miss Faber is the

appreciative applause of the audience.’

jealous wife to the life, Miss Kate Bishop

9

In New York, where it opened at the

all that is requisite as Mrs Emptage, Miss

a week long season at the Grand Theatre,

Lyceum Theatre in January 1896, with

Watt-Tanner excellent as Mrs Coyle (the

Islington from 30 April.

Isabel Irving and Herbert Kelcey in

Bishop’s wife), and Miss Temple and
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Miss Hardy bright and smart in
minor characters. Mr Titheradge has done
nothing better than Jack Allingham, Mr

Footnotes
1. The Era, 13 July 1895, p. 10; Morning
Post, 12 August 1895, p.3.
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Boucicault’s Claude (the boy) is a fine study
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full of humour, Mr Brough shines at his best

3. The Saturday Review, 19 October 1895, in
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as Sir Fletcher Portwood, MP, and Mr Ward
depicts a cold, emotionless Scotchman.’
With the end of the season coming fast,
and the dissolution of the company set for
19 June 1896, The Benefit of the Doubt was
played for only six nights—its first and only
season in Australia.13
The play was also included in the
repertoire of Charles Frohman’s company
when they toured America during 1896–
1897, with the roles of John Allingham
and Theo Fraser performed by William
Faversham and Viola Allen.14
During the 20th century the play seems
to have been revived only once in London,
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performance on Sunday, 16 June 1935 with
Gwen Ffrangcon-Davies in the principal
role. She was supported by Margaret
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A Pat Hanna encore
New Zealand-born comic
Pat Hanna (1888–1973) is best

Maurice Poole, who’s discovered three

vaudeville sketches and his

minutes of nostalgic newsreel coverage

‘Famous Diggers’ vaudeville

of the ‘official’ closing night of the Sydney

company which toured Australia

Tivoli hidden away on the British

for many years.
In the late 1920s and early ’30s
Hanna made a number of records
for the Vocalion Company in

Pathé website.
There are clips of Roy Rene ‘Mo’,
Winfred Atwell and Will Mahoney, and
shots of the finale of the last Tiv show,

Melbourne and for Columbia

One Dam’ Thing After Another on 26 March

in Sydney.
Now very rare, these have been
collated, restored and issued on CD
by Geoff Orr of Lyric Records.

in 1966. You can even see Queenie Paul
ensconced in the Royal Box.
Of course, it was all a trifle premature,
as the theatre tottered on until 1969 with

The CD is available to THA

non-Tivoli shows, but it’s still well worth

members at the special price of

a look.

$20, including postage. Contact

The link is www.britishpathe.com/

Geoff at (03) 9527 2720 or

Spring–Summer 2012

Memories of
Sydney Tiv
Our thanks go to London correspondent

remembered for his ‘Digger’

orrg48@gmail.com 
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17 June 1935, p.12.
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Safety in Numbers

F

Peter Pinne concludes the thirteenth in his series on important Australian musicals.

ollowing the success of

leader Peter Lalor. With Charlie

his Wunnerful Liberace

dying in his arms he sang, ‘Korea!

extravaganza, the next

I just kissed a girl from Korea!’15

milestone in Phillip Scott’s career

Stephen Dunne (SMH) claimed

was The Wharf Revue. It has become

it was ‘vastly entertaining’ and he

an institution at the Sydney Theatre

thought Biggins as jazz-ballet supremo

Company and is now in its 12th year.

Jason Sponge was one of the ‘highlights’,

According to Jonathan Biggins, The

along with Weaver who, he said, presents

Wharf Revue began life in 2000, when

‘a glorious turn as a very fat koala.’

Robyn Nevin, the recently appointed

The third revue for 2000, Beyond

artistic director of the STC, fulfilled

Our Control, opened on 20 October. It

a long-standing ambition to initiate
an ongoing revue stream within the

did not include any material written

company’s programming.11 Revue,

by Phillip Scott.

Nevin believed, was a license to say

Two revues appeared in 2001.

things that serious artists could not.

The first, Free Petrol, opened 20 April;

12

So Scott, together with Biggins

a return season, called Free Petrol,

and Forsythe, created The End of the

Too! and including new material,

Wharf as We Know It. It ran for one

commenced on 17 August. Biggins,

hour and played late-night time-slots

Forsythe, Scott and Valerie Bader

at Wharf 1 on the set of the main

were the cast for both shows. Scripts

stage production that was in residence

were in the hands of Biggins, Forsythe

at the time.13 Linda Nagle was the sole

and Scott, plus Angus FitzSimons and

female performer. The format—three

Rachael Spratt.

men and a girl—remains to this day.

Highlights in Free Petrol included

The work was to be a little more

Forsythe and Biggins in wigs and

ambitious than Three Men and a Baby
Grand, being a snapshot of the nation

frocks as CWA ladies with their

at the millennium. Sketches included:

history of Federation cake diorama;

the first meeting of the organising

Biggins and Scott with their towel-

committee of the ancient Olympic

clad parody of Naked Boys Singing; and

Games; an episode of Playschool as

‘Bader’s hardboiled caricature of Judy

directed by Neil Armfield and Barrie

Davis that prompted many a hearty

Kosky; and a mini-opera about the

laugh’ (Bryce Hallett, SMH ).

controversial development of Sydney’s
Walsh Bay.14

Serious Cabaret, 2001.

The Sydney Morning Herald enthused:
‘The STC’s experiment in revue has it all—

Because of the success of The End of the

and it’s genuinely funny.’ It opened on

Wharf as We Know It, the STC moved The

21 January 2000 and played until March.

Unofficial Visitor’s Guide to Australia to the

It was the first of three revues that year.

Wharf 2 venue. Among the delights were:

Biggins and Forsythe, with Jacki

the Reduced David Williamson Company

The bulk of the material was
political: the lengths to which political
parties will go to ensure voter support; the
electoral routing of the Queensland Liberal
Party at the state poll; and a Guys and
Dolls-style mini musical about Sydney Lord
Mayor Frank Sartor and proposed electoral

Weaver and Andrew Ross (piano) opened

performing the beginning, middle and

boundary changes.16 Free Petrol toured to the

in The Unofficial Visitor’s Guide to Australia

end of nearly all of his plays in less than

2001 Adelaide Cabaret Festival.

on Friday 4 August (in its review, The Sydney

five minutes (which had been scripted by

Morning Herald mistakenly called it The

Williamson himself); Jacki Weaver singing

‘another pleasurable outing’ (SMH ) for

Official Visitors’ Guide To Australia). As well

‘Koala from Sofala’ while appropriately

the team, added a sketch of Alexander

as material from Biggins, Forsythe and

costumed; and a mini-musical, Eureka!

Downer making a fool of himself at a

The Musical! that revolved around the

CHOGM cocktail party by assuming the

unrequited love of an immigrant female

Indian ambassador was simply there to

Korean gold-miner (Charlie) for rebellion

serve samosas.17

Scott, there were scripts by Linda Nagle,
Patrick Cook, David Williamson, Stephen
Sewell, Andrew Ross and Carl Caufield.
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Free Petrol, Too!, which was called

Milli, Jack and the Dancing Cat, Monkey Baa,
quotient of political comment: Tony

of green in the Sherwood Olde Growth

instant John Howard (glasses with furry

Abbott, Leader of Government Business

Forest. ‘Biggins’ portrait of Robin Hood as

eyebrows, a hunch and a pout) is right

in the House, sang a parody of Les Miz’s

Greens Senator Robert (Bob) Brown is a

on the target. The Queensland Liberals,

‘Master Of The House’, and there was a

delight’ (SMH ).19

all three of them, trying to organise a

mini-musical on the ‘Boat People.’

‘Scott is superb on piano and his

leadership spill is hilarious, as is Forsythe’s

18

Much Revue about Nothing was written and

Following Sunday in Iraq with George,
Scott, Biggins and Forsythe were

battily strange Pauline Hansonista’

performed by Biggins, Forsythe, Scott and

commissioned by Robyn Nevin to create

(Stephen Dunne, SMH ).

Linda Nagle. It included a spoof television

a musical for the new 850-seat Sydney

The year 2002 also brought two revues,

news program featuring Mark Latham

Theatre at Walsh Bay which was due to

The Year of Living Comfortably (8 March–

(Biggins) and Michelle Grattan (Forsythe),

open in January 2004. Audaciously Nevin

7 April) and Much Revue about Nothing

greedy bank CEOs, road-hogging four-

wanted to launch the theatre with a play

(1 November–8 December). Biggins was

wheel-driving eastern suburbs matrons,

and a musical played in repertory by the

absent on stage for the former but he did

and a mini-musical on Iraq. ‘Sunday in

same cast to ‘celebrate the art of the actor’.

provide scripts, along with Forsythe, Scott,

Iraq with George is funny, sharp and to the

The creators of the musical were therefore

Tony Sheldon, Linda Nagle and Patrick

point… Forsythe’s Barry Jones, dealing

faced with certain restrictions, the number

Cook. The cast included Forsythe, Scott,

with being relegated to the canteen for his

one being it had to be written for 10 actors,

Sheldon and Valerie Bader.

party conference speech, inspired applause’

six male and four female.

Stephen Dunne (SMH ) said: ‘It sets
a new standard, blacker, more edgy and

(Lenny Ann Lowe, SMH).

The result was the Ruritanian operetta-

Opening on 21 June, it was the only

styled The Republic of Myopia, described by

funnier than previous efforts.’ He thought

revue in 2003. On stage were Biggins, Scott,

the critics as a cross between The Prisoner

the skit on ‘The Taco-Bell Shakespeare

Valerie Bader and Tony Sheldon, with

of Zenda and The Merry Widow. But it also

Company performing King Gee Lear in

material provided by Biggins, Forsythe,

bore similarities to Irving Berlin’s Call Me

a dizzying orgy of product placement is

Scott, Sheldon and Linda Nagle.

Madam which in itself was suspiciously

particularly special… ‘The performances

Sketches this time included: a jukebox

similar to Victor Herbert’s 1904 operetta

are excellent. Phil Scott provides superb

musical of Rolf Harris songs performed

piano accompaniment and his Howard

a la Sondheim; The Road to Damascus,

transformation is still hilarious.’

another mini-musical set in Iraq, done as

mythical European country of Myopia.

With the Liberal Party winning

a Bing Crosby–Bob Hope road movie;

Two United States envoys, Adelaide

another election, Comfortably had a high

and Bob Brown leading his merry men

McKinley and Oswald arrive on a trade *

Spring–Summer 2012

It Happened in Nordland.
The musical was set in 1904 in the
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mission to import the unique

that’s the end of it. No opportunity

Myopian fircone plant. The

was taken to underpin any of this

conservative president of the

frippery with timely comment. It is

country refuses to trade, but the

meringue devoid of pie.’
Jeremy Eccles (The Canberra

evil chancellor Schiltz wants
the agreement. He throws the

Times) was scathing, saying, ‘One

president in jail and forces

of the things you shouldn’t do is to

actor Maximillian Sault to

write songs for each cast member to

impersonate the president. Schiltz

have his or her moment in the sun.

has discovered that the fircone

But it kept happening.’ He thought

plant can produce the deadly

the commission ‘has encouraged the

substance firconium, and that

creative team to forget their roots

those who own it have world

in favor of delusions of the Rice and

domination. He tears up the

Lloyd Webber sort.’
Tamsin Carroll scored with

trade agreement. The diplomats
are exposed as CIA spies and

‘Poverty’, as did Forsythe with

go undercover dressed as maids.

the impossibly tongue-twisting

Isadora, wife of Maximillian, has

‘Firconium’, but it was Butel and

been unfaithfully visiting Schiltz

Lemon’s cakewalk, ‘Energy’, that was

nightly and wants them to rule

the showstopper.
The cast recorded the score prior

Myopia together. He casts her
aside. The real president manages

to opening and it was sold on CD at

to escape and appears at the

the theatre during the season.
The CD includes all of the above

Grand Ball.

songs plus ‘This Life’, ‘A Presence In

At the showdown, Schiltz
brandishes his vial of deadly

The Shadows’, ‘Serenade’, ‘Torture

firconium, guns are drawn, Max

Song’, ‘Isadora’s Lament’, ‘Kyrie/

is wounded and the spies swipe

Song of Resolve’, ‘Lullaby’, ‘I Need

the vial. Righteousness eventually

A Drink’, ‘Finale: Our Stories’ and

triumphs, Schiltz is killed, the
Americans are sent packing, and

Pennies from Kevin, 2009.

The Republic of Myopia was workshopped
by the STC in October 2003 with the
same cast who would ultimately play the
première season. Changes were made
following the workshop, resulting in the
tango ‘I Think We Know Each Other’
being abridged.
The cast included Mitchell Butel
(Oswald), Peter Carroll (President/
Maximillian Sault), Tamsin Carroll
(Olivia), Helen Dallimore (Isadora),
Genevieve Lemon (Adelaide), William

‘Overture’. Unrecorded were the
‘Grand Waltz’, ‘Polka’ and ‘Entr’acte’. The

Max and Isadora are banished to tour
the provinces.

a ‘Quintet’, ‘Trio’, ‘Finaletto’ and

10 January 2004 and played in repertory
with Katherine Thomson’s play Harbour for
24 performances.
John Shand (SMH ) said, ‘Every type
of humor known and unknown to man
is pressed into service, with many good,
round laughs resulting. But there is a
surprising absence of the keen wit one
would have expected from these authors.’
He praised Butel’s ‘turn as an Hispanic
maid’, called the music ‘zany’, and said
Biggins kept the action ‘fast’, but he ‘failed

tango, ‘I Think We Know Each Other’,
which has one of the best melodies in the
score, was dropped after the first preview,
but still appears on the CD.20
Phillip Scott and his fellow writers,
Drew Forsythe and Jonathan Biggins,
returned to familiar territory on
19 November 2004 with the revue Fast and
Loose, featuring all three on stage along
with Genevieve Lemon. ‘The writing
is tight, the gags and musical score are
great and the range of characters wide
ranging… Lemon is excellent as an

Zappa (Schlitz) and Simon Gleeson

to disguise the fact that, despite some

(Captain), with Drew Forsythe,

intricate plotting, the show needs constant

spilling the goods on her prison stay’

Christopher Pitman and Melissa Jaffer in

laughs to stay afloat’.

(Lenny Ann Lowe, SMH ).

assorted roles.

The Australian thought it was a musical

all-singing, all-dancing Pauline Hanson

There were also skits on whistleblowers,

‘frivolity’, adding: ‘It is too slight a piece

the Murdoch empire, and the demise of

as musical director and co-orchestrator

for such a significant opening, but in a

the Australian Democrats. The musical

with Michael Tyack, Ross Coleman as

smaller venue its wit and charm could

was a Christmas Carol version of John

choreographer, set design by Stephen

work well.’ James Waites (The Bulletin)

Howard’s life, from his early days as a

Curtis and costume design by JennieTate.

called it ‘a bit of fun. Everything rhymes,

Young Liberal, to his cosy adoration of

The Republic of Myopia opened on

the tunes are ripe and the plot wacky. But

Bush, and his nightmare vision of a future

Biggins was the director, with Scott
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under PM Malcolm Turnbull. The revue

biting songs by Scott, our Tom Lehrer’.

Genevieve Lemon and Nigel Ubrihien

ended with a biting and dark version of

Other subjects spoofed included the ABC’s

(piano), in skits that lampooned India’s

‘Silent Night’.21

The 7.30 Report, Australia’s Security

emergence as a world power in the

Services, done à la Get Smart), Geoffrey

Bollywood all-singing, all-dancing ‘A Back

tryout tour which included stints at Glen

Robertson’s ‘Hypothetical’ series, with

Passage To India’, a star-studded tribute

Street Theatre (22 October–7 November)

the musical finale a tribute to ‘Affluenza’,

to the Howard era, ‘Ten Glorious Years’,

and Parramatta Riverside Theatre (9–13

society’s rampant consumerism. Following

and Barnaby Joyce as the Man in Black

November), before opening at Wharf 1.

the Sydney season the revue toured in

‘Walkin’ the Line’.

It also marked the beginning of Biggins,

February/March 2006.

Fast and Loose had previously played a

Forsythe and Scott as the sole writers of

Stuff All Happens was followed by Best

With Revue Sans Frontiers Scott was
back as a performer in a show that also

We Forget (24 June–29 July 2006), a show

featured Biggins with Valerie Bader

that Stephen Dunne (SMH ) said had ‘not

and Garry Scale. Satirical barbs were

The first, Concert for Tax Relief, played 5–30

enough fang to give this night the right

directed at Steve Irwin (Scale, dressed as

April and the second, Stuff All Happens,

bite’. However The Sun-Herald said it was
filled with ‘spot-on satire’ and that it had,

a stingray: ‘I liked the bloke, he always

surfaced on 16 November and ran until
23 December. Tax Relief featured Biggins,

‘sharp, funny, fast, rude and

Scott, Michele Doake and Garry Scale,

bullseye hits’.

the Wharf Revues.
There were again two revues in 2005.

while Stuff All Happens saw Genevieve

Although Scott was

Lemon back on stage with the three writers.

one of the writers, he did

Subjects satirised in Tax Relief included

not appear on stage. The

the first Iraqi bye-election, film reviewers

cast comprised Biggins

Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton

and Forsythe, with

critiquing the latest blockbusters out of

had a place in his heart for stingrays’),
Condoleeza Rice, and Federal Liberal
MP Helen Coonan. The wittiest skit was
‘The Tragedy of Costello’, a take-off
of Macbeth drawing parallels between
Costello and Macbeth in terms of his
‘vaulting ambition’. *

Michael Falzon,

Canberra, which included Tony Abbott’s
Meet the Focker, and Kim Jong Il’s North
Korean art-house masterpiece Crouching
Madman, Hidden Agenda.
Stephen Dunne (SMH ) thought ‘some
bits have sharper bite than others’, and
that it ‘raises many laughs, though only
a few gasps of shock’. One of them was
a Dickensian musical based on the Tony
Abbott love-child saga with Fagin as a
backyard abortionist happily singing
‘You’ve got to kill a foetus or two’. It did
not go down well with the audience; Ken
Longworth (The Newcastle Herald) thought
it was not ‘all that funny’.
According to Jonathan Biggins,
Stuff All Happens was a revue that was a
watershed in the creators’ work, moving
the satirisation ‘from light-hearted comic
towards the darkly political and serious’.
It opened with Forsythe portraying Philip
Ruddock as Faustus in a piece called
‘The Damnation of Ruddock’ which went
for ‘a good five minutes without a belly
laugh’.22 The show came at the height of
the discussion on the possibility of new
sedition laws.
John McCallum (The Australian) called
the sketch the ‘highlight’ of the show. He
also thought ‘Biggins and Forsythe were
a splendidly nerdy pair of Australian
democrats’, and said there were ‘some
Debt Defying Acts, 2011,
Spring–Summer 2012
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Not Quite Out of the Woods, 2010.

‘Phil Scott was his usual extraordinary

‘Phil Scott is alarmingly good as

Pennies from Kevin, performed by the

self, displaying his great skills on the

the PM (Howard) and the leader of the

trio with Helen Dallimore, premièred on

piano, as well as his character creations,

opposition (Rudd): being able to portray

10 November 2009. The content included

including of course his regular “turn” as

a curmudgeon one minute and a petulant

Kevin Potter along with his fellow

the heavy-browed John Howard’ (David

school boy-scout the next suggests an

Hogwarts students, Hermione Gillard and

Kary, Stage Whispers). Stephen Dunne

underlying mental condition that may

Swan Weasley, in the Lower Chamber

(SMH ) called it ‘patchy, although pleasant’.

need treatment, or merely that not only is

of Secrets, ‘Canberra’s Got Talent’ with

The show opened on 8 November and

he an exceptional musician but, also, is a

Nick Xenophon singing ‘Ol’ Man Murray’,

really good actor’ (Stage Noise).

Bob Brown warbling ‘Hallelujah’, and

closed on 9 December 2006.
The team’s next revue did not open
until 25 March 2008. Beware of the Dogma
starred Biggins, Forsythe, Scott and
Valerie Bader. Past sins were forgiven as
Stephen Dunne (SMH ) said, ‘It may be the
strongest Wharf Revue yet’, with Diana
Simmonds (Stage Noise) claiming it was
‘bigger and better’.
‘It is riotously funny, brimful of sardonic
attitude and performed with élan and
skillful dexterity’ (SMH ); ‘An evening of
profligate laughter, as well as some aciddipped home truths’ (Stage Noise).
Bader was praised for her ‘caustically

The 14th Wharf Revue, Waiting

Penny (kd) Wong wailing ‘Constant

for Garnaut, opened on 5 August and

Craving’. There was also a skit on

played until 24 August 2008. It featured

Amanda Vanstone, this time in Rome and

Biggins, Forsythe and Scott with a new

singing very loudly at the Pope and Silvio

recruit, Amanda Bishop. The show was

Berlusconi to canonise Mary MacKillop.

book-ended with Waiting for Godot-like

David Spicer (Stage Whispers) thought

moments, the cast disheveled in black suits

‘Their political impersonations were

and hats, waiting for something to happen.

fantastic’, but Jason Blake (SMH ) said,

Highlights included a quartet of Brendon

‘While the cupboard isn’t bare by any

Nelsons singing a version of Bob Dylan’s

means, some of its contents are slipping

‘Like a Rolling Stone’ in muted tones (‘How

past their use-by date. One or two are on

does it feel to have no appeal’), and ‘Scott’s

the nose.’

winning impersonation of a flustered Kevin

Pennies from Kevin closed on 12 December.

Rudd, choked into inaction as, in a Sound of

A one-hour version was broadcast by

Music-style sketch, he returns to the convent

ABC Radio National’s Big Ideas on 20

un-patriarchal Germaine Greer, a strident

for advice. ‘Scott also ranged farther and

December 2009. In 2010 the show toured

Julia Gillard and a dead-accurate

wider with the music for this show than

to nine East Coast centres.

Mary Kostakidis’, Biggins for his Paul

previously, and when he’s not being hilarious

Keating ‘in contemporary mode giving

he’s great to listen to’ (Diana Simmonds,

Woods, opened on 8 October and played

the inaugural Robyn Nevin Memorial

Stage Noise). Waiting for Garnaut was

until 12 December, before touring. On

Lecture’, and Scott for his ‘brilliantly

broadcast on ABC Radio National’s Big Ideas

stage were Biggins, Forsythe and Scott,

simple Howard’ (SMH ).

on 21 December 2008.

with Angela Bishop as their female
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The 2010 revue, Not Quite Out of the

‘For an evening of penetrating humour

compatriot. Skits included Julia Gillard

The musical toured to 42 venues

(Bishop) as Red Riding Hood with her

livened up with the odd cheap shot, you

nationally from May to September 2008,

basket of fully-costed election promises,

can’t do better’ said Jason Blake (SMH ),

with a cast that included Crystal Hegedis,

which she offered to the independents; a

while Lloyd Bradford Syke (Curtain Call)

Vincent Hooper, Tony Harvey and Trevor

send-up of the ABC’s Q&A program and

claimed, ‘We’re repeatedly reminded what

Brown. ‘A winning mix of theatrical styles,

its guests; and the Eurodivision Sovereign

an astonishingly good pianist he [Scott] is.’

mime, musical and circus’ said Jeff Hayes

ABC Radio National’s Big Ideas broadcast

Debt Song Contest.
‘The best political humour came in

the revue on 18 December 2011, and it was

“Boulevard Of Broken Dreams” where

telecast on ABC-TV on 24 December 2011.

Bob Hawke and Kevin Rudd lamented

In 2008 Scott wrote music and was

their fates as prime ministers who’d been

musical director for the children’s musical

cut down. Both had issues with their

Milli, Jack and the Dancing Cat, a stage

‘stimulus package’ (David Spicer, Stage

adaptation by Eva Di Cesare, Sandra

Whispers). Cameron Woodhead (The Age)

Eldridge and Tim McGarry of the book by

said, ‘It’s a slick show, with rambunctious

Stephen Michael King. It was produced by

performances, witty lyrics and some deft

Monkey Baa Theatre Company, directed

impersonations.’ Not Quite Out of the Woods

by John Saunders, designed by Imogen

was broadcast on ABC Radio National’s

Ross, and choreographed by Jack Webster.
The plot revolves around Milli who

Big Ideas on 26 December 2010.
Debt Defying Acts, opened on 30 September

is so clever she can take objects that

(Launceston Examiner).
The musical was remounted in September
2009 for Arts Centre Melbourne, and played
at the Seymour Centre for two weeks during
the October school holidays. The cast
included Crystal Hegedis, Vincent Hooper,
Jack Webster and George Washingmachine.
‘Hegedis is terrifically perky and a very
strong singer and Webster and Hooper are
very entertaining as the ever-so-slightly
dodgy double act’ ( Jason Blake, SMH).
In 2009 Scott was commissioned by
Merrigong Theatre of Wollongong to write
songs and incidental music for The Itch,
a play written by Drew Fairley and Kate

2011 and toured to regional New South

have been forgotten or thrown away and

Wales cities and Brisbane before playing

transform them into amazing things.

(theatrical) marriage gets a little boring. It

its Sydney season at Wharf 1 from 17

But the people in her village just aren’t

was workshopped at Merrigong in 2009-

November. It again was performed by the

interested. One day, two strangers, Jack

10, and later picked up by Darlinghurst

trio plus Amanda Bishop.

and the Dancing Cat, come into her shop.

Theatre, Sydney, where it was produced

They have no money to pay for new boots

under the title The Unspeakable Itch from

(Scott) and Julia Gillard (Bishop) as the

but in exchange they offer to give Milli

8 June to 8 July 2012. It starred the two

Phantom and Christine in a riotous take

dancing lessons. She agrees and learns

writers. ‘They semaphore their comedy

on The Phantom of the Opera and Love Never

ballet, tap, jazz and the two-step, and

instead of playing the truth from which

Dies (‘Rudd Never Dies’), Rupert Murdoch

so many other wonderful dances that

it springs.’ Martin Portus (Stage Whispers)

and the News of the World phone-tapping

her imagination is freed as she ends up

said. ‘Funnily enough, there’s more truth

scandal performed as King Lear, and Alan

making shoes and clothes for the village.

and poignancy in their songs together,

The satire encompassed Kevin Rudd

The score included a number of

Jones as the Sorcerer and other radio
shock jocks as his apprentices, done as
shadow puppets.

instrumental dance pieces plus ‘Milli’s
Song’, ‘The Cat And I’ and ‘Friendship’.

Drew Forsythe, Phil Scott and Jonathan Biggins, 2009.

Smith that explored what happens when a

written by Phil Scott.’
The songs were ‘What Does The Deck
Mean?, ‘Belle’s Striptease’, ‘Beaded Curtains’,
‘Matt’s Dismissal Ballad’ and ‘Let It Burn’.
In 1987 Phillip Scott scored two movies,
Those Dear Departed and Two Brothers
Running. Both were produced by Phillip
Emanuel and directed by Ted Robinson.
Those Dear Departed starred Garry
McDonald, Pamela Stephenson, Su
Cruickshank, John Clarke, Jonathan
Biggins, Arthur Dignam and Graeme
Blundell. Scripted by Ted Robinson, it
was intended to be a black comedy but,
according to Anna Gul (Australian Film), it
was ‘one of those unfortunate Australian
attempts at a witty comedy that ends up
being neither a comedy nor even a film
of interest.’23 Tony Harrison concurred:
‘Weak, one-joke black comedy from
the usually reliable television comedy
producer Robinson.’24 Its US title was *

Spring–Summer 2012
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Ghosts Can Do It. Two Brothers Running,

recording was made of several songs with

Kelso and Scott then created Bitter and

which was not released theatrically, was

vocals by Robyn Arthur.

Silly (1986), a late night revue at Kinselas.

a Jewish comedy about two brothers that

25

Scott has authored four books: One

One original song was called ‘Escape From

featured Tom Conti, Elizabeth Alexander,

Dead Diva (Blackwattle), Gay Resort Murder

Melbourne’. It was set at the New South Wales

Ritchie Singer and Asher Keddie.

Shock (Penguin), Get Over It (Penguin; US

border where one half of a refugee couple

Scott also co-scored with Chris Neal

title Mardi Gras Murders), and It’s About Your

fleeing Melbourne was refused entry. This

the five-part mini-series Bodyline (1984),

Friend (Penguin). One Dead Diva, Gay Resort

show was followed by A Hard Act to Swallow,

a Kennedy Miller production about the

Murder Shock and Mardi Gras Murders were

another revue, which featured Jonathan

infamous cricket test series of 1932-33. It

published in the US by Alyson Books.

Biggins, Nagle and Scott and was the first of

starred Gary Sweet as Don Bradman and

A lifelong classical music fan, Scott

their shows to play at the Tilbury Hotel.

Hugo Weaving as the English captain

writes reviews for the US classical CD

Douglas Jardine. Scott later wrote the

Special thanks for their help with research

magazine Fanfare and for Limelight. He also

incidental music for the David Williamson

to Paul Dellit, Frank Garfield, Phillip Scott

writes weekly columns for Sydney’s free

play Flatfoot (2004).

and Frank Van Straten. 

gay papers, SX and Sydney Star Observer.

Throughout his career Scott has presented

Scott’s current projects are Little Orphan

References:

solo cabaret shows at various festivals,

trAshley, a new adult panto written again with

including Edinburgh. He presented A

and starring Trevor Ashley, which opens

Legend in His Own Mind at Pastels, and Out

at the Studio, Sydney Opera House on 5

Loud at Chapel-off-Chapel. His 2001 show,

12-19. Ibid

December 2012, and the 2012 Wharf Revue,

20. Author’s interview with Phillip Scott

Red Wharf: Beyond the Rings of Satire featuring

21-22. Satire or Sedition, ibid

Drew Forsythe, Amanda Bishop, Scott and

23. Scott Murray, Australian Film, Oxford,

Serious Cabaret, which opened at Sydney’s
Glen Street Theatre, was recorded and
released by Middle 8 Music (MEM007).
‘Phil Scott is a seriously funny bloke.
All the mushy melodramatic excesses of
cabaret are savaged by his witty reworking
of well-worn songs and his wittier
originals’ ( John Shand, SMH ).
Scott’s most recent cabaret shows
have been The Twink and the Showgirl with
Vincent Hooper, and Newley Discovered,
a one-man bio-musical about the life of
Anthony Newley.
This premièred at the Adelaide
Cabaret Festival in 2009 and starred
Hugh Sheridan. Scott co-wrote the script
with Dean Bryant and did the musical
arrangements. ‘Newley Discovered
is a theatrical gem’ ( Jane Howard,
Australian Stage).
Scott was script consultant on the
mega-hit Priscilla, Queen of the Desert—The
Musical, which saw him involved in the
London and New York productions of the
show. He and Jonathan Biggins won an
AWGIE award for their new adaptation
of Orpheus in the Underworld which was
produced by Opera Australia in 2003.
Scott’s only unproduced work is a
musical, Old Standards. Written after Safety
in Numbers, it was set in Kings Cross in the
1950s at the time of Queen Elizabeth’s first
visit to Australia. Scott believed the piece
needed more work, but once Alex Harding’s
Only Heaven Knows opened (which was set in
the same era) he shelved the show. A demo
Page 22

new team member Josh Quong Tart.
Although Phillip Scott will long be
remembered for his brilliant work on the
Wharf Revues, his contribution to musical
theatre has been no less impressive. Safety

11. Jonathan Biggins, Satire or Sedition,
Currency House Platform Papers, 2006

1993, p.230
24. Tony Harrison, Australian Film and TV
Companion, Citrus 2005, p.155
25. Author’s interview with Phillip Scott

in Numbers may have faded into musical

Sources:

theatre history, but for its time it was

Newspapers and magazines: The Australian,

innovative, giving Australian urban

Australian Stage, The Bulletin, Campaign,

characters a musical voice that was

The Canberra Times, Curtain Call, The Daily

contemporary, sophisticated, and relevant.

Telegraph, Launceston Examiner, National

Addendum to Part One:

Stage Whispers, The Sun, Sun-Herald, The

After experiencing a difficult and frustrating
time working in Melbourne on ABC-TV’s

Times, The Newcastle Herald, Stage Noise,
Sunday Telegraph, The Sydney Morning Herald,
The West Australian.

The Gillies Republic (1986), a failed follow-

Wikipedia

up to The Gillies Report (1984), Scott

Theatre programs

returned to Sydney. Linda Nagle, Geoff

CD inserts

Advance publicity for Little Orphan trAshley, 2012.
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Sefton Daly on record

Every so often an Australian-pressed

The other person was Felix Werder.

I am sure many readers enjoyed Peter

78 would take off and achieve huge sales.

None of his obituarists seems to mention

Downes’s fine article on pianist–composer

A classic example is Joan Hammond’s ‘O

that he was a student at Northcote High

Sefton Daly (On Stage, Winter 2012). This

My Beloved Daddy’, recorded in London

School. He was among a group of ex-

was a splendid example of fresh research

on 26 September 1941 and released here

servicemen doing ‘repat’ Intermediate

into the career of a musician whose name

in December 1942 on Columbia DO-2474.

and Leaving qualifications in 1948. Being

was familiar to many but of whom little was

Before it was deleted at the end of 1958 it

a ‘Dunera Boy’ (1940) he obviously didn’t

really known.

had sold a remarkable 9403 copies.

have the qualifications to take him to

I can add further information on the three

It is also interesting to note that

recordings that Daly made for Colombia.

both Hammond and Daly were born in

They were recorded on New Year’s Eve 1942,

Christchurch, New Zealand, in 1912.

and released on 30 March 1943:

		

- Peter Burgis,
Port Macquarie,

DO-2541 (‘Serenade To A Snake’ and

New South Wales

‘Colour Scheme’) sold 384 copies and was
deleted on 30 June 1950,
DO-2542 (‘Waltz For A Marionette’
and ‘Sad Tango’) sold 1126 copies and was
deleted on 31 July 1956,
DO-2543 (‘Brief Candle’ and ‘Brown
Study’/‘Story By A Stream’) sold 911 copies
and was deleted on 31 July 1956.
Note: These couplings vary slightly
from those in the Daly article’s discography.
The sales figures, at best, appear modest.
However, for a local wartime artist
they are not too bad. In comparison, Isador
Goodman’s Columbia disc (DO-2595) of
tunes by Frank Hutchens and Margaret
Sutherland sold 726 copies from 1943 to
1956, while Vera Bradford’s disc of pieces
by Brahms and Schumann attracted only
234 buyers.
Sales of 78rpm discs in Australia during
and shortly after the war were notoriously
fragile and unpredictable.
Wartime restrictions and shortage of
shellac, coupled with our small population
(fewer than 10 million) inhibited sales.
Sefton Daly’s recordings were released

Thanks for the memories
I was particularly interested in two of the
Exeunt in the Winter 2012 edition of On
Stage, as they rang a personal bell for me.
Firstly, Graeme Bell. During the early

His claim to fame at Northcote High
was that he composed the school anthem – a
fact he would probably deny, were he still
alive. No one seemed to want to include it
in the special concert for his 90th birthday.
Nunn many years later, he told me that
Felix didn’t want to arrange it for the school
orchestra, so Jim had to do it.
The Plaza Northcote article was a
winner! Being a ‘local’ I saw most of the
shows, and my mates from Prahran and

1940s he established a piano school with

St Kilda were regulars with me. My father,

my best mate’s mother, Muriel Shepherd,

who knew the management well, was asked

in Sutton’s studios in Elizabeth Street,

for his old police uniform with shiny tall

Melbourne. The Shefte method of piano

helmet, and it was used in a great number

playing was popular at the time, and Graeme

of comedy sketches over the years. I knew

and Muriel’s school used something similar

Buster Fiddes outside the theatre. He was a

called the Modern Method of Piano Playing.

wonderful comic and, like Mary Hardy, felt

They even had their own 45-minute program

that people wanted them to be funny all the

on radio 3UZ.

time, offstage as well as on.

Graeme’s band took up a lot of his time,
so his full commitment to the teaching
business was compromised. Muriel decided
to buy him out and she continued alone
for many years. Eventually she gave up her
room at Sutton’s, but she continued to teach

So many memories of that theatre!
What a pity it is such a mess today.
		

- Bob Cunningham,
Bribie Island,
Queensland n

a handful of students almost until the day
she died.
I remember the band’s homecoming
from their trip behind the Iron Curtain. They
played at Leggett’s Ballroom in Prahran,

4/6d (45 cents) each (which would then buy

Melbourne. I went with Muriel’s son, Max,

a three-course meal at many restaurants).

my sister and her girlfriend. The ballroom was

At this time record shops were the domain

extremely crowded, although it was reputed

of adults. Teenagers had little money and

to be the biggest ballroom in Australia.
I was to come across a member of the

considered a ‘serious’ artist. Entertainers like

original ‘Lazy Ade Monsborough’ band

Jack Davey, Tex Morton and Graeme Bell

when I was lecturing in teachers’ colleges

were ‘popular’ artists and were marketed on

in the early 1970s. He was demonstrating

the budget-priced Regal-Zonophone label at

and selling wind instruments for the Rose

about 2/7d (27 cents) a disc.

Music Company.
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so joined the ex-serviceman’s Leaving class.

When I talked to our music master Jim

on the more expensive Columbia label at

were unusual visitors to such shops. Daly was

university, where he was to study music, and

‘A wonderful comic’: Buster Fiddes
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Going for Baroque
Mark Hill goes behind the scenes at the staging of an early opera.

The set for Venus and Adonis. Photo by Roderick Laird, Melbourne.

I

‘

f you want to stage a Baroque opera,

Today, period garments are his passion

The beautiful Arcadian set that resulted

you might as well start with the stage.’

and he accepted with alacrity the invitation

revealed that Shane Dunn and Helga Hill

That was the response of Helga Hill and

to work on the St Michael’s project in the

had a clear view from the outset as to what

company of his former dance instructor.

was appropriate for the period and what

They proved to be an indefatigable duo.

space was required for the various activities

Shane Dunn when they were asked to work
on the 2011 production of John Blow’s Venus
and Adonis (1683) presented by St Michael’s
Grammar School in Melbourne.
Where Baroque arts and artifacts are
concerned the Melbourne-based director
of the project and the Sydney costumier
and stage designer think as one. Their
association dates back to 1976 when Helga

Immediately after their initial meeting
with St Michael’s director of performing
arts, Dr Chris McGillen, and the music
director, Dr Gary Ekkel, they began a
week-long search for props and fittings.
Small items were found in op shops as

outlined in the script.
Room had to be made for dances by
the Graces, the Huntsmen and the Little
Cupids, who were also required to sit
in a circle during a lesson delivered by
Cupid. And afterwards – as a reward for
their work – the students were allowed to

Hill formed the Rippon Lea Renaissance

far afield as Ballarat, period shoes were

play ancient games, which they did with

Dancers in the ballroom of the National

sought abroad and major fittings and

youthful enthusiasm.

Trust estate in Elsternwick. Shane Dunn

furniture came from a variety of places,

was a member of her first class.

including Opera Australia.
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The set had to allow for all of this. And
then there was the moving final chorus

This was the fifth Australian Baroque
production to give painstaking attention
to gesture and to other inter-related period
features, such as costume design, as-original
lighting and early music and dance.
And, at the heart of the presentation,
there was a stage setting that captivated
audiences from the moment they entered
the theatre. The process of ‘transporting’
onlookers, which is the special province
of the Art of Gesture, was underway
right from the outset. The end result was
described by more than one as ‘stunning’.
According to Helga Hill, gesture is
now ‘on the move’. Recently she has been
working with Dr Daniela Kaleva on the
Arianna Project at the University of South
Australia. A new edition of Monteverdi’s
famous Lamento d’Arianna – complete
with traditional gesture notation – is one
aim of this ambitious enterprise which is
attracting international attention.
Another feature will be the filming of
a gestured performance of the Lamento by
as the dead Adonis was carried shoulder-

The change of entry would convey to the

Adelaide soprano Tessa Miller, who will

high from the venue – the Gasworks

audience the change of character. Not to make

wear a spectacular period costume made

Auditorium in Albert Park. This solemn

the change would cause further outcry!

for the occasion by Shane Dunn.

procession involved the entire cast.

In their production of Venus and Adonis,

It is almost 40 years since Shane Dunn

St Michael’s students followed in the steps

and Helga Hill came together to perform

requirement of Baroque theatre that evil

of their counterparts at an elite English

Renaissance pavanes, galliards and

persons and news of evil events generally

school where the opera had its second-ever

had to come from stage-left, while that

performance in 1684.

Also to be considered was the

which was good entered from stage-right.
In 17th and 18th century Europe, boos

As in Baroque times, historic gesture
was an integral part of the four Melbourne

branles in the Rippon Lea ballroom.
Today, he is an international costumier
who has designed for royalty, while Helga
Hill has become a leading authority
on historic gesture – as well as early

and derision would greet a character who

presentations of the work. This was made

entered from the wrong side. But in some

possible through dedicated research

instances an evil character would enter

last century by the late Dene Barnett of

initially from stage-left but, after experiencing

Flinders University in Adelaide. He is

a change of heart in the course of the play

now regarded as the founder of today’s

For more information, contact the Early

or opera, might then enter from stage-right.

international revival of the art.

Arts Guild of Victoria on (03) 9699 8417.n
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music and dance. When they join forces
from time to time, memorable theatre
experiences are generally the outcome.
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Melbourne stage-by-stage
Ralph Marsden concludes the story of one of Melbourne’s most colourful theatres.

O

pera returned on 12 May 1888

Local vaudeville first came to the

with Tasmanian soprano Amy

site for a substantial period when Frank

Sherwin featured in the casts

of a ‘Grand English Opera’ season. The
theatre was honoured with another visit
from Emilie Melville from 18 August, and

The Tivoli Theatre
239-251 Bourke Street, Melbourne –
site of Tivoli Arcade.

M. Clark reopened it as ‘The Alhambra
Palace of Varieties’ on 4 March 1893.
Apart from Clark himself, early Alhambra
bills included locally popular performers

opera seasons continued almost unbroken

such as Charlie Pope, Irving Sayles,

until early January 1889.

G.H.Snazelle, Billy Emerson, Harry

That year yields few now notable

Shine, Will Whitburn and Slade Murray.

names, with the exception of a couple of

On 14 October 1893, Melbourne-born

short seasons by the Irish comic female

‘serio-comic’ singer Florrie Forde, later to

impersonator, John F. Sheridan.

become one of the greats of British music

Nellie Stewart, starring in the Australian

hall, made her first Alhambra appearance.

première of Planquette’s Paul Jones on

Veteran minstrel entertainer ‘Billy’

27 March 1890, enjoyed a very successful

Barlow, a great local favourite of gold

run till 13 June, and returned in this and

rush days, but still spry at 75, joined the

other operettas the following November.

company on 23 December 1893 for what

In between came several seasons by

seems to have been his last Melbourne

John F. Sheridan and one by William
Rignold, brother of George. English
character comedian J.L. Toole began a
fortnight’s ‘Farewell of Australia’ here on
24 January 1891, and popular English actress
Jennie Lee appeared in a season of plays

appearance. Clark’s shows continued with
The Australian Hall
The Varieties Music Hall

Rickards’ company interrupted them for

The Varieties Theatre-Comique

a seven-night stint on 18 August but, soon

The Theatre-Comique

after this, Clark seems to have struck

The Prince of Wales Opera House

difficulty and the Alhambra closed on

from 27 June, including The County Fair, a

The Opera House

melodrama that featured three live horses

Her Majesty’s Opera House

racing on a treadmill on stage.

their regular line-ups into 1894; Harry

The Alhambra Palace of Varieties

Another would-be sensation was

Rickards’s New Opera House

heavyweight boxing champion John L.

Rickards’ Opera House

Sullivan, who starred in a specially written

Rickards’ Tivoli Theatre

29 September. There was an announcement
of imminent reopening on 1 October,
but this never occurred and Clark never
returned to the site.
The Opera House remained dark,
apart from a few brief dramatic seasons

vehicle, Honest Hearts and Willing Hands,

by George Darrell and others, until Harry

from 15 August 1891. This was intended as

Rickards, now an established vaudeville

serious drama, but The Argus found the result

entrepreneur in Sydney, took up the

‘rendered unintentionally comic by the

lease and reopened it on 9 February 1895

interpolated dialogue, the extemporaneous

as the Melbourne home for his Tivoli

commentaries and the very audible

vaudeville circuit. Apart from Sydney and

criticisms of the more demonstrative portion

Melbourne, the circuit eventually included

of the audience’. Another non-theatrical

theatres in Adelaide and Brisbane.

notable was the journalist H.M.Stanley,

Imported stars were one of the keys

lecturing on ‘How I Found Livingstone’ for

to Rickards’ success. His opening bill was

a few nights from 11 November. By now the

topped by English comedian George H.

land boom depression was taking its toll,

Wood, while Harry himself also appeared,

and the theatre stayed dark for much of the

singing some of his favourite songs. The

usually busy Christmas–New Year period.

shows at this date were made up of a rather

The year 1892 was similarly patchy

formalised ‘first part’, in which members

and undistinguished, apart from several

of the regular company sat in a semi-circle

unprofitable importations from London by

on stage and rose in turn to present their

George Musgrove – a vaudeville company

indivdual acts.

from the Empire Palace and a burlesque
company from the Gaiety.
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After the interval, a ‘second part’ featured
specialty acts and the imported stars.

On 18 May 1901 ‘Rickards’ New

Local ‘first part’ personalities
appearing during these early years

Opera House’ opened with a variety

included Harry Clay, Charles Pope,

bill topped by famed English music

Irving Sayles, Will Whitburn, Dan

hall singer Marie Lloyd; Harry himself
was again also on stage, singing his

Tracey, Priscilla Verne and Florrie

comic songs. The standard first and

Forde; others who also found later

second part format continued, and

and greater fame in British music

‘animated pictures’ were also retained

hall included Hamilton Hill, Albert

as a regular part of the program.

Whelan and Billy Williams.

Headliners of 1902 included

English ‘serio-comic’ singer Alice

American stage actors Mr and Mrs

Leamar appeared from 11 January

Sidney Drew (later popular in silent

1896 and comedian and singer

films) making their Australian début

Charles Godfrey made his Australian

in the first of a series of short farcical
comedies on 10 June; Australian born

début here on 8 February.

actress and entertainer Lydia Yeamans

Following him came American

Titus, whose later career also included

magician, Carl Hertz, who had first

American silent films; strongman Eugene

played here with the Empire Palace

Sandow; and juggler Paul Cinquevalli.

company in February 1892. On

The year 1903 brought the

22 August 1896 Hertz included in

immortal W.C.Fields, appearing

his act the first public exhibition of

from 13 June as a comic juggler.

motion pictures in Australia – just
eight months after the first perfected
public screenings by the Lumière brothers
in Paris on 28 December 1895.
G.H.Chirgwin, a singer famous for
his eccentric black-face make-up with one
white eye, and sentimental songs such as

Tasmanian soprano Amy Sherwin.

From early 1904, German wrestler
Hackenschmidt appeared in ‘Poses
Plastiques’. Meanwhile, notable local

William Pitt, architect of the Princess’s

‘first parters’ included Fred Bluett, Will

Theatre, was commissioned to create a

Whitburn, Irving Sayles and Clyde Cook,

new ‘Opera House’ – a-large three level

who later also enjoyed a long Hollywood

auditorium seating some 2000, built for

career. British comedian, singer and

an estimated £35 000. Its design typified

‘The Blind Boy’, topped the bills from

dancer Little Tich, who wore a pair of

that of many London music halls of the

boots almost as long as his legs, was a big

30 November 1896. The ‘cinematograph’

day. Its style was a mixture of Victorian

star in 1905. Harry Tate, also from Britain,

was still a popular novelty and scenes from

and Moorish influences, most noticeably

whose comic sketches survive in numerous

the first Melbourne Cup ever filmed

in the use of Moorish arches in the facade.

sound recordings, occupied the same place

were screened here on the evening of

This was surmounted by a large spherical

in 1906.

2 November 1897. In 1898 came musical

lighthouse-like beacon.

comedy star Ada Reeve, one of the

The interior of the new Opera House

Novelty as well as variety was very
much a part of the bills. A dozen trained

was described in The Age of 17 May 1901.

felines appearing as ‘Techow’s Cats’ were

The stalls and dress circle were approached

a popular attraction of 1907, as were

‘through two corridors highly decorated in

boxers Jack Johnson and Tommy Burns in

Moresque design, leading to a crush room’.

1909. The exceptional attraction of 1910

A feature of this was ‘a rockery, beautified

was world famous American escapologist

complaints about the theatre were finally

with ferns and palms, amongst which a

Harry Houdini, who made his Australian

given credence on 21 May 1898, when

fountain is playing’.

début here on 7 February.

most popular and durable of English
performers, making her Australian
vaudeville début here on 20 August.
The Board of Health inspectors’

The circle was reached via ‘two handsome

Harry Rickards, in London on one of

seeking escape from his victim, caused panic

marble staircases’ while, in the auditorium,

his regular talent buying trips, suffered a

in the audience. This incident seems to have

the prevailing colours were ‘red, blue, old

stroke and died, aged 64, on 13 October

gold, ivory and cream, heavily enriched

1911. The following year, his Tivoli theatre

with gold and silver leaf’. As at the

circuit was acquired by a syndicate headed

Princess’s, there was a sliding shutter in

by a colourful, energetic and ambitious

the roof to be opened on hot nights.

showman, Hugh D. McIntosh. McIntosh

a false fire alarm raised by a pickpocket

prodded erring officialdom to close the
theatre, the last performance taking place
on 3 February 1899. While demolition of
the old Opera House was proceeding and a

One of the few negative features of the

took over in September 1912 and soon set

new theatre being built, Rickards transferred

design was that the view from certain seats

about streamlining the program format by

his company to the Bijou Theatre, just a few

was obstructed by the pillars supporting

dropping the minstrel ‘first part’ in favour

doors up Bourke Street.

the dress circle and gallery.

of straight vaudeville bills. Prominent on *
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these in 1913 were British music

The theatre underwent a fortnight’s

hall singer Lillie Langtry (not

redecoration prior to the opening

to be confused with the famous

of this £20 000 production on

British actress of the same

11 December 1920, but this
unfortunately coincided with a

name) and Louise Carbasse,

public transport strike. Despite

who was soon to enjoy greater

the introduction of a special bus

fame as ‘Louise Lovely’ in

service to lure suburban patrons,

American silent films.

the play closed on 29 February

McIntosh changed the

1921, McIntosh bore the blame for

name from ‘Rickards’ Opera

a catastrophic loss and was forced

House’ to ‘Rickards’ Tivoli

from control of the Tivoli circuit.

Theatre’ on 14 February 1914.

The theatre was taken over by

Another innovation about this

a company headed by Harry G.

time were ‘Tivoli Tango Teas...

Musgrove, nephew of entrepreneur

every Monday and Thursday at

George Musgrove, who reopened it

3.30 with Fashion Parades’. By

as a cinema on 19 March 1921. The

mid-April 1914 these comprised

initial attraction was What Women
Love, a First National production

a ‘Lingerie Parade’ with ‘brides’

featuring Annette Kellerman, the

silk nighties and American

Australian swimmer, dancer and

knickers and camisoles’. But

silent film star, who appeared here

star vaudeville was still the

in person later that year. A 50/50

backbone of the business

mixture of films and vaudeville

and names of 1914 included
W.C.Fields, Ada Reeve and
Paul Cinquevalli. From midSeptember 1914, twice-daily vaudeville
at 2.30pm and 8pm was introduced to
compete with a similar policy at the Bijou.
As well as being competitive, the
McIntosh management remained

had become the staple by this time,
Light opera favourite Nellie Stewart.
A second revue, The Passing Show,
arrived on 10 February 1917; Ada Reeve
returned with her songs from 21 April, as
did Nellie Stewart, in acts of Sweet Nell of
Old Drury, presented in weekly rotation

innovative: during a heatwave in January

from 16 June. More revues followed later

1915 they adopted an American idea of

in 1917 and the versatile Miss Reeve was

serving free ice water in small disposable

back in a musical play, Winnie Brooke,

paper cups to their appreciative patrons.

Widow, from 26 January 1918.

American boxer James J. Corbett (‘Gentleman

The pattern of revues interspersed

but the theatre’s unsuitability as
a cinema had also been proven
– apart from the obstructive posts, the
picture was badly distorted when viewed
from the side seats. From 17 September
l921 all-vaudeville programs returned.
Stars of these first few months included
British character comedians Wilkie Bard
and Claude Dampier, and famous male
impersonator Ella Shields, who sang
‘Burlington Bertie From Bow’. The
year 1922 brought comic impersonator
Wee Georgie Wood; American singer-

Jim’) in a raconteuring act from mid-March

with short seasons of vaudeville continued

1915 was the last of the big overseas names at

through 1918 and early 1919; those

the Tivoli, for World War I had stemmed the

featured included Charles H. Workman,

flow of imported stars.

Beatrice Holloway, Barry Lupino and

matinée idol Julius Knight returned to

Renée Adorée, a French dancer who,

the stage for the first time in six years,

within a year or two of her work here in

presenting dramatic excerpts from his old

Samples, was starring in American silent

hit plays. Other old favourites that year

films. McIntosh also began to import

included Ada Reeve and English eccentric

comic plays, such as The Better ’Ole, and

comedian Will Evans; new importations

musical comedies, such as My Lady Frayle,

included Chinese magician Long Tack

and these, together with imported revues,

Sam and his troupe, and jazz exponents

had entirely replaced vaudeville at the

Bert Ralton and the Savoy Havana Band.

McIntosh replaced these with a loose but
fast-paced vaudeville-revue format entitled
The Tivoli Follies, featuring such locals as
Vera Pearce and Jack Cannot. This opened
in Melbourne on 13 February 1915 and
reappeared at regular intervals over the next
two years. Notable locals on the vaudeville
bills in between included baritone Peter
Dawson, making his first appearance on

Tivoli by 1920.
The event of that year was the

pianist duo Lee White and Clay Smith;
and British comedian and singer Gene
Gerrard. From 19 May 1923 former

After Harry Musgrove’s company
collapsed in 1924, control of the circuit

20 November 1915, and champion boxer

Australian première of Chu Chin Chow,

passed to J.C.Williamson’s Tivoli

Les Darcy, giving exhibitions and a lecture

an extravagantly staged musical that had

Vaudeville Pty Ltd, with Jack Musgrove,

from 1 January 1916.

enjoyed phenomenal success in London.

another nephew of George, as general
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The scandal sheet Truth got wind

manager. The policy of straight
vaudeville with imported stars

of the story, however, and the police,

supported by local acts continued.

after weeks of fruitless surveillance,

Top names of 1924 included English

were pressured to raid the two East

music hall (and later) film comedian

Melbourne flats where members of
Clay’s band were found partying with

Will Hay, husband-and-wife

white women. Six girls were arrested

comedy team Arthur Lucan and

for vagrancy and six black band

Kitty McShane, also later famous

members were deported. Clay’s Tivoli

in films, male impersonator Hetty

contract was cancelled, The Sun News

King, female impersonator Bert

Pictorial of 27 March reporting: ‘The

Errol, Ada Reeve, and a return by

Sonny Clay Plantation Band season

Australia’s own Albert Whelan.

ended last night, but the other coloured

The line-up for 1925 was equally

artists, the Four Covans and the

impressive: this included returns by

Emperors of Harmony, will continue.’

Bert Ralton’s Savoy Havana Band,

Another American band that year

Wee Georgie Wood and Long

had better luck than Clay – but they

Tack Sam, and first appearances by

were white and female. The Ingenues

six-year-old drummer Buddy Rich

was a 20-piece all-girl orchestra, said

(‘world’s youngest but greatest jazz

to have been the inspiration for ‘Sweet

musician’). Other stars included

Sue and her Society Syncopators’ in

Jewish comic Harry Green and

Billy Wilder’s film Some Like It Hot.

Scots comic Will Fyffe, famous for

They had an opening run of more than

his song ‘I Belong To Glasgow’. At

Cheeky Marie Lloyd.

the end of the year came Ye Olde Minstrel
Show with local veterans Will Whitburn
and Charles Pope.
The year 1926 brought returns by Ella

‘Sonny Clay’s Colored Idea’, a 24member troupe of African-American jazz
musicians, singers and dancers, was the

Shields, Lee White and Clay Smith and,

first imported star attraction at Sydney’s

less happily, Little Tich, who was well past

Tivoli for 1928. They were well received

his prime and ‘got the bird’ from local

by the public, but the Musicians’ Union

audiences. Notable ‘newcomers’ included

was hostile because they resented foreign

English comediennes Lily Morris and Nellie

performers – especially coloured ones

Wallace (‘The Essence of Eccentricity’),

– taking work from their members. The

and a first Tivoli appearance by Australia’s

White Australia Policy was then a keenly

greatest vaudeville comedian, Roy Rene,
on 24 May.
American comic duo Ole Olsen and
Chic Johnson, later famous for their
Hellzapoppin burlesque revue of stage

promoted cause and undercover police
were ordered to shadow the band for any
sign of misbehaviour — especially anything
hinting at miscegenation.
Clay’s Melbourne season got off to a

six weeks from 1 September, and a tenday farewell from 26 December.
Other ‘names’ of 1928 included
comedian Wylie Watson, later a notable
character player in British films, Bert Errol,
and Long Tack Sam. It’s hard to resist
mentioning another ‘headliner’ – Captain
Winston’s Water Lions and Diving Nymphs.
Animal acts were always popular and later
that year included ‘Aussie, The Boxing
Kangaroo’. Other local favourites appearing
regularly were soubrette Stella Lamond,
comedian Hector St Clair and dancer
Stephanie Deste.
‘Talking pictures’ were first shown
in Melbourne in February 1929. Their
popularity spread like wildfire, with
all live theatre takings being adversely

shaky start with the opening postponed

affected within months. Ada Reeve and

two days because the train carrying the

actor Nat Madison, better known as

troupe from Sydney was delayed by floods.

Noël Madison in later Hollywood films,

They finally appeared at the Monday

were two of the big names on the straight

matinée on 20 February and once again

vaudeville bills that continued up to late

most press opinion was positive: The

July 1929; on the same bill as Reeve was

Australasian thought the Colored Idea ‘a bright

English comedienne Jenny Howard, one

entertainment… Miss Ivy Anderson, a

Helpman(n), appearing as a ‘specialty

of the most durable of all Tivoli stars,

soubrette, is popular, and the show generally

dancer’ with Joe Aronson’s Synco-Revellers,

making her Melbourne début here on

has pleased Tivoli audiences.’ Anderson

25 March. The effect of talkies forced a

and nine-year-old Rita Cansino, appearing

later went on to greater fame as vocalist with

change of format from 27 July – a 50/50

with her family as ‘The Original Cansinos,

Duke Ellington’s orchestra and also sang in

mixture of vaudeville and revue under

Famous Spanish Dancers’, but later famous

the 1937 Marx Brothers’ classic A Day at

the revived title The Tivoli Follies. There

as Rita Hayworth.

the Races.

was a brief return to straight vaudeville *

and screen, were the big stars at the Tiv
in 1927, opening on 29 January and
reappearing several times throughout the
year. Other notables included Hetty King,
Lee White and Clay Smith, and US stage
and screen actor Alexander Carr.
Future stars were 18-year-old Robert
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Frank Neil returned on

before an eight-week season by
British comedian Ernie Lotinga in

22 December with a series

a series of broad burlesque plays;

of revues ‘imported from

then a first Tivoli appearance by

London’ that ran until late

George Wallace and his musical

February 1934. Connors and

revue company on 26 December.

Paul followed in a season with
Roy Rene, and then came Jim

Wallace did extremely well for
the times, with a run to 4 April

Gerald with his own company

1930, and Jim Gerald, making

for a very successful run of 21

his Tivoli début with his revue

weeks. Personal problems now

company, followed him. Pot Luck,

caused Connors and Paul to

another revue, with musical

relinquish their Tivoli interests

comedy favourite Alfred Frith,

and by late 1934 Frank Neil was

came next and lasted three

in effective control of the circuit.
Neil, who is generally

months with the addition of Ada
Reeve and Roy Rene to the cast in

credited with perfecting the

the last weeks of the run.

fast moving, cohesive style
of vaudeville revue that

Hugh D. McIntosh now reenters the Tivoli story as head of

became synonymous with

a syndicate which took control

the Tivoli, maintained a

after J.C. Williamson’s severed its

policy of overseas stars with

association in mid-1930. From

the likes of Hetty King and

6 September McIntosh presented

English comedians Joey Porter

a series of vaudeville revues

Breezy comic Tommy Trinder.

and Sid Field, who were all
headliners in 1934. Although Field was

featuring such comics as Roy Rene,
Fred Bluett, Hector St Clair, Syd Beck and

Queenie Paul, took over direction of the

under-appreciated here at the time, he

Billy Maloney. Among this company, on

Tivoli after transferring their company

later became a big success on the London

20 October 1930, Nellie Stewart made a

from the Bijou. This was headed by the

variety stage.

farewell appearance as ‘Sweet Nell’ – her

ever-popular Roy Rene and his wife, Sadie

last in Melbourne before her death in 1931.

Gale, and continued until 12 November

English producer Wallace R. Parnell,

She was also presented with a portrait

when the almost equally popular Jim

who, with much experience in British

of herself, ‘commissioned by her many

Gerald and his musical revue company

variety and revue, streamlined formats,

admirers’ and painted by W.B.McInnes.

took the stage.

introducing themes and specially written

A series of musical comedies that

Gerald’s season continued until 4 March

Neil’s best importation in 1935 was

songs to the shows.

had begun late in 1930 saw in the New

1932 and Frank Neil, a former actor and

Year until the local première of Noël

theatrical all-rounder who eventually

on 11 September 1935, was The Laughter

Coward’s Hay Fever, with Allan Wilkie and

took control of the Tivoli, followed with

Express, ‘with 25 overseas variety stars’.

Frediswyde Hunter-Watts on 21 February.

The Follies of 1932. This was a mixture of

In 1936 his revues showcased Hollywood

Straight vaudeville returned a month later,

vaudeville and revue in a flexible format

comedienne Polly Moran, as well as

with former film star Louise Lovely back

that allowed for an ever-varying line-

Jim Gerald and Roy Rene among others.

on the bills.

up of stars including Ella Shields, Don

Parnell’s first production, opening

Late in 1936 the theatre underwent

Nicol, Hector St Clair, Stan Foley, Josie

its first major renovation. According to

the Depression and McIntosh faced

Melville, Ada Reeve and Minnie Love.

an Argus report of 16 November, the work

imminent bankruptcy. On 29 April the

This ended on 2 June 1932. The rest of

was supervised by architects H.V. Taylor,

Tivoli went dark, pending formation of

that year saw straight vaudeville seasons

Soilleux & Overend. It included a new

a new management, Tivoli Celebrity

starring Roy Rene and Connors and Paul,

cantilever veranda, enlargement of the

Vaudeville of Australia Pty Ltd. This

and a 14-week season by US comedian

lobby and foyer areas, new amenity bars

group took over the lease and, reopened

Jack Russell, which offered a mixture of

and ticket boxes, redecoration, recarpeting,

the theatre on 16 May 1931 with a bill

stock farce and vaudeville. The year ended

and installation of a modern heating and

headed by English character comedienne

with an Aladdin pantomime, followed by a

ventilation system. The total cost was about

Lily Moore, who had also topped the bill

series of nightly revues. These were to run

£11 000. The theatre stayed open while the

under the previous management.

continuously throughout 1933, with such

alterations proceeded.

The year 1931 marked the depths of

On 5 September 1931 Connors and

names as Roy Rene, Jim Gerald, Connors

Reliables such as Joey Porter, Jim

Paul Theatres Pty Ltd, a company headed

and Paul, and American comedian Joe

Gerald and Ella Shields all returned to

by vaudevillians Mike Connors and

Marks, amongst the featured artists.

the bills in 1937, along with local up-
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to these were popular overseas performers

as former American film actress Lillian

who had become resident, including Will

Roth and British stage and film comedian

Mahoney, Evie Hayes, Bob Dyer, Jenny

George Formby. A 5.50pm performance

Howard, Eric Edgley, Clem Dawe and

replaced the usual 2pm matinée for the

Edwin Styles.

Formby season but his Melbourne season

Sydney-based entrepreneur David

British funnyman Sid Field.
and-comers such as Charles Norman
and Max Reddy. One of the few ‘star’
importations was African-American stage
and screen actress Nina Mae McKinney.
An amplification system, with three
retractable stage microphones, was
installed and operational by this time.
Many of the same local names were
back in 1938, along with newcomers from
America, Will Mahoney (famous for his
xylophone dance act) and his wife, vocalist
Evie Hayes, who both began long and
successful careers in Australia. Another
American was harmonica virtuoso
Larry Adler, who went on to a long and
successful career in England.
Stars of 1939 included Mahoney and
Hayes, Chinese-American stage and
screen actress Anna May Wong, British
music hall great George Robey, American
singer and guitarist Nick Lucas, AfricanAmerican recording quartet the Mills
Brothers, and George Wallace. The year
ended tragically when Frank Neil was
knocked down by a car on 31 December
and died in hospital the following day.
Wallace Parnell took over as general
manager of the Tivoli circuit, maintaining
production standards despite wartime
shortages and constraints. During the war
years imported ‘names’ vanished from
Tivoli bills, but they were replaced by wellestablished local favourites like Roy Rene,
George Wallace, Jim Gerald, Syd Beck,
Stan Foley, Morry Barling and Charles
Norman, as well as rising stars such as
Dick Bentley, Joy Nichols, Gloria Dawn,
Terry Scanlon and Buster Fiddes. Added
Spring–Summer 2012

was less successful than his Sydney run.

N. Martin headed a group that bought a

Chico, from the immortal Marx

controlling interest in the Tivoli circuit in

Brothers, was the big star name of 1948

mid-1944. Martin became chairman and

but his visit highlighted the difficulties

managing director, but this led to conflict

faced by imported artists at that time:

with Wallace Parnell who soon resigned

although he was a great success, currency

and left for America. Martin’s influence

restrictions then in force prevented him

first became apparent on Melbourne Tivoli

taking more than £1000 out of the country

bills with the inclusion of a stage play –

for the whole tour. Other US stage and

Terence Rattigan’s comedy While the Sun

screen comics visiting in 1948 were Ben

Shines – at intermediate sessions between

Blue and Gil Lamb, and the year also

the regular 2pm and 8pm revues from

included Marinka, a romantic operetta

12 March 1945. Although this experiment

based on the Mayerling story – the first

was discontinued after an eight-week

night-time non-vaudeville attraction at the

run, Martin concentrated on further

Tivoli for decades.

upgrading the standards set by Frank Neil

The year 1949 brought British actor-

and Wallace Parnell in production of the

comedian Stanley Holloway, German-

Tivoli staple: smooth, fast-paced, racy

American comic trio the Wiere Brothers,

vaudeville revues. Familiar stars such as

and also diminutive British comedian

Roy Rene, George Wallace, Jim Gerald

Arthur Askey in a musical play, The Love

and Jenny Howard were now joined

Racket. This ran 18 weeks to 20 April 1950 *

by relative newcomers such as George
Wallace Junior, Buster Fiddes, Val Jellay,

Little Tich with his ‘big boots’.

Happy Hammond,
Annette Klooger, Joe
Latona and Margaret
Fitzgibbon. Many of
these new stars were
destined to make
their names over the
following decades in
the new medium
of television.
Cockney comedian
Tommy Trinder was
the first big imported
name to appear at
the Tiv after the war
and one of the most
popular, although his
initial season, from
14 October 1946,
ran just six weeks –
only a little over the
average for the time.
More imports came
in 1947, including old
familiars, such as Wee
Georgie Wood and
Ella Shields, as well
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Exotic Anna May Wong.

Bandleader Bob Crosby.
and was followed by another musical,

especially notable as its cast included Gloria

Where’s Charley?, an adaptation of

Dawn, Toni Lamond, Babs McKinnon

such star acts as young British comedian

Charley’s Aunt, which was not quite as

(particularly fetching in fishnet tights) and

Michael Bentine, veteran British comic

successful. The big success of 1950 was The
Tourist Trade, a vaudeville revue which,
without the benefit of big overseas stars,
entertained for a then record 22 weeks

Jim Gerald.
David N. Martin’s major importation of
1953 was The Real French Folies Bergère Revue,

from 14 July. The end-of-year attraction

a complete production from London, which

was US actor-magician John Calvert,

featured topless showgirls. This was the

topping the bill in another revue.

cause of much controversy, but the show was

More farces came in 1951: American
stage and screen actors John Hubbard and
Mary Brian starring in Mary Had a Little
were followed by Jim Gerald in Ladies’
Night in a Turkish Bath. Vaudeville revues
returned for the second half of the year,
with British comic actor Jon Pertwee and

1955 was an all-vaudeville year, with

Billy Russell, the Wiere Brothers and,
most popular of all, West Indian pianist
Winifred Atwell. In 1956 came a skating
revue, Spice and Ice, followed by 10 weeks
of the all-black Katherine Dunham troupe
of singers, dancers and musicians.
After the end of the Dunham season

defended by a minister of the Independent

on 4 August 1956, David N. Martin,

Church in a speech from the stage. With the

who had purchased the freehold of the

impetus of this publicity, the Folies ran for a
record 27 weeks from 6 February. The year
was also notable for an unusual attraction –
opera – represented by a three-week season

Tivoli site from J.C. Williamson’s in 1955,
embarked on a £100 000 modernisation
of the theatre. Under the supervision of
architect Dudley Ward, this included
complete streamlining of the auditorium,

American singer-actor Donald Novis

by the Sydney-based National Opera of

with dress circle and gallery being rebuilt

topping their respective bills. A similar

Australia, with Melbourne’s favourite

without the need for supporting posts. The

mix was repeated in 1952, with British

soprano, Glenda Raymond, in leading roles.

redecorations included treatment of the

actor Jimmy Hanley starring in a farce, To
Dorothy a Son, then a drama, No Trees in the
Street, which also included Jim Gerald in
its cast.
The second half of 1952 belonged
entirely to Tommy Trinder, who starred in

Vaudeville revues returned to favour
in 1954 with star attractions including
Irish tenor Patrick O’Hagan, Hollywood
tenor Allan Jones and, very briefly, English
impressionist Florence Desmond. The only

two revues plus the Christmas pantomime,

non-vaudeville attraction, Zip Goes a Million,

Cinderella. Pantomimes had long been a

a musical adapted from Brewster’s Millions,

Tivoli tradition, but this year’s effort was

finished its run much earlier than expected.
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proscenium surroundings, fronts of boxes,
circle and gallery to give a smart grey
upholstered look. The theatre was also
reseated (accommodation being reduced
to 1442) and foyer areas were modernised
with a single wide entrance replacing the
original narrow twin corridors.
The Tivoli reopened on 1 November
1956 with Olympic Follies, a vaudeville

revue commemorating the Olympic

came America’s ‘Last of the Red Hot

a variety show starring British stage, radio

Games held in Melbourne that year,

Mommas’, Sophie Tucker and, from

and TV comedian Jimmy Edwards, the

starring British comedian Richard Hearne.

5 October, The Black and White Minstrel

Tiv officially closed as a live theatre on

On Sunday 4 November a 45 minute

Show. This stage version of a popular

2 April 1966.

selection of specially staged highlights

British TV-variety show was derided by

from the show was part of the first night

some critics but played here for 32 weeks

audience was one of the few survivors

telecast of Melbourne’s first television

to become the longest running attraction

from the great days of local vaudeville, Jim

channel, HSV-7.

in the Tivoli’s history.

Gerald. Ironically, the second half of this
final show was telecast by GTV-9 – thus

The Good Old Days, a nostalgic show
with vaudeville veterans Queenie Paul,
George Wallace and Jim Gerald all
making their last Tivoli appearances,
followed for a very successful 14 weeks

The first experience
of live theatre
for many people.

David N. Martin died suddenly on
of America and the circuit was eventually
taken over by his son, Lloyd Martin, who
was made joint managing director with
Gordon Cooper. Sultry British singing
star Shirley Bassey, Winifred Atwell, and
sensationally busty British showgirl Sabrina,
were some of the stage highlights of 1958.
The basic format of the shows continued
as before, under the experienced eye of
producer Ralton R. James.
In 1959 Will Mahoney returned as

The rest of 1963 was occupied by
revivals of Show Boat and The Merry Widow,
and a season by erstwhile Hollywood
singer-actor Nelson Eddy, although
this was curtailed after a few weeks by
the 62-year-old Eddy’s voice failing.
Vaudeville virtually disappeared from
the Tiv in 1964; a new musical, Stop the
World, I Want to Get Off, lasted 13 weeks,
and a revival of Lilac Time, and a farce,
Boeing-Boeing, with England’s Peter Jones
and Australia’s Ron Frazer, did nine weeks
apiece. A revival of The Black and White

the star of the revue Diamond Horseshoe.

Minstrel Show outran all else, playing for

The year ended with an ice show that

more than 15 weeks from 28 October, with

even included a skating panto, Robinson

Jenny Howard in the cast making her last

Crusoe on Ice. British pop singer. Tommy

Tivoli appearance.

Steele was a big draw early in 1960, as was

Also of note late in 1964 was the last

Australian soprano June Bronhill in the

traditional style Tivoli pantomime. These

imported Sadler’s Wells Opera Company

annual end-of-year offerings, every bit as

production of The Merry Widow from mid-

elaborate and entertaining as the adult

July. This was the first of a series of joint

variety shows, must have been the first

presentations by the Tivoli management

experience of live theatre for many people

and the Princess Theatre’s Garnet H.

– a unique initiation that, with the passing

Carroll and marked the start of a move

of the Tiv, is no longer available. The

away from the Tiv’s staple of vaudeville

1964 panto, Alice in Wonderland, featured

revues – a field now being rapidly taken

the brilliant but tragically underused

over by television.

Melbourne comedienne, Mary Hardy.

Vaudeville remained viable throughout

British stage and TV comedienne,

1961, however, although ‘name’ overseas

Miriam Karlin, in the satirical revue Is

stars were few and far between, being

Australia Really Necessary?, was the first

limited to American bandleader, actor,

fresh attraction of 1965. Then came The

and brother of Bing, Bob Crosby, and the

Max Bygraves Show, two musicals – Instant

celebrated West Indian cabaret singer-

Marriage and Fade Out, Fade In – and The

pianist Leslie (‘Hutch’) Hutchinson.

Windmill Revue from London’s famous

More Carroll collaborative presentations

Windmill Theatre.

followed in 1962, including veteran

The Tivoli circuit sustained a loss of

Hollywood comic actor Edward Everett

more than £7000 in 1964-65 and with the

Horton in a French farce, Nina, and

prospect of further losses, it was decided that

expatriate Australian stage star Zoe

the increasingly costly live productions could

Caldwell in Shaw’s Saint Joan. After this

not be continued. After a month-long run of

Spring–Summer 2012

the medium that killed off the Tiv was
there to witness its death throes.
After the installation of a new projection
box and some minor alterations to seating
and exits, the Tivoli reopened as a cinema

from 15 February 1957.
2 March 1958 while on a talent buying tour

Among the large, nostalgic last-night

on 26 May 1966 with The Moving Target, a
private eye thriller starring Paul Newman.
More middle range fare followed, the
most successful being Angelique, an erotic
costume drama set in the age of Louis XIV.
This season was interrupted on 19 and 20
October 1966 for a live variety show starring
Hollywood veteran Mickey Rooney and
fellow song-and-dance man Bobby Van.
‘The audience didn’t stop laughing… the
skits, imitations, dancing and songs seemed
to flow from the stage endlessly, once the
wise-cracking star bounced on,’ The Herald’s
Jim O’Brien enthused.
The Road to Versailles, a sequel to
Angelique, was into the third week of its run
when a fire, which seems to have started in
the projection box about midnight on
4 April 1967, destroyed much of the
Tivoli’s dress circle and roof. Neither
the front of the theatre nor the stage was
structurally damaged, but rebuilding
seems not to have been long contemplated.
Demolition was announced early in
September and the site was cleared by the
end of that year.
The Tivoli is now long gone and
nothing quite like it is ever likely to return,
but its legacy lives on in such recent
manifestations as Graeme Murphy’s
balletic homage Tivoli produced in 2001
and Frank Van Straten’s invaluable tribute
volume published in 2003.
Apart from this, the theatrical impulse
itself, always ingenious and resourceful,
should never be underestimated: from 15
July to 7 August 1993 the 15th floor of the
temporarily deserted ‘Tivoli Court’ office
building was converted into a playing
space for a fringe theatre piece entitled
A Dazzle of Shadows.

n
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The Emerald Hill Dream

E

Peter Pinne concludes the story of one man’s vision and obsession
to bring serious alternative theatre to Melbourne.

merald Hill Theatre opened its

nor even of Elsinor… If he cannot speak

Salesman revival in 1964 and stayed with

1965 season on 2 March with

strongly then he must speak beautifully—

the company until the end, also recalls that

a production of Shakespeare’s

after all he has immortal lines… He

the heat at the lighting console in the choir

Macbeth directed by Wal Cherry. It was

throws away some of the finest passages,

balcony during summer was so strong that

a wise choice: the theatre was almost

apparently deliberately, as if they were

he frequently worked the show in just a pair

assured of capacity audiences at each

afterthoughts.’ His praise was reserved

of speedos, dripping with perspiration.

performance as the play was on the school

for Albiston who he said ‘dominates

leaving and matriculation syllabus.

completely, reducing the regicide to

and closed on 16 May 1965. A return two-

a secondary figure.’ Burgoyne’s Lady

week (11 performances) season played

Macbeth was called ‘Electra-like’.

8-19 June.

Macbeth’s tale of regicide is difficult
to stage successfully and requires
actors of considerable talent. Although

Melbourne University paper Lot’s Wife

The production played 65 performances

When the 1965 season was originally

Cherry’s cast was peopled with his most

termed it an ‘inappropriately off-handed

announced the play to follow Macbeth was to

experienced actors in the major roles,

production’, which was used ‘almost purely

have been Henry Miller’s only work for the

the rest of the talent was not up to their

for budget-balancing’, a claim that had

stage, Just Wild About Harry, a play inspired

standard. It was a workmanlike production

more than a grain of truth in it.

by Ionesco and the Theatre of the Absurd.

but not outstanding.
George Whaley headed the cast as

But playing to students does have its

For budgeting reasons it was replaced at

drawbacks. Lighting director Graeme

the last minute with John Antrobus’s You’ll

Macbeth, with Marcela Burgoyne as

Haigh remembers one performance where

Come to Love Your Sperm Test.

Lady Macbeth, Mark Albiston as Macduff,

the students were so unruly that Whaley

John Derum as Malcolm and Aarne Neeme

stopped the show and asked for the

had worked with Spike Milligan and Eric

as Fleance.

auditorium lights to be switched on so he

Sykes on their Goon Shows. He contributed

could berate the hecklers.

material to the first Carry On movie, Carry

David Martin (The Bulletin) said of
Whaley: ‘he is an outstandingly gifted
actor, but he is never a general of Scotland,

The Witches in Macbeth, 1965.
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Haigh, who commenced working
for Emerald Hill with their Death of a

An English playwright, Antrobus

on Sergeant (1958), wrote the film Idle on
Parade (1959) which starred Anthony

Newley, and later provided scripts for TV’s

commenced on 8 June, after which it played

Misunderstanding’), which lasted for

That Was the Week That Was.

at 11.30pm on Friday and Saturday nights

two minutes and twenty-eight seconds—

during the Macbeth run (11-26 June), clocking

‘including the signing of the peace

up 22 performances for the season.

treaty’. Nuclear fallout was producing

You’ll Come to Love Your Sperm Test was
called ‘pop theatre’ and it was Melbourne’s
first exposure to the genre.
It opened on 20 May 1965 and featured

The third production of the year was

strange mutations in people and the plot

another play on the matriculation syllabus,

concerned the fate of the first child born

Michael Boddy, Gerda Nicolson, John Paton

Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, in a translation

after the war.

and John Derum. George Whaley directed

by E.F.Watling. One of the great Greek

and designed, with Janet Dawson as design

tragedies, Sophocles’ tale of parricide was

transformed into a bed-sitting-room

adviser and Georgie Alcock and Robyn

given a not-overly-fussy production by

and another into a wardrobe, there was

Maddison handling costumes.

Cherry, with set and costume design by

more than a touch of the Goon Show

Kristian Fredrikson. It was Fredrikson’s

about it. Milligan did some rewrites for

first Emerald Hill credit.

the Australian production. Newspaper

As described in The Bulletin review,
‘It is simply the best night of sick humor
we have yet had on stage. It’s a goonish

With a character called Lord Fortnum

Oedipus Rex was played by George

ads listed the guest artist as ‘Sir Robert

entertainment with a dash of theatre of the

Whaley, with Gerda Nicolson as his wife,

McOckatoo Menzies’. In the play it was

absurd.’ Lot’s Wife called it ‘a marvelous

Jocasta, Michael Boddy as Creon and John

the prime minister who had been turned

play (if it can be so called). All Goon fans

Paton as Tiresias, a part he had played in

into a parrot.

will be in their element… It has no plot,

Sophocles’ Antigone. Others in the large

no beginning, no interval (just a half-time

cast included John Derum, Aarne Neeme,

Paton, John Derum, Graeme Hall, Gerda

announcement by a whistle) and no real

Dianne Greentree, Marcus Cooney,

Nicolson, Aarne Neeme, Keith Davies

end… Make sure you don’t miss it.’

Lorraine Archibald and Norman Yemm as

and George Whaley, who also directed

the Chorus Leader.

and designed. Janet Dawson was design

They were both accurate descriptions of
an irreverent work that had gags such as:
‘My husband can’t have intercourse.
He’s afraid of heights.’
‘He should wear a parachute.’
‘He can’t, he’s a Catholic.’

Actor Norman Kaye, wearing his composer

The cast included Stanley Page, John

adviser, Graeme Hall arranged the music,

hat, created the music and sound design.

with Georgie Alcock and Tony Lewis

Oedipus was produced in association with

handling costumes.

the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust.
David Martin (The Bulletin) said of

‘This is less a play than a Goon Show
extended to two hours. For most of that

The company ran into trouble with

Whaley: ‘His is undoubtedly a noble

time it is widely funny,’ said Leonard

the major daily newspapers which refused

performance, yet it lacks something…

Radic (The Age). He praised Paton, Page

to carry ads because of the show’s title.

Though technically it has few flaws, one

and Whaley, who he said ‘enter into

Eventually a compromise was made: the

of them is in the decisive scene when the

the game with zest.’ David Martin (The

show was advertised as ‘You’ll Come to

parricide appears with his eyes gouged

Bulletin) thought it was ‘very funny,’ and

Love Your Whale Test, directed by George

out. Here all reserve should be shed.’ He

went on to say ‘no other Melbourne group

Spermly’. Although critics from the

thought Boddy’s Creon was ‘commanding

could have decanted this potent brew as

dailies attended the first night, no reviews

as well as humane’, but Paton’s Tiresias

stylishly as the Emerald Hill cast’. He also

appeared in their publications.

had ‘too much warmth and not sufficient

liked Page, Paton and Whaley, calling

priest-like dignity’. Yemm’s plain-chant

them ‘fine comedians’, thought Derum

medical certificate

singing was praised and he thought

was ‘ubiquitous’ and claimed they were

‘Concerning the

Fredrikson’s set was better than

‘well supported’ by Bell, Neeme

death of modern

his costumes.

The program was in the form of a

and Nicolson.

playwriting’.

Oedipus Rex played 33

The Bed Sitting Room opened on 24

You’ll Come to

performances, closing on

August and played 29 performances

Love Your Sperm

31 July.

before closing on 25 September.

Test played

Next up was

During the season You’ll Come to Love

until the return

another piece of

Your Sperm Test played at 11.30pm

season of Macbeth

‘pop theatre’,

on Friday nights.

The Bed Sitting
Room, by Spike
Milligan and John
Antrobus. It was
set in a post-apocalyptic
London, nine months

To say that Bertolt Brecht had a
profound influence on 20th century
theatre is an understatement. His
contributions to dramaturgy and theatrical
production, especially the post-war
Berliner Ensemble theatre company, *

after World War III
(the ‘Nuclear

George Whaley and Marcella
Burgoyne in Macbeth, 1965.
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were significant. Cherry was a disciple of

automatic. It is fine that we should have

Brecht, so it was no surprise that Emerald

a chance to hear it and this is certainly

Room played the same venue, also for

Hill would produce Brecht on Brecht, a sort

an evening not to be missed. But it isn’t a

five performances with the original cast.

of living newspaper of excerpts from his

magic evening.’

The Advertiser notice was again positive:

plays and his writings on the theatre.
The minimalist production consisted

Audiences thought otherwise. The

The following week The Bed Sitting

‘The production owes what amusing

season, which opened on 13 October, was

success it possesses to the performances

of a bare stage, some long-legged stools

extended; it finally closed on 20 November

of Stanley Page as the doctor, John Paton

and some stark but effective lighting. The

after playing 28 sellout performances.

as Lord Fortnum and George Whaley,

performers added to the mood by being
dressed in either grey or black.
It was a strong cast who graced the stage

Next up was a three-city interstate
tour of Emerald Hill’s two ‘pop theatre’
plays. First stop was Adelaide where You’ll

at Emerald Hill: Kevin Miles, Joan Harris,

Come to Love Your Sperm Test opened on

Gerard Kennedy, Gabrielle Hartley and

5 October at Union Hall and played five

Lorraine Archibald. Cherry directed, with

performances. The cast included John

Janet Dawson as artistic adviser. George

Derum, Graeme Hall, Aarne Neeme,

Tabori did the translation and John Gooday

Gerda Nicolson, Stanley Page, John Paton

supplied the annotations.

and George Whaley.

Howard Palmer (The Sun) thought

Pat Griffith (The Advertiser) called

it ‘Relaxing yet moving, soothing yet

it a ‘superficial piece of ridiculous

provocative,’ while Ray Stanley called

entertainment’, adding that there was

it ‘impressive.’ David Martin (The

a ‘great deal of smut but little subtlety’;

Bulletin) claimed ‘Some of the material

nevertheless, it was ‘well worth the 100

is magnificent and its impact almost

minutes it runs.’

who wanders in and out of the action as if
engaged in a one-man play of his own.’
Canberra was next, with both shows
again playing five performances. Sperm
Test came first, opening on 30 October,
with Bed Sitting Room following on
4 November. The casts were the same
as in Adelaide. Reviewing Sperm Test,
Hope Hewitt (The Canberra Times) said
that some of the audience found the show
‘very funny in parts; some found it very
unfunny indeed’. But she acknowledged
the jokes ‘all were delivered with zest and
admirable stage presence.’ The Australian
called the cast ‘magnificent mimes’, and
said it was ‘a lusty night.’
Reviewing The Bed Sitting Room for The
Canberra Times, Maurice Dunlevy called
it ‘an hilarious and evanescent night’s
entertainment. Anyone who enjoys a good
old joke or a dirty new one will find it
worth watching’.
Perth’s Hole-In-the-Wall Theatre played
host to You’ll Come to Love Your Sperm Test
when it opened a two-week season on
17 November. Page, Paton, Nicolson and
Derum took the trek west and were
rewarded with sell-out houses and an
extension of the season. It closed on
11 December after playing 22 performances.
Donna Sadka (The West Australian)
said, ‘this slick, fast-moving production
comes off,’ and claimed ‘Stanley Page is a
manic tour-de-force.’
The company only played the one
show in Perth, but nevertheless they
proved with their first interstate tour that
audiences in other states were more than
receptive to their style of theatre. George

John Derum and

Whaley, speaking in 1995, said, ‘The

George Whaley in

company found more general appreciation

You’ll Come to Love Your

of its energetic style and coherent

Sperm Test, 1965.

objectives when it played in Adelaide,
Canberra and Perth.’18
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It was a successful wrap-up to
Emerald Hill’s best year yet. The
curriculum plays had done well,
as did their pieces of ‘pop theatre’
at home and on tour, and with the
smash season of Brecht on Brecht it
meant that once again they were
in profit.
The 1966 season opened with
Cages, two one-acters, Snowangel
and Epiphany by American
playwright Lewis John Carlino.
The plays were studies in noncommunication. In Snowangel
a man tries to recapture a past
love with a prostitute, while in
Epiphany a man who has failed
so miserably as a man decides to
turn himself into a rooster and
to make his domineering wife a

John Paton, Gerda Nicolson and Michael Boddy in You’ll Come to Love Your Sperm Test, 1965.

submissive hen.
Both were two-handers and were

Roger Covell, reviewing the Festival

Some chapters of Dick’s book had

admirably played by Brian Young and

attractions for The Sydney Morning Herald,

been serialised in The Australian over the

Eileen Chapman. Wal Cherry directed

considered the production was ‘by far

previous Christmas and New Year period.

with design by Janet Dawson.

the most consequential’ he had yet seen

I had read them and thought the material

and ‘Kevin Miles, most frequently the

would make a good musical. Set in 1956,

‘a very, very funny play. Beautifully acted’.

direct mouth-piece of Brecht’s own beliefs,

the novel was centred on a young man,

To Neil Shard (The Australian) the actors

is consistently impressive, and Joan

To Phillip Adams (The Bulletin) it was

had awful American accents, but the
‘performance was good’. To H.G.Standish
(The Herald) it was ‘clever’ and ‘interesting’.
Shard also gave kudos to Cherry for
his choice of author, saying Carlino is
‘refreshingly interesting’.
Cages opened on 4 February and closed
on 26 February, after playing 20 performances.
Two days later Brecht on Brecht was
revived for two-weeks, prior to a season in
Adelaide during the Festival of Arts. The
cast included originals Kevin Miles, Joan
Harris, Gerard Kennedy and Lorraine
Archibald, plus Janet Dawson and Glen
Tomasetti. The production played 12 sellout performances.
Brecht on Brecht opened in Adelaide
at Theatre 62, Hilton, on 9 March 1966,
playing 16 performances before closing

Harris’s monologue of the Jewish wife
about to leave Nazi Germany is one of
the most moving and tragically revealing
experiences in the recent history of this
country’s theatre.’
Tomasetti and David Lumsden
performed folk-songs in after-theatre
sessions during the season.
Back home at Emerald Hill the

Terry Cooke, who became the leader of
a bodgie gang in the mythical suburb
of Goodway. It documented his fights
with his parents and the law, his widgie
girlfriends and his eventual escape from
his environment with the help of a ‘good’
girl from the other side of the tracks.
Don and I acquired the rights, wrote
the first act and auditioned it for Wal

company mounted yet another revival

Cherry in February 1966. He liked what

of Death of a Salesman which was on the

he heard, commissioned us to finish the

matriculation syllabus. It opened in March

musical, and scheduled it for production

and played until 8 May.

in May.

As George Whaley was acting regularly
with the UTRC in early 1966, Wal Cherry
engaged Jon Ewing to replace him. Ewing
had considerable experience as an actor
and director working with Hayes Gordon at
Sydney’s Ensemble Theatre.
Ewing’s first Emerald Hill job was co-

Janet Dawson’s set design was a series
of rostrums faced with corrugated iron,
perfectly capturing the working-class
environment. Above the stage hung two
screens on which images were projected
throughout the show—a simplistic version
of today’s video projections. Musical

on 26 March. The News called it ‘genuinely

directing with Cherry the world première

unusual entertainment’, and said it was

production of the Australian musical A

backing was a rock group placed behind

skilled, astringent, refreshing, intriguing’,

Bunch of Ratbags. It was based on the best-

the stage.

while The Advertiser praised the cast, saying

selling novel by William Dick and had

they ‘have the polish and style necessary to

book and additional lyrics by Don Battye

been used as accompaniment in a musical.

put across the provocative ideas of Brecht’.

and music and lyrics by myself.

The actors did not wear any microphones. *
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It was the first time a rock band had
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brought complaints and a subsequent visit

the futility of their existence becomes

(Terry Cooke), Syd Conabere (Dad), Helen

from the vice-squad who took no action

increasingly evident.

Harper (Mum), John Derum (Albie), Brian

and reported ‘the play was coarse and

Young (Bootlace), Peter Adams (Dave),

based on a coarse book and that there was

production of both works is sympathetic’…

Yvonne Adams (Carol), Judy Jamison

much crude language’.

Brian Young and Julia Blake play both sets

The cast included John Kendall

(Sharon) and Gael Dixon (Ann). Musical

Co-directing a work, especially a

The reviews were good. ‘Jon Ewing’s

of roles with considerable effect’ (Leonard

director was Trevor Pilling on piano and

musical, is not an easy task. Inevitably

Radic, The Age). ‘Brian Young and Julia

Keith Little choreographed. Ewing had

artistic compromises have to be made by

Blake gave balanced and inventive

previously worked with Young, Adams and

one or the other parties, but Ewing claims

performances in Jon Ewing’s intelligent

Jamison at the Ensemble in Sydney.

he had a ‘good working relationship’ with

production’. (Phillip Adams, The Bulletin)

Cherry that was always ‘amicable’—unlike

The 20-performance season opened on

Leonard Radic (The Age) called it
a ‘commendable work’,

25 June and closed

and said it had ‘vitality,

on 16 July.
A revival of

colour and a measure of
authenticity’. He thought,

Sophocles’ Antigone

‘the mother singing

followed, with Julia

plaintively of her wish for

Blake in the title role,

a carpet on the floor is a

George Whaley as

genuine working-class

Creon and Brian

touch.’ Jean Battersby (The

Young, Peter Adams

Canberra Times) was full of

and Michael Laurence

praise, saying, ‘The potential

also in the cast.
It opened on 27 July

of this musical for large scale
professional production is

and closed on 20 August

impossible to ignore.’

after playing a total of
24 performances.

Not all the press was
laudatory. Howard Palmer
(The Sun) said, ‘it lacks

In August it was

George Whaley and Michael Boddy in Oedipus Rex, 1965.

announced that Wal
Cherry had been appointed the Foundation

the easy continuity needed to absorb an
audience out for a good night’, while Frances

Whaley, who is on record as saying

Chair of Drama at the new Flinders

Evers (The Australian) claimed it ‘does not

theirs was a ‘close and at times turbulent

University in Adelaide. He took up his

quite live up to its promising title’. He did

collaboration’.

position early in 1967.21 It was the first such

however praise Syd Conabere for his ‘portrait

19,20

A Bunch of Ratbags opened on 14 May

appointment at an Australian University.

of a middle-aged sometime bodgie, now the

1966; it played 31 performances, closing on

unproud father of a recalcitrant youth’.

18 June. It is the only original work produced

take over at Emerald Hill. George Whaley

by the company to have had a life after

was the obvious choice because at this point

was the best song in the show; The Australian

Emerald Hill; it was still being produced in

he seemed to be in charge of operations.

said it was ‘A Mason Or A Mick,’ but Variety

2006, 40 years after its première.

Listener In-TV thought ‘He’s A Prawn’

went for ‘The Moment I Saw You’.

It was followed with two one-act plays

Speculation was rife as to who would

In September came a series of
Sunday night rehearsed play-readings in

by Murray Schisgal, The Typists and The

association with UTRC. Bill Reed’s Burke’s

that opened and closed the show. The

Tiger. They starred Brian Young and Julia

Company was read on 25 September.

group listed on the label was The Ratbags,

Blake and were directed by Jon Ewing.

It was later produced by The Melbourne

EMI recorded the instrumental theme

but they were in reality The Strangers

In The Tiger a slightly unstrung young

Theatre Company (formerly UTRC) on

who at that time were signed exclusively

mailman, Ben, kidnaps a suburban

7 May 1968. The Thin Line was read on

to W&G Recording Company and were

housewife, Gloria, fulfilling the urge for

16 October with a cast that included

unable to record for anyone else under that

domination that life has hitherto denied

Bunney Brooke, Gerda Nicolson, Terry

name. It was the first single release from

him, but in a twist it is she who becomes

Norris and Stanley Page. Plays by Tony

an Australian musical for eight years.

the tiger and he the prey.

Morphett and Barry Oakley were also

Gael Dixon fractured her ankle on

In The Typists a young man, Paul, and

read in the series.

opening night; she was replaced by

his female supervisor, Sylvia, begin to

Lorraine Archibald who played out

age and grow grey as they experience a

work, The First Country, commenced a

the season. A segment of the show that

cycle of life in one day. While they go on

two-week season. It was an anthology of

contained the words ‘get stuffed’ (the

chattering of the important things that

readings based on the 1966 matriculation

strongest language in the musical) was

have happened to them and of the bright

syllabus, compiled by John Gooday

shown on ABC-TV’s Watch This Space. It

future that will be coming up any day,

assisted by Richard Hattersley. The
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On Monday 26 September, a new

program was sourced from the works of

were uneven in quality. ‘Some are witty

The Buskers was designed by John Miller,

Shaw (Caesar and Cleopatra), Chaucer (The

and on a high level, some are mediocre,

directed by Aarne Neeme and featured

Canterbury Tales), Ibsen (The Wild Duck),

some lapse into poor taste and some

John Hunter, Pamela Eagles, Edward

Shakespeare (King Lear), Brecht (Galileo),

descend regrettably to gross vulgarity.’ He

[Ted] Robinson, Angela Quinn, Vanessa

Thomas (Under Milk Wood) and Austen

claimed the strength of the revue was the

McGurk and Geoffrey Martin. It was

(Pride and Prejudice). The readings were

performers: ‘Stanley Page, David Spurling
and Keith Davies are a really funny trio

Neeme’s first directing credit.

top-and-tailed by two original works by
Gooday, ‘A Fable’ and ‘Epilogue’

The Love of Don Perlimplin For Belisa in his
Garden by Federico Garcia Lorca

from Glenrowan.

was coupled on 11 July with the

The First Country was directed

dance/drama The Seven Who Were

by George Whaley and featured

Hanged which was based on a

Gerda Nicolson, Stanley Page,

story by Leonid Andreyev.

Beverley Dunn and Wyn Roberts.

Don Perlimplin’s cast included

Howard Palmer (The Sun) said it

Keith Davies, Vanessa McGurk,

was ‘full of music and meaning,’

Helen Beatty, Carol Schneider,

while Ray Stanley called it an

Pamela Eagles and Sue Kott.

‘exhilarating evening, effectively

The Seven Who Were Hanged

staged with some outstanding

featured Helen Beatty, Vanessa

lighting effects by Whaley.’ It

McGurk, John Hunter, John

played for 13 performances.

Miller, Keith Davies, Edward

October also brought another
visit to Adelaide. The play was

(Ted) Robinson and Aarne

Cages. Eileen Chapman was

Neeme. Neeme was responsible

back from the original cast, but

for the direction of Don Perlimplin

Brian Young was replaced by

and directed and choreographed

George Whaley. Wal Cherry

The Seven Who Were Hanged.

again directed. The production

Costumes were designed by

played seven performances at

Gunnar Neeme and the music for

Union Hall, 6-15 October. Mary

Belisa’s songs was composed by

Armitage (The Advertiser) called it

John Neeme.

‘literate and curiously diverting’.

Several plays were announced

When A Funny Thing Happened

for main-stage seasons but were

on the Way to the Front opened

never produced. They included

on 12 November, it was not
only the last production of the

Stanley Page in The Bed Sitting Room, 1965.

year, but the last production for Emerald
Hill Theatre Company. It was a political

of comedians.’ Murphy also liked Glen

revue opposing the Vietnam War and

Tomasetti’s self-composed ‘The Ballad

conscription.22 Whaley directed and

Of Bill White’ which was on sale at the

featured in the show, along with Stanley

theatre as a 45 rpm record.

Page, David Spurling, Keith Davies, Glen

Phillip Adams (The Bulletin) called it

Tomasetti, Kiffi Rubbo and Jerri Mann,

‘the most conspiratorial revue we’ve had

who also played organ.

in years,’ Howard Palmer (Sun News-

Design was by Philip Sergeant, with

Pictorial) claimed it was ‘sharply witty,’ but

script ideas from Phillip Adams, Michael

Ray Stanley thought it a ‘weak exercise.’ A

Boddy, Peter Carey, David Williamson,

Funny Thing played 14 performances.

Jeff Underhill, Ray Taylor, Shirley Cass,

The year 1966 also brought two one-off

Do You Know the Milky Way
by German playwright Karl
Wittlinger, Tartuffe by Molière and two
originals, McCall by John Gooday and a
play about the Eureka Stockade, The Fox
and His Breakfast, by Noël Faulkner.
After the demise of the Emerald
Hill Theatre Company the old church
in Dorcas Street continued to operate
as a theatre for a few more years. Some
1967 productions included Macbird,
Shakespeare’s play updated as a satire
on modern power politics, and On Stage
Vietnam, an Anti-Vietnam War production

Bob Hopkins, Jerri Mann, Dale Margolin,

Sunday night performances by the Actors’

David Martyn, Ian Turner, Aileen Palmer,

Studio. Organised by Aarne Neeme, the

Frank Bren and Vera and Jan Wasowski.

first program, on 20 February, featured

dance/drama and revue sketches. In June

a double-bill of The Bespoke Overcoat by

1968 Bruce George’s musical Kelly Country

from The Bed Sitting Room. Any profits

Wolf Mankowitz and The Buskers by

(original titled The Long Drop) played a

from the revue were to go to the ‘Vote

Kenneth Jupp. Angela Quinn directed The

three-week season with John Lidgerwood

No’ anti-conscription campaign. Frank

Bespoke Overcoat with John Miller, Keith

as Ned Kelly. Today the building is the

Murphy (The Advocate) said the scripts

Davies, John Hunter and Aarne Neeme.

Persian Carpet Warehouse.

The piece also included two excerpts

Spring–Summer 2012

which included film, drama, folk songs,

*
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Melbourne. It took in excess of $74 000 at

lives on today with Arts Centre Melbourne

Cherry’s energy and high profile drove

the box-office and paid more than two thirds

sponsoring the Wal Cherry Play of the

significant expansion of the Drama

of that sum, at Equity negotiated rates, to 50

Year award. Flinders University holds a

Department as an academic discipline

professional and many student actors.

biennial Wal Cherry Lecture.

While at Flinders University, Wal

and as training for professional careers in

30

The company miraculously survived

The first lecture was given in 2006 by

theatre and film. He was a key member

its five years without any government

Dr Noni Hazelhurst am (herself a graduate

of the board of the nascent State Theatre

handouts. Approaches were made to the

of Cherry’s Flinders course) and the

Company of South Australia (SATC)

Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust as

second in 2008 by Dr Robyn Archer ao.

and he continued to direct for various

early as December 1961 and early 1962,

companies. His objective of a close link

but all they received was the guarantee

between the Flinders Drama department

against loss for When the Gravediggers Come

and the SATC was never realised.23 During

and The Last of the Rainbow. In September

his tenure he presented a second Adelaide

1963 the Trust agreed to pay a director’s

season of Brecht on Brecht at Union Hall

salary of £1500 pounds which Cherry

with the original Emerald Hill cast.

accepted and then made sure it went

In 1971–2 Cherry wrote and directed

into company funds. It was reduced in

a play, Horrie’s Alibi, with a student cast

1964 and then ceased; it was reinstated

augmented by professional actors. The

in February 1965 and remained until the

production toured to Israel, playing at a

company closed. 31

number of kibbutzim as a cultural exchange
under the auspices of the Israeli government.24
In 1980 Cherry took up an appointment

The Victorian government could have
assisted but their grants were channeled
to the National Theatre Movement.

as chairman of the Theater Department

Throughout its existence Emerald Hill

and professor of theater at Temple

Theatre Company survived on tuition

University, Philadelphia, USA. In 1985 he

fees paid to the Actors’ Studio, box-office

became associate-director of the Boston

admissions and donations.32

Shakespeare Company.25

Cherry admitted that the location

Wal Cherry died of ischemic heart

of the theatre in South Melbourne had

Note: The blueprint for this article was a
three-page retrospective written by Ray
Stanley for Theatre Australia (April 1979).
During the period of Emerald Hill’s life
(1962-66), Ray Stanley also wrote reviews
for Theatregoer and Variety. I have used
quotes from all three publications.
Thanks to the following for their help with
research: Rex Callahan, Patricia Convery
(Arts Centre Melbourne Performing Arts
Collection), Julie Copeland, John Derum,
Terence Donovan, Graeme Haigh, Joan
Harris, Ivan King (His Majesty’s Theatre
Archives, Perth), Aarne Neeme, Jane Norris,
Frank Van Straten, George Whaley.
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Way to the Front closed on 26 November

Aarne Neeme maintains Emerald

1966, Wal Cherry locked the doors and

Hill was a ‘true’ actors’ theatre. Mornings

the Ensemble Ideal’ in Peter Holloway

walked away from a fully equipped

were spent cleaning the theatre, afternoons

(ed.): Contemporary Australian Drama,

theatre. The dream was over.

were for rehearsals and evenings for

Currency, 1981, p. 23.

The reason was simple. It was not as

30. Guthrie Worby; ‘Emerald Hill and

performances. It was a tough schedule for six

31-33. Ray Stanley, op cit.

Katharine Brisbane claimed in Entertaining

and sometimes seven days each week, but

34. Author’s interview with Aarne Neeme.

Australia, that Cherry ‘refused to lower his

everyone loved working there. It was also a

35. Author’s interview with George Whaley.

standards and play safe.’27 In reality the

hand-to-mouth existence with sometimes the

Serials: The Advertiser (Adelaide),

company had a mountain of debt. At one

actors not paid for three weeks.34

The Advocate, The Age, The Australian,

28

time it looked as though Robin Ramsay

George Whaley agreed: ‘We had our

The Bulletin, The Canberra Times, The

would take over, buying the company’s

successes and some failures—but even with

Herald (Melbourne), Listener In-TV, The

goodwill, but it was not a viable option

full houses, it was not possible to maintain a

Sun (Melbourne), Variety (New York).

because of the money owed. Cherry later

bank balance—and subsidy was minuscule

paid off the creditors from his Flinders

and spasmodic. But we wouldn’t have missed

University salary.

it for quids. The demise of the company was

Apology: The folk singer pictured

something of a minor tragedy.’35

on page 36 of our Winter 2012 edition

29

Emerald Hill Theatre was the venue
for 29 major productions, 11 of which were
firsts for Australia and five more firsts for
Page 40

The Emerald Hill Theatre Company
might have gone, but Wal Cherry’s name

is Joe Sorbello. 

Bravo, Emerald Hill!: Left to right: George Whaley, John Paton, Georgie Alcock, Gerda Nicolson, John Arden,
Aarne Neeme, Janet Dawson, John Derum, George Whaley, 1964. n
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Sydney’s Theatres Royal
John West highlights the history of a great theatrical name.

W

Mr Wyatt’s annoyance stemmed from

hen the curtain rises on a
show at Sydney’s present

the fact that he had just lost his lease of the

Theatre Royal, a tradition

Royal Victoria Theatre in Pitt Street. That

of theatrical entertainment continues

must have been quite a slap in the eye,

on this Castlereagh and King

for Wyatt had run the Royal Vic since

Street site which has been the

its opening in 1838. Had built that

home of actors and acrobats,

theatre indeed, but the catch was

of tragedians and comedians,

that by 1854 he did not own the

of opera stars and variety

land on which it stood.

artists, for nearly 160 years.

He did not make the same

Amongst the high-

mistake with the Prince of

tech excellence of

Wales. He bought that land

the modern day we

in 1853 for £1500. Wyatt

recall that group of

had been a haberdasher and

anonymous convicts

real estate speculator, and

who presented

must have been stage struck:

Farquhar’s The

who else would build two

Recruiting Officer as part

theatres in one lifetime?

of the celebrations of

For profit perhaps, although

the King’s Birthday on

the Wales did not bring too

4 June 1789 to entertain

much of that Wyatt’s way.

Governor Arthur Phillip

The theatre was said to have

and the officers of the

cost £30 000 to erect and he

settlement. ‘They professed

sold it before his death, in 1860,

no higher aim than humbly to

for £10 000.

excite a smile, and their efforts

Two months after Wyatt’s death,

were not unattended by applause’,

the first of the theatre’s great fires broke

wrote David Collins, the colony’s judge-

out in the bakery adjoining the playhouse.

advocate and first dramatic critic. Seven

In its five-year career the Prince of Wales

years later the actors of Robert Sidaway’s

had housed just about every kind of

theatre also had a motto: ‘We cannot

Mrs Scott Siddons.

command success but will endeavour to
deserve it.’

entertainment. Mr and Mrs Daniel Waller,
the American tragedians, opened it on

named, in honour of the new monarch, the

12 March 1855, with Kotzebue’s famous

Royal Victoria. The poor old Royal was

19th century melodrama, The Hunchback.

200 years old, is exemplified in the history

closed and forgotten, until a fire on the site

In the ‘and now for something entirely

of Sydney’s Theatres Royal.

destroyed it, in March 1840.

different’ tradition of the theatre, the

Australia’s theatrical tradition, now

Sydney’s original Royal
The first Theatre Royal was on a site away
from Castlereagh Street. Barnett Levey

The name ‘Royal’ lay dormant for
over three decades until it was attached
to an important series of theatre buildings

Wallers were succeeded by a popular
minstrel troupe, Rainer’s Ethiopians.
Culture soon reasserted itself, however,

on the corner of Castlereagh and King

as the theatre played host to the great

Streets. The story of these theatres is the

Irish-American soprano, Catherine Hayes,

story I want to tell.

in operas like La Sonnambula and Norma.

occupied by the 20th century Dymocks

The First Building: 1855-1860

Later to the Prince of Wales came George

Building. Levey died comparatively young in

I suppose a fit of pique is as good a reason

1837. His widow, assisted by the actor John

as any to build oneself a theatre, and

Lazar, tried to keep the Royal open, but there

piqued Mr Joseph Wyatt certainly was

was lively competition in the offing.

when he began constructing the Prince of

created it, partly as a frame for his own
talents, in the fabric of the Royal Hotel in
George Street, which stood on the spot

Coppin’s star actor attraction, G.V.Brooke,
with his classical Shakespearean roles and
his rollicking Irish blarney afterpieces.

Wales Theatre, Castlereagh Street, Sydney

The Second Building:
1863-1872

Joseph Wyatt was having a theatre built

(on the site of the subsequent Theatre

The new owner of the theatre’s ruins,

which opened on 26 March 1838 and was

Royal) in the winter of 1854.

Mr R. Fitzgerald, logically decided to

In nearby Pitt Street, the merchant
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rebuild and immediately offered a prize

artisans not artists’. Still, the Keans,

the Australian theatre. His father was John

for the best design for the new theatre.

managed by George Coppin, left Sydney

Lazar, whom we have already met helping

This was won by a noted architect of the

for America with their coffers generously

to run Barnett Levey’s Theatre Royal,

day, J.F.Hilly, and after the usual delay

filled with their takings.

and who featured prominently in the

(obligatory in new theatres) a second
Prince of Wales Theatre rose on the site.
Opera again graced the stage at the

The theatrical seasons alternated like
the physical ones did: Lyster’s opera,

beginning of theatre in Adelaide.
The obligatory opening ode was

minstrels, fiery drama and of course a

delivered by the prominent actress

re-opening, but opera had taken a forward

pantomime at Christmas. In January 1872

Adelaide Bowring. It began:

step or two since the fire. William Saurin

the panto, The House That Jack Built, was

Lyster had arrived in Australia with his

in full swing when in the early morning

tight little group of opera singers. For the

of 6 January fire decided unilaterally on

next 20 years Lyster was to be the Father

a return engagement—bigger and worse

of Grand Opera in this country. Lyster was

than ever. In fact it was the biggest fire

…there was a lot more, but you do get

the first lessee of the new Prince of Wales,

Sydney had ever seen, damages ran into

the message.

and began his opening season on 23 May

something like £40 000 and 26 buildings

1863. His bills included such fare as La

were completely or partly destroyed.

and Lady Robinson—were present, but the

Traviata, Il Trovatore, The Bohemian Girl and

The Third Building:
1875-1920; 1921-1972

opening night, 11 December 1875, was

Lucia di Lammermoor.
To follow the opera came the great
American actor Joseph Jefferson, and after
him Charles Kean (son of the drunken
genius, Edmund Kean). Charles Kean’s
leading lady was his wife Ellen and they
were adulated and lionised by colonial
society (dinner with the Governor and
such like attentions). Alas, Ellen wrote

Of course the premier place of theatrical
entertainment in Sydney must be rebuilt,
though it took almost four years to get
it ready. The theatre’s old name of the
Prince of Wales was changed this time to
the Theatre Royal and the new lessee was

Twice where this building stands
have fierce flames swept,
Twice o’er the ruins have
the Muses wept…

The governor and his wife—Sir Hercules

blisteringly hot and air conditioning was a
thing of the future. An unkind commentator,
years later, roundly declared: ‘Lady Robinson
was fat. She came. She saw. She sweltered.’
She also went home at interval, ‘thus
depriving the opening ceremonies of much
*
of their éclat’.

Sam Lazar, who had been brought up in

home that Australia was a country ‘for

Sydney’s first Theatre Royal, 1882.
Spring–Summer 2012
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which controlled the fortunes of Sydney’s

the Williamson organisation was ‘Stofel’—

were Mrs Scott Siddons, a relative of the

Theatre Royal until its demise as a theatre

and it remained so until the Firm went out

redoubtable Sarah, and George Rignold

in 1972.

of business.

Among its early and notable visitors

who gave Australia its first look at his

Not all the shows that played the Royal

The moustached villains of melodrama

famous production of Henry V. Emily

were Triumvirate shows—but most of the

must have given that real life villain, fire, a

Soldene, the British star of light opera,

top actors appeared there at one time or

devastating idea. In the early hours of

came too, with her bevy of beautiful young

another—the robust melodramas of Bland

17 June 1892, the auditorium of the Theatre

performers. One of them, Mlle

Royal caught alight. The fire

Sara, was a famous high kicker.

began in the gallery area and

Every night she used to kick

it and the roof were the worst

her slipper into the gallery, to

hit parts. The stalls were water

the delight of the young bloods

damaged but otherwise not badly

congregated there.

affected. Three years earlier a
proper brick proscenium wall,

The date 15 November 1879 is
important in the Royal’s history.

from foundations to roof, had

James Cassius Williamson and

replaced a wooden one. 		

his wife Maggie Moore were back

This effectively divided the

in Australia after five years, with

theatre into two parts and saved

the first ‘authorised’ (which is to

the stage area.
So it was rebuilding time once

say, non-pirated) production of

again at the Royal.

HMS Pinafore (Williamson as Sir

Not so big a job this time

Joseph, Maggie as Josephine).

by any means, and the theatre

In 1880 the actor Arthur
Garner brought his London

was ready again just over six

Comedy Company into the

months later. Sam Lazar was still

Royal. They were a sensation.

the lessee, but his sub-lessees

The next year, the young

Musgrove and Williamson were

Australian producer George

temporarily ensconced in the new

Musgrove brought from

Lyceum Theatre in Pitt Street.
For the next seven years

Melbourne his already successful
smash hit, La Fille du Tambour

the Royal became known as

Major, Offenbach’s contribution

a melodrama house and often

to the gaiety in Australia. To the

they were staged by the King

largely London cast had been

of Melodrama, Bland Holt. An

added, by this time, the young-

old actor once said of Holt: ‘No

and-beautiful Australian up-

one ever had more horses on the
stage, or larger packs of dogs.’ The

and-coming star, Nellie Stewart
(whose father had been in the first play at

Holt or Alfred Dampier, the Irish plays of

Firm returned to the Royal in 1901, when

the first Prince of Wales Theatre in 1855).

the world famous actor, Dion Boucicault

J.C.Williamson went solo. The happy mixture

Nellie became George Musgrove’s lifelong

Snr, with the great man in the leads

of high class drama, society comedy and

partner, star and lover, but never his wife.

(he bequeathed a son to the Australian

musicals was resumed.

George was in an un-divorceable situation.
The lovers ignored that.
These three men—Williamson, Garner
and Musgrove—were now at the head of
the Australian acting profession. To merge
their interests made excellent common
sense, and this they did in July 1882. They
controlled two theatres in Melbourne

theatre, Dion Jnr, who teamed with
Robert Brough to create this country’s
best acting ensemble), Charles Warner
and his frightening Zola adaptation,
Drink, J.L.Toole in A Fool and His Money,
and several companies from the London
Gaiety Theatre—all these played the

Williamson was never much of a bricks
and mortar man in his theatre life. He
preferred that someone else own the theatres
he rented. It was, perhaps, a short-sighted
policy (Williamson retained a touch of the
strolling player about him). However, it
made a lot of money for one of Williamson’s
partners—Gustave Ramaciotti—his legal

(the Royal and the Princess), the Royal

Royal. And if things got slack, Williamson

in Adelaide… and the Royal in Sydney.

and Maggie whipped in another revival of

‘Rammy-da-shot’ (as he was affectionately

Over the next 20 years, the Triumvirate

Struck Oil. It is interesting to recall that the

known) bought the freehold of the Theatre

of Williamson, Garner and Musgrove

role played by J.C.Williamson in Struck Oil

Royal in 1908 for £25 000. His daughter

survived many bitter upheavals, to finally

was that of John Stofel. It became his good

Vera ultimately sold it in 1969 for $7.25

become J.C.Williamson Ltd—‘the Firm’—

luck charm and the telegraphic address of

million, to Lend Lease Corporation Ltd, who
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adviser and a prominent peacetime soldier.

had plans for the whole city block, which

on, Strella Wilson was back from overseas

also included the Hotel Australia.

in White Horse Inn, the Russian Ballet

By 1920 it was obvious that the Theatre
Royal needed an extensive face-lift.
The most famous theatre architect of his

toured in 1934, and de Basil’s Ballet in
1937 and 1939.
World War II next intruded. New

day, Henry E. White, was called in and

shows from overseas became almost

he created a new interior in the Adam

impossible to acquire, likewise, stars from

style, clean, fresh and modern. The open

overseas. This was good in some ways for

side boxes actually protruded into the

our local talent—more work for them. But it

auditorium, a White specialty. Much more

was revivals, revivals all the way. Revivals

chance to see the stage. ‘They look like the

and Ivan Menzies in Gilbert and Sullivan.

theatre’s ears!’ someone commented sourly.

Madge and Cyril returned in Noël

It was the time of Gladys Moncrieff

Coward’s Tonight at 8.30. The Borovansky

in The Maid of the Mountains, and Strella

Ballet (the forerunner of the Australian

Wilson in Merrie England, of Maude Fane,

Ballet) danced for us. Evie Hayes (an

Cyril Ritchard, Madge Elliott, Josie

adopted Australian) was Annie in

Melville in Sally, Leon Gordon in White

Annie Get Your Gun, followed by Call

Cargo (with its sultry temptress Tondelayo),

Me Madam. Googie Withers and Aussie

and Maurice Moscovitch in The Ringer by

John McCallum brought us Simon and

Edgar Wallace. Pavlova danced Giselle on

Laura and The Deep Blue Sea and John

the Royal’s stage in 1929.

became Frank Tait’s heir apparent in the

Then came the Depression. The ‘live’

Williamson ‘Firm’. (Frank was the last of

theatre was on its knees. Theatres were

the Tait brothers who had bought control

sold and demolished across the nation.

of the ‘Firm’ in 1920.)

The Royal remained, but moving pictures

Dion Boucicault Snr.

Australian musicals started to creep

The Fourth Building: 1976The ‘old’ Theatre Royal closed on 29 April

took over for a couple of years until Mike

in—The Sentimental Bloke (1962)—and

1972 after a performance of Love’s Labour’s

Connors and Queenie Paul revitalised the

Australian stars—Jill Perryman, Nancye

Lost which was the last night of a season by

variety stage with Con-Paul weekly

Hayes, Toni Lamond.

Britain’s Prospect Theatre Company. This

change shows—often with Roy

But time was running out

company performed two Shakespeares—

Rene (Mo) as top comedian.

for the old Royal. Sweeping

King Lear and Love’s Labour’s Lost. At the

A good theatre is as

and exciting plans were

accommodating as a good

afoot for the King and

hotel, however 1932

Castlereagh Street site.

brought to the Royal

A mighty building, to

the superb actress Sybil

tower into the sky. A new

Thorndike in Saint Joan

Theatre Royal would be built,

and Ghosts, among other

fronting on to King Street.

attractions. As the
1930s wore

History demanded it.

end of the evening and the speeches, the
auditorium had almost disappeared under
a sea of paper streamers and the farewell
party on the stage the following night was a
memorable one. Everyone in the theatrical
profession in Sydney who had a memory of
the Theatre Royal wanted to share it with
everyone else.
The ‘new’ Theatre Royal opened on
23 January 1976 with Suzanne Steele in a
musical pastiche entitled A Night to Remember,
under the J.C.Williamson banner. The
theatre had made a previous bow to at
least one section of the public: Lend Lease
Corporation Ltd had conducted its Annual
General Meeting there in October 1975. The
theatre (indeed the entire MLC Centre) had
been designed by the distinguished architect
Harry Seidler who created a very special
theatre to grace the south-western corner of
the Centre.

*

Sybil Thorndike as Saint Joan, 1932.
Spring–Summer 2012
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The Royal is one of those deceptive
playhouses which sits snugly in the ground,
rather than rears up from it. From the
moment one enters at the box office level and
descends the handsome curving staircase to
the stalls foyer, one gets a sensation of good
taste—even luxury. Hung from the entrance
ceiling is a striking bronze tubing sculpture
by the American artist Charles Perry: the
20th century’s answer to a 19th century
chandelier, hanging from the Nervi ceiling.
The latest Theatre Royal has hosted
musicals, unit companies, plays, solo
performers, musical revues and trade
presentations. The stalls foyer has also
been the preferred venue for the annual
presentation of the awards of the Sydney
Theatre Critics’ Circle.
Any review you make of the shows of the
new Royal’s first 15 years quickly emphasises
the wide spectrum of attractions the theatre
has presented. A whole education in 20th
century theatre in a brief decade and a half!
For instance, the spin-off shows from
television: audiences like the chance to see
their favourites of the Box magnified into
flesh and blood. Those cheeky medicos of the
Doctor series—Robin Nedwell and Geoffrey
Davies—were here in 1977 with Doctor in

The last night of the Ballets Russe season, 1940.
acting and ‘became’ Martha. In the Marian

Or if it’s dramatic slice-of-life you wanted,

Street Theatre’s Duet For One, Helen

recall Steaming, that most compelling of

Morse as the stricken violinist lacerated her

feminist plays with its heartrending portrayal

psychiatrist, Don Reid, in Tom Kempinski’s

of a simple-minded lumpish but infinitely

hit play, while those with classical music in

lovable girl in Genevieve Lemon’s superb

their veins felt the horror of John Gaden as

performance. Slice-of-life too in Robert

Salieri, who has to confront his own musical

Coleby’s character, paralysed from the neck

mediocrity before the loutish genius of Drew

down, fighting for the chance to die with

Forsythe as Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

dignity, in Whose Life Is It Anyway? and John

in Amadeus. For lovers of modern dance,

Waters and Elizabeth Quinn starred in the

that Australian genius in the field, Graeme

muted Tony Award-winning romance Children

Joyce portrayed one of the least tranquil of

Murphy, brought his Dance Company

of a Lesser God.

marriages. Jack Smethurst and Randolph

(NSW) which later became the Sydney Dance

Walker helped along racial tolerance by

Company to the Royal in April 1978 with the

actors, but the visiting celebrities also have

vigorously appearing to do the opposite, in

first of his full evening ballets, Poppy.

their share of Theatre Royal glory. Douglas

Love, and in 1979 George was monstered
by Mildred, as Brian Murphy and Yootha

Love Thy Neighbour, while some television
personalities worked quite against their TV
stereotypes: Derek Nimmo was all gas and no
gaiters in Why Not Stay for Breakfast?
Remember that those zanies Jimmy
Edwards and Eric Sykes pretending that the
well-crafted comedy of Big Bad Mouse was
all ad lib, and Ray Cooney, the master of
English farce, showed that maligned genre
in its most honest form in Run for Your Wife,
which he wrote and directed. Farce lovers
will also remember Ruth Cracknell and Ron
Haddrick sharing a double bed for the first
time in Alan Ayckbourn’s Bedroom Farce.
For those who may sniff at such
non-cerebral entertainments, there
were ‘experiences’ (rather than plays) in
productions like the Melbourne Theatre
Company’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
in which, to me, Robyn Nevin transcended
Page 46

Cyril Ritchard and Madge Elliott.

I have been writing mostly of Australian

Fairbanks Jnr exuded definitive charm in
The Pleasure of His Company, in which he was
supported by the infinite expertise of Stanley
Holloway. Do you remember Peter O’Toole
clog dancing as a trio of detectives in Dead
Eyed Dicks? Or recall Warren Mitchell as
The Dresser to the rapidly disintegrating
star of the super ham school, portrayed by
Gordon Chater; or the total capacity to
appear unaffectedly charming, as Googie
Withers played a runaway wife and John
McCallum her cuckolded husband in
Somerset Maugham’s The Circle? Remember
Liv Ullman’s despair on the telephone in
Cocteau’s The Human Voice, Deborah Kerr
(rhymes with star, as Hollywood used to
say) every inch a lady of breeding in The
Day After the Fair, or the solo performers like
Vincent Price as Oscar Wilde, Dave Allen
as a leprechaun with a wicked tongue, or
Spike Milligan as the incarnation of an
intellectual anarchist.
A personal choice for an unforgettable
experience—the vast undertaking which
was Nicholas Nickleby, dramatised by David
Edgar from Charles Dickens’ novel, which
drew on the combined expertise of The
Australian Opera and the Sydney Theatre

Evie Hayes with her fans during the run of Annie Get Your Gun, 1948.
One other major strain of Theatre Royal

week run); the Sydney Theatre Company’s

production remains to be written about—the

Chicago, for two seasons totalling 18 weeks,

theatre’s love affair with the musical. Here

displaying the finely honed talents of Nancye

was richness indeed!

Hayes and Geraldine Turner as two of the

For connoisseurs like the devotees of the
songs of Stephen Sondheim, there was Side

Company. On opening day, the audience

by Side by Sondheim (narration by John Laws,

arrived at lunchtime, broke for dinner

songs by Geraldene Morrow, Bartholomew

and emerged about midnight, drained but

John and the incomparable Jill Perryman);

exhilarated by one of the most uplifting

the cheeky songwriting musical They’re

theatrical experiences it has been my

Playing Our Song ( Jacki Weaver and John

privilege to see.

Waters purveying hit tunes for a great 17-

The Theatre Royal today.

merry murderesses of Chicago’s Death Row
in the 1930s; no less than three seasons
(1981, ’84 and ’87—26 weeks in all) of The
Rocky Horror Show, John Diedrich as Curly in
Oklahoma!—21 weeks in 1982. The original
Sydney production of the musical ran at the
‘old’ Theatre Royal for 33 weeks in 1949–50;
10 weeks of Song and Dance with Gaye
McFarlane as the song and John Meehan as
the dance.
Finally we enter the era of the supermusical. First came Cameron Mackintosh’s
production of Cats which gave Andrew
Lloyd Webber his most distinguished
lyricist to date, T.S.Eliot. For 105 weeks
those frolicsome felines gave us nothing
but pleasure. To follow Cats there was Les
Misérables, the great sweep of Victor Hugo’s
mighty historical novel bringing us the
epitome of stagecraft. For 85 weeks,
Les Misérables filled the Royal.
In 1990 the Royal glowed from a $4.5
million dollar refurbishment and updating.
May it enjoy the same sort of success
as its predecessors.
This article by the late broadcaster
and theatre historian John West (1924–
2008) was originally published in 1990.
It has been slightly modified.
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Keith Bain OAM
23.11.1926–4.7.2012
Legendary dancer, actor, choreographer,
teacher and writer Keith Bain guided and
inspired several generations of Australia’s
most notable performers—including Reg
Livermore, Jim Sharman, Geoffrey Rush,
Mel Gibson, Judy Davis, John Bell, Richard
Wherrett, Miranda Otto, Richard Roxburgh
and Aubrey Mellor.
Keith Alexander Bain was born in
Sydney, but grew up further north, in the
New South Wales town of Wauchope.
Though he realised he had an aptitude for
dance, he attended Armidale Teachers’
College. He taught at several high schools
but, in 1954, at the age of 27, he auditioned
successfully for a dancing role in The Tempest.
He gave up teaching and began
training as a professional dancer with the
great Gertrud Bodenwieser. To subsidies
his studies he worked as a dancer and
choreographer in early TV variety shows
and taught ballroom dancing at Arthur
Murray’s. He was the 1960 Australian
Ballroom Exhibition champion, and
Latin-American Champion in 1961 and
1962. This was later the inspiration for Baz
Luhrmann and his breakthrough work,
Strictly Ballroom.
Bain’s contemporary dance career also
blossomed. He performed with Valrene
Tweedie’s Ballet Australia and the

the Arts and went on to chair its dance
panel. He became the first president of the

Theatre Company in the 1960s and

Society of Dance Arts in 1969, seeking

’70s, Barker staged Australian amateur

to unify Sydney’s dance community and

premières of several shows in Newcastle,

aiming to institute a professional dance

among them The Pajama Game and Can

company for the city. The result was The

Can. His also worked with companies

Dance Company (NSW), later renamed

such as Newcastle Gilbert and Sullivan

the Sydney Dance Company. Bain was

Players and the Laman Memorial Theatre

also instrumental in the establishment

Company, managing the ELMA Revue

of the Australian Association for Dance

Company and staging dinner shows.

Education (now Ausdance), and instigated

manager for the Newcastle Mail, Barker

Dance Awards).

booked many acts from visiting circuses and

His many honours include the

stage shows to appear on the city’s open air

Queen Elizabeth Silver Jubilee Medal for

stage. His final job was advertising salesman

services to dance and theatre (1977), an

on The Newcastle Herald.

Order of Australia Medal (1988) and an

Glen Barker encouraged dozens of

Australian Dance Award for services to

Newcastle performers including upcoming

dance education (2003). He was inducted

magician Joel Howlett and singer Kim

into the Australian Dance Awards Hall

Anthony (NBN’s Miss Kim). He was

of Fame in 2011. In 1993 Bain was

an active member of Circus Fans of

awarded an Australian Artist’s Creative

Australasia, Inc.

Fellowship, which allowed him to start
M

work on the book that is his legacy to
future generations, Keith Bain on Movement

Denis Condon

(Currency House, 2010).

25.9.1933–30.8.2012

As Michael Campbell wrote in The
Australian: ‘Bain was characterised by

Denis Francis Condon was born in

his generosity, wit, incisiveness and a

Newcastle, NSW. When he was 15, his

fascination with life and its revelation

father bought an Ampico reproducing

through the body. His ultimate gift to his

piano with a collection of rolls cut by

students was to allow them to realise their

some of the world’s greatest pianists. This

potential not just as artists, but as people.’

triggered a lifelong obsession.
At the NSW Conservatorium his fellow

M

death, Bain, with Margaret Chapple, took
over the Bodenwieser Studio, which soon
In 1959 Doris Fitton asked Bain to

In his later years, as promotions

the annual Dancers’ Picnic (now the

Bodenwieser Ballet. After Bodenwieser’s

became the centre of Sydney’s dance activity.

As the head of the Independent

Glen Barker
24.1.1927–26.8.2012

students included Richard Bonynge and
Roger Woodward. Further study at Sydney
Teachers’ College led to music teaching
positions at Paddington Junior Technical

teach movement to her Independent

Heart failure has claimed veteran Newcastle,

School, Fort Street Boys’ High, Balmain

Theatre actors; this eventually led Bain to

NSW, theatre man Glendon Eric Barker.

Teachers’ College and, finally, Sydney

NIDA. He taught there for more than 35

He was 85.

Teachers’ College, from which he retired

years, developing a unique discipline he

Barker’s fascination with show business

in 1989.

called Movement for Actors, a concept that

began when his parents presented him

continues to be taught across the nation.

with a junior magic kit. By the time he

magazines, lectured to music interest

was 10 he was an accomplished juggler

groups and was a popular adjudicator who

at the heart of the Australian cultural

and magician; when he was in his teens he

could always find something positive in

renaissance and the emergence of a new

formed his own revue company.

the weakest performance. For 40 years

From the end of the 1960s Bain was

national identity. He worked with the Old

He began his professional career as a

He was a regular contributor to music

he was the ABC’s official concert ‘page

Tote, Jane Street Theatre, Nimrod and the

booth announcer at Newcastle Stadium

turner’, appearing with Geoffrey Parsons,

Australian Opera. He also choreographed

(now Marketown shopping centre) in the

Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Birgit Nilsson,

the landmark Australian productions of

1950s. The venue was used for concerts by

among others.

Jesus Christ Superstar and The Legend of King

touring groups, with major overseas acts

O’Malley.

from about 1957. Barker went on to become

as a reproducing piano expert with an

a respected actor, singer, set designer and

erudite knowledge of the repertoire and

builder, director and producer.

the pianists who recorded them. Condon *

He served on the interim dance
committee of the Australian Council for
Spring–Summer 2012

Condon was known around the world
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has presented ‘live’ performances by Percy

Humperdinck, and played guitar for

Grainger, using Grainger’s rolls of Grieg

Olivia Newton-John and Cliff Richard.

and Tchaikovsky piano concertos, backed

Cotton returned to Australia in 1978.

Crossley participated in the Toowoomba
Summer Music Camps and worked
with several Melbourne amateur theatre

by a modern symphony orchestra. These

He acted in the TV series The Young

companies including Williamstown Little

have been issued on record, as has ‘The

Doctors, starred in the musical Joseph and the

Theatre and Viaduct Theatre. He directed

Condon Collection’, 32 CDs of some of

Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat (1984) and

The Provok’d Wife (1968, Viaduct’s first

Condon’s 7200 piano rolls.

hosted The Early Bird Show and Summer

production) as well as the Australian musical

Rock on TV.

It Happened in Tanjablanca, and all nine of

Condon’s rolls and his meticulously
restored Ampico, Duo-Art and Welte-

In 1996 Cotton and 1960s

Noël Coward’s Tonight at 8.30 playlets. His

Mignon pianos constitute a major resource

contemporaries Russell Morris and

other directorial credits include the revue

for research into historical performance

Ronnie Burns performed 40 weekends

Nothing Sacred (Star Theatre, 1963), and the

practice. There has been interest from

a year in Australian clubs, invariably to

Polish outdoor equestrian extravaganza The

international universities, but it is hoped

full houses. When Burns left in 2000, Jim

Wedding of Count Potocki (Adelaide, 1975). He

that the collection will stay in Australia.
Denis Condon is survived by his
partner of 47 years, Robert Mitchell,
a long-serving member of the Opera
Australia chorus.

Keays from The Masters Apprentices
joined the group.
In 1989 Cotton was awarded the
Advance Australia Award for his services
to the community, acknowledging his

M

support and assistance to numerous
charities and public organisations.

Darryl Cotton

M

4.9.1949–7.2012

Brian Crossley

Darryl Cotton has died from liver cancer.

5.10.1926–8.9.2012

Cotton was born in Onkaparinga,
South Australia. An early convert to the
Beatles-led revolution in popular music,
he formed a group with Beeb Birtles, Rick
Brewer and, later, Rick Springfield. First
as the Mermen, then as Down the Line,
they played at Adelaide clubs and dances.
Local promoter Bernard (‘Doc’) Neeson
suggested they change their name to Zoot.
By 1967, they were Adelaide’s top band.
They moved to Melbourne the following
year, creating a sensation with their pink
stage costumes.
Zoot ruled Australian pop from 1968
to 1971. Typically the group played 10 to
15 shows a week. Through sheer slog and
innate talent they became a formidable
rock outfit. In 1971 they recorded a

in Wonderland.
In 1978 Crossley co-wrote and directed
The Masters, a celebration of the work of
Noël Coward and Ivor Novello—June
Bronhill and Dennis Olsen were the stars.
After playing at the Comedy Theatre in
Melbourne, the show toured widely. In
the 1980s Crossley taught drama at the
University of Southern Queensland.

Pop singer, television presenter and actor
He was 62.

was featured in several productions of Alice

Born in Britain, Brian Stow Crossley
originally hoped to be a concert pianist
but instead switched to the stage. After his
war service he trained at the Birmingham
Repertory. In 1950 he joined the D’Oyly
Carte Opera Company as a chorus
member and understudy to Martyn Green.
He toured the US with the company
in 1951. Later he appeared in London
in revue and toured Britain in the Ivor
Novello musical Gay’s the Word.
In 1954 Crossley emigrated to
Melbourne with his close friend, actress
Vivean Gray. He joined the UTRC
(today’s MTC) in 1954, débuting in the
revue Tram Stop 10. He worked regularly

On television he appeared in the
ABC’s World of Operetta (1964–65) and
played a prostitute in drag in the first
episode of Division Four. He directed for
the 1976 series The Box, but it is probably
for his portrayal of the lovable Mrs Flower
Potts in the ABC children’s series Adventure
Island (1967–73) that he will be most
warmly remembered.
Crossley’s knowledge and love of music
served him well when he worked for a time
in Thomas’ Record Shop and at Discurio.
He was a long-serving member of the
Green Room Awards Association’s Opera
Panel and also hosted regular musical
evenings at his home. The 2000th concert
was celebrated early in 2012.
Friends gathered for a celebration of his
life at the Malthouse Theatre on 8 October.

with the UTRC until 1961.
Crossley’s long association with Gilbert

M

thunderous version of the Beatles’ ‘Eleanor

and Sullivan in Australia began when

Rigby’ which stunned progressive rock

he was recruited for the J.C.Williamson

Edwin Duff

devotees and pop fans alike.

seasons of 1956. He went on to direct

4.6.1928–9.7.2012

many G&S productions around Australia,

Australian jazz vocalist Edwin Duff died

an acoustic duo, Frieze. In 1972 Cotton

for Opera Australia, Victoria State Opera,

from heart complications following a

tried his luck in London, then went to the

Adelaide Festival Centre Trust and

recent stroke. He had been singing in

United States. There he signed with the

Canberra Philharmonic—notably HMS

Kings Cross jazz spots until two years ago.

MGM label, and worked as a musician,

Pinafore in 1979 with June Bronhill and

singer and songwriter. He formed the

Dennis Olsen. In 1980 he directed an

arrived in Australia in 1939. He started

group Friends, wrote songs for acts

alfresco Pinafore on board the historic

out as big band vocalist at Leggett’s

ranging from Donny Osmond to Engelbert

barque Polly Woodside.

Ballroom, Melbourne, and, during

After Zoot, Cotton and Birtles formed
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Born in Forfar, Scotland, Duff

WWII, entertained troops at The Dugout

Choir. He was actively involved in theatre

Coward, which toured Australia and played

nightclub and at USO Entertainment

throughout his school years and, as a

several seasons at the Melbourne Zoo.

HQ. He toured with Helen Reddy’s

teenager, began performing weekly on

He presented several shows at Caper’s

parents, Max Reddy and Stella Lamond,

The Fakermagangees, a long-running

Cabaret in Hawthorn.

entertaining war-wounded in hospitals.

children’s radio serial on radio 3DB.

By 1940, he was performing Frank

After matriculating, Finlayson

Sinatra’s hits on radio, and he attracted

worked in amateur theatre, eventually

his own legion of bobby-soxers. Always

joining the Union Theatre Repertory

extravagantly attired and wearing lots

Company (today’s MTC) in 1957. In

of jewellery, he became a regular at the

1958 he was in the original production

Galleon Coffee Lounge in St Kilda.

of the Australian musical Lola Montez.

Duff toured and recorded with the Jack

For Garnet H. Carroll he appeared in

Brokensha Jazz Quintet. He worked in

Bells are Ringing, Auntie Mame, Lock Up

the USA for a decade until the mid-’60s.

Your Daughters, For Amusement Only and

He also performed in New Zealand,

Robert and Elizabeth. Other musical credits

Singapore, Thailand, Bali and China.

include The Fantasticks, Razza-Ma-Tazz

Finlayson was also an adept graphic
artist, exhibiting his work in Melbourne,
Ballarat and at his home gallery in Bittern.
He is survived by his brother Bruce, a
costume designer. His niece, Alexandra
Schepisi, is an actor and filmmaker.
A memorial service for Jon Finlayson
was held in the Arts Centre Playhouse on
24 September.
M

(and All That Jazz), The Computer, Love

Ron Folkard

with Gene Krupa, Buddy de Franco, The

Travelling Salesmen, Sweet Fanny Adams and

7.5.1915–5.10.2012

Inkspots, Buddy Rich, Art Tatum, Judy

Jesus Christ Superstar. He was in The Magic

Bailey, Les Welch, Billy Hyde, Errol Buddle,

Show at the Princess in 1975 and in the

Bobby Limb, Barry Crocker, the Daley–

subsequent film version, shot in Canada.

Wilson Big Band and John Farnham. On

He was involved in several long-running

TV he featured in IMT, The Graham Kennedy

intimate revues, including Outrageous

and stage manager in Hassan at the Savoy

Show, Bobby Limb’s Sound of Music, The Barry

Fortune and Slings and Arrows.

Theatre, Sydney, in 1937. After several

Over the years Duff shared the spotlight

Crocker Special, Rex Mossop’s Club Show, The

His other stage credits include The Man

Ronald Charles Garrard Folkard was
born in the Sydney suburb of Burwood.
He started his long career as an actor

productions at the Independent, he made

Joe Martin Show, In Sydney Tonight and The

Who Came to Dinner, Ashes, Arden!, Crossing

his professional début at the Minerva,

Mike Walsh Show.

Niagara and Trumpets and Raspberries for

appearing there in French Without Tears and

the MTC, Fortune and Men’s Eyes, Enter

Charley’s Aunt in 1940.

Duff was notorious for his extravagant

After four years’ war service, Folkard

costumes. As one fan put it: ‘You could

a Free Man and Cowardy Custard for St

never tell what he would be wearing. You

Martin’s Theatre Company and The School

toured the Pacific Islands with Peter Finch’s

could expect anything from a black-over-

for Scandal for the Tasmanian Theatre

entertainment unit; later he joined a troop

blue mohair kilt, a kingfisher blue silk suit,

Company. For Hobart’s Theatre Royal

company for a six-month trip to Japan.

or one of his pastel pink and yellow shirts

Light Opera Company he directed Orpheus

with lace trimmings, teamed with brightly

in the Underworld, The Beggar’s Opera and

J.C.Williamson organisation began with

coloured jacket and pants. He liked to be

New Moon.

Follow the Girls in 1946. His subsequent

the centre of attention, but once you got

He was the director, producer, costume

over the initial shock, it was really the

designer and co-writer of the immensely

singing that counted.’

successful Glitter Sisters stage show, which
enjoyed a long season at Chevron and
M

Jon Finlayson
23-3-1938–12-9-2012

toured widely.
Finlayson wrote for, and appeared in,
many ABC and Crawford TV dramas,
including Division 4, Homicide, Ryan, Cop

Jon Finlayson will be remembered as an

Shop, The Zoo Family, Snowy River and

actor, writer, director, producer, singer,

the TV adaptation of the musical The

raconteur, and host of many a fabulous

Sentimental Bloke. He also wrote for The

dinner party. He has died of cancer at the

Mavis Bramston Show. His feature films

age of 74.

included the Alvin Purple series, Paul Cox’s

Folkard’s long association with the

JCW credits included Harvey, Under the
Counter, Oklahoma!, Born Yesterday, Edward
My Son, Seagulls Over Sorrento, Reluctant
Heroes, Bonaventure, September Tide, All for
Mary, Paint Your Wagon, Can Can, Carnival
and My Fair Lady.
Folkard’s other credits include Light
and Shade: the Lost Generation and Off
The Record (Minerva, 1948); Mandragola
(Independent, 1949) and Alice in
Wonderland (Phillip Theatre, 1966). At the
Macleay Theatre, Kings Cross, he worked

Lonely Hearts, and Evil Angels, directed

on The Mavis McMahon Show (1972), Some

in Coburg, Melbourne, but grew up in

by Fred Schepisi, who was married to

of My Best Friends Aren’t (1973), Gordon

Burwood, attending Hartwell Primary

Finlayson’s late sister, Rhonda, who was

Chater’s Scandals of 1974 and Champagne

School and Camberwell High. He was

an actress.

Complex (1974).

Jon Douglas Finlayson was born

eight when he began his career in the

In the 1980s and ’90s Finlayson

Ronald Folkard donated his large library

performing arts, touring Australia as

presented his own one-man show An

of theatre books to the SBW Foundation

a boy soprano in the Australian Boys

Evening with Noël Coward without Noël

Performing Arts Collection in Sydney.
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Jonathan Hardy

Alan Harrison

the voice for miming actors. In 1961 he

20.9.1940–30.7.2012

1954–19.8.2012

sang the title role in Saint-Saëns’ Samson

New Zealand born actor, writer and

Alan Harrison, the Great Moscow

director Jonathan Hardy has died of

Circus’s popular ringmaster and comedy

septicaemia at his home in the New South

trampolinist, died of a suspected heart

Wales Southern Highlands.

attack after a performance at Karratha,

Born in Wellington, and educated at that
city’s St Patrick’s College, Hardy trained as
an actor at the New Zealand Players Drama

Western Australia, where the show was on
tour. He was 58.
Alan was born in the UK, but grew

School and in Britain, where he worked with

up and began his circus career in France.

the Royal National Theatre, the Bristol Old

He performed all over Europe and spoke

Vic and other companies. He returned to

seven languages.

his homeland in 1966 to play Dromio in the
New Zealand Theatre Centre’s first touring
production, The Comedy of Errors, based on
the Royal Shakespeare Company’s version.
He went on to appear for NZTC in Oh, What
a Lovely War and The Hollow Crown.
He remained to help develop the
country’s theatre industry, becoming
artistic director of Auckland’s Mercury
Theatre. Hardy emigrated to Australia in

Harrison first came to Australia for

act as a drunken sailor. He returned to
France but came back to act as ringmaster
for Weber’s Great Moscow Circus. He
recently took Australian citizenship.
His son, Jeffrey, flew from France to
attend a moving memorial service under
the circus’s Big Top on 23 August.
M

Raymond McDonald

Salesman and in Twelve Angry Men.
in Jumpers at Russell Street in 1973. He
headed MTC’s Youth Program for two
years; among his many MTC credits was
the first production of Kenneth G. Ross’s
play Breaker Morant at the Athenaeum
in 1978. He also sang. He was in Opera
Australia’s Tannhäuser (1998) and he
narrated Treemonisha in Brisbane in 2005.
His film credits include The Devil’s
Playground, Mad Max II, Mr Reliable and Moulin
Rouge! His screenplay for Breaker Morant
won an AFI Award and was nominated for
an Oscar. He wrote and directed the film

McDonald as ‘a beloved colleague for
many years. I was very fond of him and we
sang a great deal together’.
She cited the Bach Passions and Elgar’s
Dream of Gerontius as among their most
memorable collaborations.
In later life McDonald was a respected
teacher and a frequent jury member for
the Sun Aria competition.
M

in which he performed his trampoline

times, appearing notably as Willy Loman

Hardy first appeared for the MTC

contralto Lauris Elms. She remembered

Harry Weber’s La Voyageuse production,

1972 but returned to New Zealand several
in Auckland Theatre Company’s Death of a

and Delilah opposite another ABC stalwart,

1925–8.6.2012
Brisbane-born tenor Raymond McDonald
has died at the age of 87.
After service in the Royal Australian
Navy, McDonald started his working life as
a carpenter, but singing studies with Neville
Smith led to his participation in the radio
talent quest Australia’s Amateur Hour in 1949.
He competed in the Mobil Quest in 1952,
1953 and 1954, winning third place in the

Norman McVicker OAM
19.1.1920–21.5.2012
Norman John McVicker was born in
Tempe, NSW. After leaving school he
worked in broadcasting, writing scripts
about Australian history and episodes
of radio serials for the 2UW Children’s
Session, and as a freelance writer. His
first radio play was broadcast on 2SM on
19 January 1937.
He spent five years in the Australian
Army Service Corps, after which his
interest in live theatre led to him
producing amateur revues, concerts and
short plays. In 1947 he set up his own
company, the St Peters Community
Players, in the Sydney suburb of
Sydenham, and began to master
production, lighting, costume design, stage
management and promotion.

latter two years. He made a spectacular

It was from this company that the

operatic début in 1953 as Cavaradossi in

Pocket Playhouse emerged in 1957. The

the Queensland National Opera Society’s

60-seat theatre operated, without subsidy,

production of Tosca.

until 1973 when it closed after presenting

In 1954 McDonald sang Manrico in

89 productions, including four written and

Il Trovatore for Clarice Lorenz’s Sydney-

directed by McVicker himself. A particular

based National Opera of Australia.

highlight was the Australian première of

He appeared frequently with Gertrude

John Barton’s anthology The Hollow Crown

the TV sci-fi series Farscape which ran from

Johnson’s Melbourne-based National

in 1965. As well, the Pocket Children’s

1999 to 2003

Theatre Opera Company, then went on

Theatre played matinées on Saturdays,

Backstage, starring Laura Brannigan.
International audiences knew Hardy
best as the voice of Dominar Rygel XVI in

Known for his impish looks and his

to join the fledgling Elizabethan Trust

and a professional production of Spoon

formidable wit, Hardy once told a BBC

Opera Company, forerunner of today’s

River for the NSW Arts Council toured 28

interviewer that his distinctively generous

Opera Australia. In the 1950s and ’60s he

country towns.

eyebrows were ‘like looking out from

sang several major roles with company,

under wisteria’, and said he loved the way

including Florestan in Fidelio and the title

the British Drama League of Australia.

his Farscape character ‘bites people, and

role in Otello.

From 1966 to 1971 he was a member of

farts helium’.
Hardy is survived by his partner, actor
David Letch.
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McDonald also featured in many

McVicker served on the council of

the Australian UNESCO Committee for

pioneering ABC–TV operas—sometimes

Drama and Art having been appointed by

on camera and at other times providing

Prime Minister, Harold Holt.

As well as running the theatre,

Metcalfe’s acting range was vast: in

presenting jazz concerts in Newcastle

McVicker managed to hold down an

Shakespeare he played Iago, Macbeth,

and Maitland. He first appeared on stage

executive job with Qantas for 31 years.

Puck, Prospero, Caliban and Claudius.

as ‘Saltbush Bill’, touring Victoria with

He had leading roles in Private Lives, The

Hillbilly Roundup.

After retiring to Mudgee, NSW, in
1980, McVicker wrote a weekly column

Caine Mutiny Court Martial and Charley’s

for his local paper. With more than 1000

Aunt, played Salieri in Amadeus, and made

and hypnotism act, with himself as

articles to his credit, he was The Mudgee

a delightful Dame in panto. In musical

Merlin. He moved to Wagga Wagga

Guardian’s longest serving journalist. He

theatre he played Fagin in Oliver! and

where he established the Coconut Grove–

was a foundation member of the Mudgee

Daddy Warbucks in Annie. In 2007 he

Wonderland complex, through which

Arts Council and assisted with musical

played the Queen Mother in Two Old

he brought the Harlem Globetrotters

productions at St Matthew’s School and

Queens, which celebrated the former

and Johnny O’Keefe to entertain Wagga

Mudgee High School.

monarch’s unlikely friendship with Noël

Wagga audiences. He was also one of the

Coward. This was seen in Perth, Adelaide,

original producers of the Wagga Wagga

Melbourne and Sydney.

Mardi Gras Festival.

In 2003 Norman McVicker was
awarded the Order of Australia
medal for ‘Service to the performing

Metcalfe directed four national tours:

Rawle developed a mind-reading

Rawle moved to the Gold Coast in

arts, particularly theatre, and to the

Doctor in Love, Night Mother (with Jill

1961, establishing the Hideaway venue

community of Mudgee’. In 2007 he

Perryman and June Salter), The Nerd and

where he presented Frank Ifield and Cliff

received The Premier of New South Wales

Corpse (with Gordon Chater). He also

Richard, and starting the popular ‘Gold

Service Award and the Seniors’ Week

made appearances in a number of film and

Coast By Night’ tours.

Achievement Award for outstanding

television productions between 1974 and

contribution to the community in the field

2007, including a Perth-produced ABC-TV

only showman to circle Australia with a

of Education and Lifelong Learning

drama called The House.

variety show. The tour started in Camooweal

After nearly 50 years in Australia,
M

Edgar Metcalfe AM
18.9.1933–13.9.2012

Bill Rawle was the first and, to date, the

on the Queensland–Northern Territory

Metcalfe retired to England in 2010—only

border and visited 312 different towns around

to return, disillusioned, to Perth soon after.

Australia and Tasmania, finally returning to

He made a spectacular comeback playing

Camooweal 14 months later.

two roles—Queen Elizabeth I and Second

‘Australia’s oldest performing hypnotist’

Perth-based actor, director and writer

Carpenter–in the world première of WA

was aged 89 when gave his last performance

Edgar Metcalfe was a driving force behind

playwright John Aitken’s The Enchanters at

in Wagga Wagga in August 2011.

Australian theatre for nearly half a century.

the Heath Ledger Theatre in May 2011.
M

Born in Blackpool, UK, Metcalfe

Next, in July 2011, he appeared the

trained with Blackpool Rep. In 1963

world première of David Williamson’s

he came to Australia as artistic director

black comedy When Dad Married Fury.

of the National Theatre of Western

This was the opening production of the

Australia at the Perth Playhouse. There

Metcalfe Playhouse, which was created

Amanda Louise Thane was born in Taree,

he programmed a clever combination

from the defunct IMAX cinema in Lake

NSW, but the family relocated to Sydney

of classics and popular fare, including

Street, Northbridge.

after they discovered Thane’s congenital

musicals and pantomimes, that put the

Metcalfe’s last professional appearance

theatre on a profitable basis. His planned

was in April 2012 in Tom Stoppard’s

two-year stay became three stints over

Arcadia, presented by Black Swan at the

more than two decades (1963–67 then

State Theatre Centre of WA.

1970–72 and 1982–84) during which

Edgar Metcalfe was WA’s 1976 Citizen

Amanda Thane OAM
18.12.1953–1.9.2012

hip condition, coupled with pressures from
a drought.
A series of unsuccessful surgeries
failed to correct her hips, but sheer
determination—plus a gruelling exercise

he directed or acted in more than 100

of the Year, and was made a Member of

regime—helped her overcome her

productions. Among his directing

the Order of Australia in 1978.

physical limitations. Her talent for singing
developed early. She served in the music

highlights was the 1971 Australian
première of Cabaret, which starred
Nancye Hayes and Jon Ewing.
Also in Perth he was artistic director
of Hole-in-the-Wall in 1980–1985 and

M

Bill ‘Merlin’ Rawle
1922–6.7.2012

ministries of her church, St Barnabas in
Roseville, including the choir, Christian
Music Theatre Group and Harvest
Theatre. At 21, she studied for a diploma

worked frequently with the Effie Crump

William Joseph ‘The Great Merlin’ Rawle,

of opera at the Sydney Conservatorium

Theatre in Northbridge.

veteran mind-reader and entertainer, has

of Music. There she met tenor Glenn

died of prostate cancer. He was 89.

Winslade; they married in 1978.

From 1968 to 1970 he was Associate
Director with the MTC, winning Green

Rawle grew up in Adamstown, NSW.

Thane made her operatic début

Room Awards for his productions of

Visits to the Sydney Tivoli triggered his

at the Conservatorium as Marenka in

The Devils and What the Butler Saw.

interest in entertainment. He got his start

The Bartered Bride. As a student she won *
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Triffitt had a brief stint as

the Queen Elizabeth Award for Young

Brunswick Palais, Fawkner Park Kiosk

Australia, an Australian Music Foundation

and the 40 Club (then on the site of Arts

administrator at Sydney’s Stables Theatre,

Award and a Churchill Fellowship. She

Centre Melbourne).

but his big breakthrough came with

also won the Pan Pacific finals of the

In the 1940s he juggled work with the

Momma’s Little Horror Show, which he

New York Metropolitan Opera Auditions

Bob Gibson band at Palm Grove with

created for the Tasmanian Puppet Theatre

and the ABC Concerto and Vocal

service in an army entertainment unit.

in 1976; it was seen all over Australia

Competition. Thane performed many

In 1948 Thomas became leader of

and Europe. This was followed by Juke, a

roles with Opera Australia, starting as a

Melbourne’s first Kenton-style band.

theatre-in-education piece; a community

Flower Maiden in Parsifal in 1976.

He was soon recognised as Melbourne’s

documentary called The Darwin Story;

leading ‘bop’ trumpeter.

Hard Luck Cabaret; and Tricks, a magic-

Thereafter, until the mid-’90s, she
performed many leading roles including

After a stint in the UK in 1954-55 he

oriented cabaret show with Ross

Mimi, Eurydice, Maria Stuarda, Liù,

joined the ABC variety orchestra. He

Skiffington which was seen in Melbourne

Nedda, Fiordiligi, Gilda, the Countess,

switched to TV in 1958; for a decade from

and Adelaide.

Pamina, Donna Elvira, Violetta and Leïla.

1961 he was musical director at Channel 9.

Thane’s success in portraying Valentine

In 1978 he toured to Hong Kong with the

Wildstars for Jonathan Taylor’s Adelaide-

in Les Huguenots during Dame Joan

Smacka Fitzgibbon band.

based Australian Dance Theatre; High

Sutherland’s 1991 farewell performances

After this Thomas officially ‘retired’,

In 1979 he devised and designed

Flyers followed. His subsequent credits

in Sydney led to an even greater feat:

but he continued to accept casual

included designs for Circus Oz; the

performing it at the Royal Opera House

engagements and devoted his time and

infamously unsuccessful Illustrated

in Covent Garden, London. She later

expertise to assist young players in the

History of Rock’n’Roll in the Netherlands

returned to London to perform Mimi in

Box Hill Brass Band.

(1982); Secrets (a 1983 Handspan puppet
production that toured overseas five

La Bohème, Antonia in The Tales of
M

Hoffmann and Lina in Verdi’s Stiffelio.
After her last performance, as Ellen
Orford in Peter Grimes, Thane obtained
teaching and counselling qualifications

Nigel Triffitt
19.8.1949–20.7.2012

times); The Gift of Vagrancy; The Fall of
Singapore for the 1987 Spoleto (Melbourne)
Festival; and Moby Dick for the 1991
Melbourne Festival.

and joined the vocal departments of the

Brilliant designer and director Nigel

Guildhall School of Music and Drama

William Triffitt carved out a unique place

Delilah, Metamorphosis and Manon, and

and the London College of Music. Back in

for himself in the field of visual theatre

there were the world tours of Men at Work

Australia, she taught at the Conservatorium,

with shows touring internationally to more

and Icehouse, and the outdoor opening of

but her hip condition worsened to the point

than 20 countries.

the 1988 Adelaide Festival.

where she stopped working.

Triffitt’s earliest credits were in his

He designed the operas Samson and

Triffitt was production designer and

home town of Hobart, as an actor in

featured actor in the film Howling V—The

a not-for-profit organisation dedicated

student plays at the city’s Playhouse. He

Rebirth, shot in Budapest in 1989. He designed

to providing artists and audiences with

moved to the mainland, joined the NIDA

and directed major restagings of Hair (1991)

opportunities to perform and experience

directing course, but was expelled after

and The New Rocky Horror Show with Craig

a vast repertoire of the art song genre. In

one year. In 1967 he designed The Beaux

McLachlan and Gina Riley (1992).

2012 Thane was awarded the Medal of the

Stratagem for the Old Tote in Sydney.

In 2009 Thane founded ArtSong NSW,

In London he worked as a dresser

Order of Australia.
Amanda Thane is survived by her
husband, Glenn Winslade.
M

Freddy Thomas
28.8.1920–7.8.2012

In 1994 Triffitt wrote a typically
outrageous novel, Cheap Thrills. His

at the Mermaid Theatre, and studied at

greatest triumph came the following year

the Drama Centre until he was, again,

with the design and direction of Dien

expelled. He returned to Australia in 1971,

Perry’s Tap Dogs. It has toured to 250 cities

where he started his own theatre company,

worldwide, and is still going strong. Triffitt

and staged radical productions around

was also responsible for the direction and

the country.

design of the finale of the Sydney 2000

A stint as director-in-residence at

Olympics’ opening ceremony, screened to

Brilliant Melbourne-born trumpet

St Martin’s in South Yarra was followed by

an international television audience of an

virtuoso Freddy Thomas was born into a

18 months as director of student theatre at

estimated 3.5 billion.

musical family. He was taught music by

Monash University. His roving alternative

his father, a trombonist, and pianist Carl

theatre company Yellow Brick Roadshow

presented an exhibition of Nigel Triffitt’s

Bartling. As a teenager he toured Victoria

toured Australia for two years before

meticulously detailed set models, many of

with the Young Australia League and

collapsing spectacularly in Marrakech,

which are now preserved in Arts Centre

began casual work including stints at the

Morocco, in 1976.

Melbourne’s Performing Arts Collection.
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In 1987 the Performing Arts Museum

John Unicomb

work as a musician on cruise ships—which

pop song, clubs, radio, stage, television

4.7.1928–16.9.2012

eventually brought him to Sydney, where

and film. His ‘Singalongamax’ albums

he settled.

were top sellers.

One of the greats of Tasmanian theatre,
John Robert Unicomb, has died of cancer.
Born in NSW, John Unicomb got

In the late ’60s and ’70s Wrightman was
involved in show business management,

his start as a juvenile actor in ABC radio

enjoying great success with some of

drama. He made his stage début at Sydney’s

Australia’s top acts on his books. He formed

Independent Theatre in Cinderella Meets a

Anthem Management and booked acts on

Wolf in 1947. The following year he was in

the country’s top variety shows, touring stars

the original cast of Rusty Bugles. Later he

such as Debbie Reynolds, Dusty Springfield

was in the films Sons of Matthew (1950) and

and Count Basie.

Captain Thunderbolt (1953).
He worked in Britain from 1951 to 1958,
appearing on stage, radio, film and TV.
In 1959 Unicomb toured Australia as
a member of the John Alden Shakespeare
company. He was featured in several
Phillip Street productions, including
Alice in Wonderland, Mistress Money and
Ride on a Broomstick, and had a long stint
in melodrama at George Miller’s Music
Hall in Neutral Bay. In 1968 he was in
Harry M. Miller’s productions of Noël

In the later years of his career he once
again focused on jazz, representing many
local acts, and brought international
acts such as Buddy Greco and Barbara

Hobart. He oversaw the creation of the
Tasmanian Theatre Company and was its
executive director from 1971 to 1984. He

before moving to NSW to manage the
Sydney Superdrome. He returned to Perth
last year to oversee the completion of the
new 15 000 seat venue, which opened on
10 November.
Former circus artiste Jennifer Fenelon—

She performed web and solo cloud swing

More recently Wrightman carved a new

with Ashton’s Circus when it toured as

career presenting jazz on Eastside Radio

Circus Xsavia, as well as with Lennon

in Sydney. He also conducted memorable

Brothers and Burton’s.

interviews with politicians, writers, poets

M

British actor Geoffrey Hughes, best
known as ‘Onslow’ in the TV comedy
Keeping Up Appearances, died on 27 July
2012, aged 68. He was also a regular in
Coronation Street, The Royle Family and
Heartbeat. He toured Australia twice—in

On Stage also pays tribute to:

Only When I Laugh (1996) and Bedroom

Veteran Asian circus elephant Arna died at

Farce (1998).

the Taronga Western Plains Zoo, Dubbo,

Norm McFee, who died aged 60 at

on 15 September. She was 54. Arna came

Rupanyup, Victoria, on 4 August 2012,

to Australia from Singapore in 1963. She

from 1987 to 1994, and was instrumental

appeared with Alberto’s and R. & A. Perry

in the maintenance of the historic venue,

Brothers’ circuses, and was a star performer

the introduction of modern facilities and

at Stardust until 2008, when she was retired

the creation of its Backstage Theatre.

after crushing her handler to death. She
will be sorely missed by her close friends

of Equus earned him the National Critics’

at Dubbo, Gigi (formerly of Ashton’s and

Circle Award. He received the Centenary

Stardust) and Burma (from Bullen’s).

Medal in 2001.

demolished Perth Entertainment Centre,

Heads, NSW, on 8 September, aged 50.

was the Theatre Royal’s artistic director

Unicomb’s innovative 1975 production

Perth as the general manager of the now

production with guitarist Martin Taylor.

Georgie Fame and Clive James.

business manager of the Theatre Royal,

was 57. Humphreys began his career in

jazz venues. He also turned his hand to

and in 1969 he toured in the musical The

began in 1970, when he was appointed

before the new venue’s opening. He

better known as Chequita—died at Tweed

and entertainers including James Moody,

Unicomb’s association with Tasmania

on 4 September 2012, just two months

Morrison to some of Australia’s top

Coward’s Private Lives and Present Laughter
Canterbury Tales.

Perth Arena general manager
David Humphreys died of heart failure

was a popular ringmaster in a number of
Australia circuses, starting with Perry’s
for their 1984 tour of Tasmania. He also
worked on the Bullen-Perry Three Ring
Circus at Wollongong, and had several
further stints with Perry’s.
Jansen Douglas John Traeger died
on 15 June 2012; he was 65. ‘Long John’
joined Ashton’s circus as a tent rigger

Brisbane-born Edith Bliss had two

and driver when he was 18, and toured

show biz careers—first as a pop singer (she

with them until the late 1980s. He then

had a 1979 hit, ‘If It’s Love You Want’),

switched to Silver’s Circus, with whom he

Wally Wrightman

and second as a TV reporter on Simon

worked for more than 30 years.

16.1.1934–3.12.2011

Townsend’s Wonder World. In 2006 she

M

Jazz musician, promoter and broadcaster
Wally Wrightman was born in Tottenham,
North London. After leaving the RAF
in 1955 he explored the emerging Soho

contested in—and won—the final episode

Compiled with thanks to Circus Fans

of Wheel of Fortune. Edith died of cancer in

of Australasia Inc., Anna Muscara (Live

Sydney on 3 May 2012, aged 53.

Performance Australia Inc.), Geoffery Orr,

Veteran British entertainer Max

jazz scene. He played double bass and

Bygraves obe died of Alzheimer’s disease

sang at many venues, including the

at Hope Island, Queensland on 31 August

famous Mandrake Club. An unfortunate

2012. He was 89. Bygraves and his wife

encounter with the notorious Kray twins

settled in Australia in 2008; she died in

led him to escape London. He found

2011. Bygraves’ long career embraced
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On the
shelf—again

Lynne Golding

Tiny, indefatigable Lynne Golding was
Australia’s first prima ballerina—the first to
perform the dual roles of Odette/Odile in
the first home-grown staging of the fulllength Swan Lake. Her career took her to
Europe, South America and North America,
before she returned to become one of our
finest and most respected teachers.

ISNN 1444-0156

Edith Pilsbury’s acclaimed biography
of her, Lynne Golding—Australia’s Ballerina,

Spring–Summer 2012
Vol.13 No.4

was published in 2008, but has been very
hard to find. Happily, it’s now available
from Readings bookshops in Victoria,
or Dennis Jones Book Distributors:
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